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Rafiki 
At The Edge 
 
by Mark White 

 
 
 
 
 
Foreword 
 

You are walking a midnight street under a moonless sky.  A streetlight 
reveals a man searching a vacant lot.  You offer to help, and the man accepts. 

 
�I lost my keys,� he explains. 
 
�Where was the last time you had them?�  
 
He hesitates� a second at most, before pointing across the street. 
 
�So why are you looking here?� 
 
�Because the light is better.� 
 
 

Patterns 
 

The universe is a pattern.  It is very big and very old, making it extremely 
complex.  It is truly incomprehensible to any human, but it and everything in it are 
patterns.  To understand the universe, or any part of it, we must appreciate its 
patterns and the methods it uses to create them.  Pattern recognition is therefore 
a valuable human talent, and it is in fact the root of human intelligence.  On this 
score God and science are partners.  We focus here mainly on science and its 
handmaiden, mathematics.  Science attacks a problem through simplification, 
which is the best - perhaps the only tool available.  Science must first simplify a 
system in order to work an otherwise incomprehensible problem.  It is no surprise 
then when science is found guilty of oversimplification. 
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Numbers are the language of science, and numbers themselves are a 
gross simplification.  Mathematics concerns the nature of numbers, and more 
importantly the relationships between them.  Therefore, mathematics is also 
limited by simplicity in what it can teach us, but numbers and mathematics are 
the best tools we have in searching for patterns.  There is something intrinsically 
human in the spiritual rapture of seeing �the numbers add up� as the old one 
chooses to reveal a frayed corner of a secret to us.  It is essential then that we 
augment these tools in any way possible if we hope to create a more robust view 
of the patterns around us.  This augmentation process is called building a model.  
Models are scaffoldings that hold the metaphors we use to expand and explain 
our understanding of patterns.  Models are paradigms, or perceptions, or 
conceptualizations of the patterns we are able to tease from observations of the 
universe.  Seeing is believing, and models are the eyes through which our brains 
can see that which cannot be seen. 

Numbers are indispensable in this quest because the universe has the 
curious property of appearing quantized.  At every level the universe behaves, 
contrary to our intuition, as if it can be made discontinuous or segmented.  It can 
be broken up into discrete units of time, space and energy, and these units can 
be counted and arranged.  This is most curious but most convenient, because a 
quantized thing is an informative thing.  It reeks of dualism and determinism, but 
calls longingly for context.  We have yet to find the level - big or small - where 
this property seems to fail us.  In fact, the further we dive into the problem, the 
more examples we find, and the more convinced we become that this is indeed a 
quantized universe.  It is certainly an informative universe.  The debate of 
universal quantification might never be resolved, but the patterns made by the 
various quanta can still hold our collective fancy. 

Numbers are the essential language of these patterns, but numbers are 
always represented by symbols.  Symbols aren�t things, they are representations 
of things, and they are therefore changeable.  We could use the symbol �3� to 
represent the concept of three things, or we could just as easily change the 
symbol for the same concept to �Γ�.  For that matter we could replace this symbol 
with a color or a musical note; it all depends on the pattern, the model attempting 
to find the pattern, and the person attempting to understand the model.  It is the 
concept of �three� that interests us, not so much the symbols representing them.  
More confusing is the fact that the symbol �3� is merely a printed or spoken 
symbol that serves to trigger a less tangible symbol for the concept of three in 
our brains.  But how sure can we be of the concept of �three� and its relationship 
to anything �out there� in the space that we know as reality? 

Numbers come in only two basic types, those that represent something, 
and those that represent the absence of something.  We have zero and 
everything else.  From this perspective zero was a remarkably late arrival to the 
drama of numbers.  Humans got along fine without zero for millennia.  Now �0� is 
an indispensable concept and symbol for the elegant models we build of patterns 
in the universe.  Our base ten, or decimal system requires ten symbols: �0�, and 
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nine others.  From this humble platform we can combine and relate things, 
producing patterns that are unimaginable to all but a few gifted pattern 
alchemists.  How sure are we that we understand zero? 
 

 
 
Life is a pattern.  When I say this I mean it on two levels.  You have a life 

(I know because you are reading this fine writing) but you are part of a larger 
pattern of Life on this planet, or Life in this universe.  There is a big difference 
between the pattern that is Life as a universal process, and the pattern of life that 
is the individual instance that we call you, or me.  I will denote this difference 
throughout by the use of capitol �L� for Life the process, and lower case �l� for life 
the individual instance.  This book shines light on Life the process, and we will 
examine it in relation to our understanding of patterns of the universe.  Likewise, 
thought is a pattern, and we will use Life as an example of how we can better, 
more effectively pattern our thoughts about the universe. 

Models are lights that illuminate our search for patterns.  There are 
different sources of light, but as the above joke implies, some lights are better 
than others.  It is very common that scientists select the wrong light and end up 
searching the wrong areas, sometimes for long periods of time.  It is not that 
these searches come up empty, but the keys are never found under the wrong 
lights.  Usually, maps are drawn during the searches that can then show where 
the keys might actually be found.  In this way science is not a linear march as is 
commonly thought, but a jagged saltation forward.  It is Brownian motion with a 
perceived goal; unfortunately, the goal cannot be known.  The beauty of science 
and the models it produces is in the art of explanation, not prediction, and 
frequently beautiful patterns of Life blossom for us only after we have constructed 
some radically new models.  Many of these models are simple and straight 
forward, but others are elegant and complex, and they are necessarily heavily 
metaphorical.  Most constructions have a marked bias; they have a foundation 
that is a general model of the universe, or what we typically call a worldview. 

The worldview on which this book is founded has already been stated:  
The universe is a complex pattern.  This is too general to be entirely useful so I 
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will do a few things to it.  I will name it and I will expand it.  Rafiki is the name I 
chose for my worldview.  I was recently asked why I chose the name Rafiki, and I 
couldn�t think of a good answer, other than, why not?  I didn�t want to burden it 
with my name, and I didn�t want to give it a long, pretentious, unpronounceable, 
pseudoscientific name that would end up as initials anyway.  The world has 
enough initials already, so I chose Rafiki.  The Rafiki model is a casual collection 
of ideas about patterns and how they behave, or fit together.  Rafiki is a room 
light that we will try to focus through a lens and light up the pattern of Life.  This 
book tries to explain Life and how it is better understood within the context of the 
Rafiki model.  Without Rafiki, the model of Life can lay there flat and colorless. 

Rafiki contains general rules of thumb to help develop a global perspective 
about patterns of space and time.  Of course we already have a model to teach 
us perspective on space and time � it is called relativity.  Rafiki is a relativity of 
sorts, but it is far less formal.  Rafiki is more about the relativity produced by 
networks, about how all things in networks serve as the context of all other 
things.  It is about how new things can emerge from networks of completely 
different things, and how these new things themselves become networks that 
serve as the next unexpected level of emergence.  Rafiki is about how patterns, 
the really interesting ones at least, are really just networks of things, and how the 
universe is just a nested hierarchy of these interdependent networks.  If this over-
generalization seems scientifically implausible to you, I suggest that you read 
The Emergence of Everything by Harold Morowitz, or A New Kind of Science by 
Stephen Wolfram. 

The first Rafiki rule is that all patterns are ultimately patterns of space, and 
all patterns must change.  This is where time comes in.  Let�s say we freeze a 
moment in time, and we examine space during that frozen moment.  If we notice 
a property, or wave, or energy distribution in space at that moment of time, the 
only certainty we can have is that when we let go of time, say for one quanta, or 
one tick on the universal clock, every individual element of the pattern will 
change in some way.  In this model, the only constant is change, and doesn�t that 
seem to be the case with our lives?  The Rafiki model relegates time to the role 
of counter in a series of universal patterns.  Granted, it is brutal and crass to 
simplify things to this extreme, essentially reducing the universe to one big, 
deterministic cellular automaton, but at least it�s a place to start.  Time is the 
necessary consequence of the first rule of patterns, which is that they must 
change. 

The second rule of patterns is that they will equilibrate.  This answers the 
question begged by the first rule:  How will patterns change?  Now we beg a new 
question:  What does it mean to equilibrate?  That�s a whopper, because 
Equilibration can mean many things, in many settings, as we shall see.  One of 
the tricks to recognizing patterns is to guess what an equilibration might look like, 
or where it might be, and then go there with a flashlight and look for it.  In 
general, it means that every portion of the universe is copasetic at every moment 
of time.  Equilibration means that things are as they should be at all times and 
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that they are following the rules.  The universe and everything in it must follow a 
small set of immutable laws.  There are no special rules and there are no special 
rule breakers.  At any level, at any time, the laws of nature are always followed, 
leading to equilibration at the very largest and the very smallest levels.  Constant 
change in a state of equilibrium seems paradoxical, but it is not.  Perhaps it 
would be more understandable if we just said, �it�s God�s will, and only God can 
know the answer�. 

Patterns will fluctuate.  Constant change in a state of equilibrium will lead 
to a fluctuating pattern.  An undifferentiated universe would display no pattern at 
all and would be uninformative.  Therefore, the universe must have uniquely 
identifiable components or elements, and patterns will be an intricate dance of 
these elements.  Patterns constantly seek a sweat spot, only to pass through, 
never allowed to rest because of some pesky local perturbation, or some global 
trending force.  But they will return again and again from differing angles, never 
straying far or long from their ideal.  This of course will lead to patterns in time of 
other patterns, which gets rather confusing.  This can be seen as a hierarchical 
series of patterns.  In fact, most of the patterns we humans can identify in the 
universe are incredibly complex aggregations of other patterns.  They are 
networks that spread their dendrites above and below through the levels of the 
hierarchy.  It is rare when we can find a complex pattern that can be perfectly 
excised and painted with simplified numbers.  When we can, we like to think of 
this pattern as linear.  For instance, the pattern of mass being influenced by force 
demonstrates acceleration.  Given any mass (M) under common conditions, an 
acceleration (A) will be produced by a force (F) with such regularity that we 
describe it by arranging the symbols as follows:  F=MA. 

This is what we call a linear relationship, because any one input can be 
expected to produce precisely one output.  We can use a simple numerical tool 
to demonstrate the concept of linear - we call it a graph. 

 
 

 
 
  

One-to-one relationships plot nicely onto a line, and this is why we like to 
call them linear.  There is only one dimension of influence that needs to be 
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explained by the graph.  One-to-many relationships plot poorly into a line, and we 
can unimaginatively call them non-linear.  Frequently, we will try to find lines in 
non-linear patterns, primarily by using statistical tools, but often there simply are 
no lines to be found.  This does not stop us, many times to our detriment, from 
drawing the lines anyway.  It is our evermore-ambitious quest for enlightenment 
through the power of simplicity.  This is where we�ve historically tended to find 
the most light.  However, sometimes we encounter a pattern that we can all 
agree is not linear, and should never be made as such.  For instance, the 
following graph in no way appears linear, but many still insist that we find a single 
line there. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 Rule #3: Patterns accumulate.  This is the primary mechanism of 
fluctuating patterns, and it is here that we find the most interesting properties of 
the universe.  Patterns emerge from the universe, and more patterns emerge 
from those patterns, etcetera.  They are fractals, networks of patterns becoming 
nested like so many Russian dolls.  However, an accumulation of patterns does 
not create a bigger version of the previous pattern, it forms a different pattern 
altogether.  This is the fundamental principle of emergence, a difficult to define 
and therefore little understood concept, but intuition tells me that it will be the 
foundation of the next great scientific revolution.  Incidentally, intuition is an 
emergent phenomenon of the mind.  Complexity is another concept that defies 
definition, but like art or pornography we know it when we see it.  Complexity and 
emergence embrace each other so tightly that it is impossible to separate cause 
from effect.  Complexity emerges from our universe at the boundaries of 
patterns, ones that aggregate order and randomness.  The ordered part of the 
pattern is not complex, but neither is the disordered part.  The edge between 
randomness and order is the most complex, the most interesting and the most 
useful part of any pattern.  Life fits this description, and in fact it is a property of 
the edge - Life exists only at the edge. 
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Many of the biggest missteps in human thought occur because of a failure 
to recognize the properties of accumulating patterns.  These misguided models 
begin by asking us to �imagine a spherical cow�, or �consider a perfectly rational 
agent�, and they end with a conclusion about the state of our universe less than a 
tiny fraction of a second after the big bang.  Let there be light.  Alas, to a hammer 
all the world is a nail, and to me all is emergence and complexity.  I will therefore 
pound the theme that more is not more; more is different.   

This all sounds so horribly deterministic, as if the universe is a large state 
function device, a digital computer.  Perhaps it is, but I am comfortable knowing 
that we will never know.  The equilibration function has a decidedly historical 
input, and therefore it is subject to wildly chaotic behavior.  The precise, detailed 
history, and therefore the input can never be known.  The boundary conditions of 
equilibration are unknowable, and therefore the state of the universe cannot be 
determined by anything other than the universe, or something capable of 
containing an exact replica.  More importantly, the nature of equilibrium itself is 
changing, and the direction of change is clearly toward more complexity.  
Emergences are accumulating and complexity is the result of emergence.  Let�s 
start with an example that is purely abstract, and move toward something 
tangible. 
 

Please consider the following pattern. 
 

 
 
 Not very interesting, but we can surround it with copies of itself, and 
generate a larger aggregate pattern. 
 

 
 
 
 The new pattern is clearly different from the original, but our new 
aggregate pattern can be considered as the base for a new level as follows. 
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 Of course we can continue to repeat this procedure indefinitely, and we 
will start to see completely new patterns emerge from the old. 
 

 
 
 The purpose of this simplified geometric model is to help visualize an 
aggregation of patterns, and to point out that they must be considered relative to 
scale.  How many iterations of this simple pattern might we perform before 
something of enough complexity might emerge where we could look at the 
pattern it produced and say, �there I am�?  How many iterations before a 
universe could recognize its own pattern?  Where could we store such a pattern 
and how could we view it?  The missing element in all of these questions is the 
same; it is context.  All patterns have a need for context, and when we shift from 
one scale to another we will unavoidably produce uncertainty regarding the 
pattern.  To jump from one scale to another is not to examine the same thing on 
a different scale, it is to examine something completely different.  Since time 
defines patterns in space, we will need a tool that scales time relative to space.  
Fortunately, with a little poetic license we can create one. 
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∆dmin / ∆tmin = ∆dmax / ∆tmax 

 
 This is a minor twist on our old friend called special relativity.  We are not 
going to use this for physics per se; we will use it as a universal tool for scaling 
time and space in our search for patterns.  When we pattern our thoughts to 
conform to the very small in space, we must change our view of time accordingly.  
When we think about patterns in time we must likewise scale our reference in 
space.  This gives us a nifty metric for how much relative scaling of either is 
required by our models.  Time, space and proportion become the universal trinity 
of patterns. 

Whenever we jump from one scale of time or space to another, we 
necessarily introduce a concept known as uncertainty, which is a fundamental 
reality of patterns in the universe - no way around it.  We cannot contemplate 
patterns on the order of one second in time, and be certain about patterns on an 
atomic scale in space.  A second to us is roughly a million years to an atom, per 
our scaling device.  Not much happens to us from one normal second to the next, 
but an atom can perform many tricks during that same period.  The pattern of the 
atom has fluctuated countless times in a fraction of a second, and the net result 
is an absolute trick to us.  The trick that the atom is found to have actually 
performed during that second will be the one that is most likely to be found by us 
when we look under a particular set of circumstances.  Unfortunately, the set of 
circumstances is itself a pattern requiring an unknowable context.  Our certainty 
about what we find will be a function of the scale we use to find it, and how we 
look.  To mistake this actual finding of the atom as the only possible trick, or the 
only actual trick performed during that portion of time is to make a mistake of 
scale. 

Similarly, the pattern of Life in the universe has formed over a vast amount 
of time, and we should seek to locate it in the very large, not the very small.  To 
trace life backward in time to a cell, or worse a molecule, is to make another 
mistake of scale.  The above ratio is a nifty tool to help calibrate our thoughts for 
any scale, but we must first be aware of the scale on which we are searching. 
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Uncertainty is relative.  Our level of certainty manifests as a spectrum 
across the patterns in the universe.  It scales according to time and space.  At 
one end of the spectrum is absolute certainty, or total order, and at the other end 
is absolute uncertainty, or total randomness.  The Rafiki model says that we 
might find absolute certainty only at the absolute smallest and the absolute 
largest scales of the universe.  All other certainty is relative to the scales of the 
patterns observed and the patterns of observation. 

The behavior of a pattern is defined by its scale.  A diamond billiard ball�s 
behavior is dictated by the behavior of countless, smaller carbons.  Likewise, the 
carbon pattern is locked by the countless smaller patterns of its parts.  Carbon is 
a nested network of sub-atomic particles, and diamond is a nested network of 
carbon.  We can imagine a system of diamond billiard balls that will behave in an 
orderly fashion, much like the system of carbon that makes up each ball, or the 
system of particles that make up each carbon.  Staying at any one scale 
produces relatively predictable behavior on that scale, but jumping scales 
produces relative uncertainty. 

Consider the simplest known network of sub-atomic particles - the 
hydrogen atom.  Hydrogen is at the base of the atomic scale, and we can 
generally understand its behavior by understanding its parts.  An oxygen atom is 
on the same atomic scale, but it is constructed from a more complex nesting of 
the same parts.  Hydrogen has one proton where Oxygen has sixteen.  We 
combine the two atoms in a ratio of two hydrogen to one oxygen, and produce an 
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ocean of molecules that behave on a new scale - H2O.  A molecule such as H2O 
might be expected to behave as an atom with 18 protons, but we all know that 
nothing could be further from the truth.  Our oceans are made of water, not 
Argon, and their behavior could never be predicted by adding the behavior of 
Hydrogen and Oxygen.  Why?  Because patterns have scale, and we must 
respect the scale of patterns to understand their behavior.  To do otherwise is to 
commit a grievous error of scale, similar to thinking that oceans should behave 
as Argon. 

Defining scales, and therefore defining patterns is a very messy business, 
as we shall see in our saltation forward.  We will start with a general road sign for 
our universal exploration of patterns. 
 
 

Universe 
String 
Quark 

Sub-Atomic Particle 
Atom 

Molecule 
Macromolecule 

Life 
Thought 
Culture 

Universe 
 
 
 I have no absolute way to determine a valid metric for the divisions of this 
road sign.  It�s just a rough gauge that I like to use as I search for patterns.  We 
hope that in our search mathematics will create patterns in numbers that will 
model patterns in the universe, and thereby we might attain a small measure of 
hard fought enlightenment.  The numerical patterns we contrive must respect the 
dynamic nature of the universe.  They must perform magic along an axis of time 
and thereby develop a rhythm.  More importantly they must respect a scale, and 
as we jump from one scale to another in our searches we must shift our pattern 
senses.  Mostly we move down in scales, and as Richard Feynman wrote, 
there�s plenty of room at the bottom. 
 The Rafiki belief in patterns is nothing more than a simple belief in logic.  If 
a process in the universe is operating on some logic, then that process should 
leave telltale fingerprints in the patterns of its behavior.  Natural laws should 
create natural patterns, but we frequently miss this evidence in our searches 
from lack of perspective, usually a failure to recognize the relevant scale of the 
questions.  Our preferred scale for this journey is Life.  Let�s begin.  
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A Code World View of Life 
 

All life on this planet is based on a genetic code.  It is a system that 
somehow defines the construction of living things by directing the processes of 
replication and protein synthesis.  In 1953 James Watson and Francis Crick 
described a double helix as the structure of a huge molecule called DNA, which 
was known to reside in the cell nucleus and store the secrets of the genetic code.  
Excitement grew, and by 1960 leaders in science were predicting that nature 
would be laid bare within a year, creating justifiable fears.  If man actually 
controlled the genetic code, what would happen to life on earth?  Salvadore Dali 
seemed to anticipate man�s dominion over nature and its relationship to a higher 
truth, as shown in his painting The Temptation of Saint Anthony. 
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The predictions and accompanying fears proved unfounded, however, 
since the code wasn�t completely �broken� for another ten years.  Entirely 
synthetic life has yet to be created, and today, despite tremendous strides in 
genetic engineering, there is a general disaffection with the code.  It appears that 
the code alone was not enough to allow man dominion over nature.  The full 
glory of protein synthesis remains a mystery, so we have now moved �past the 
code� and on to proteins themselves.  According to conventional thinking, the 
genetic code is so simple and buttoned down that its logical foundation appears 
remarkably trivial.  Instead, today�s glamour boy is the protein � the idol to 
proteomics.  It is the study of proteins and their many eccentric habits of folding 
that dominates the search.  Proteins are so devilishly complex that �Breaking the 
protein� makes �breaking the code� look like child�s play.  Fortunately, we have a 
tremendous amount of technology to help with the task as compared to 1960, 
and some of the greatest scientific minds are focused on a solution. 
 

Surprise! 
The genetic code is child�s play. 

Enter the child. 
 

A funny thing happened on our way to dominion: somebody� everybody 
forgot to �break� the other half of the code.  A central premise of this book is that 
the genetic code is far different from our conventional view of it.  This book 
attempts to illustrate this �obvious� fact, and the implications of having missed it.  
We also intend to swing a machete in the general direction of any sacred cow 
that ambles into view. 

 
That�s how children are � childish. 
 
This is a story, a mystery adventure and a thriller involving molecules, 

ideas and people.  We want to include all of the relevant characters in this 
mystery, so unfortunately we cannot avoid describing the molecules.  I will 
attempt to make the nagging molecular aspects of this drama as palatable as 
possible, but no gain is without some pain, so hang in there.  Mitigating the pain 
will be some visual pleasure in the form of art. 

Semiotics is the study of meaning, specifically non-verbal meaning, as 
opposed to semantics which deals entirely with verbal meaning.  Some concepts 
just cannot yield to words, especially for some people.  Semiotics of molecules is 
a huge player in this mystery.  Fortunately, we have art.  Art is semiotics, and 
therefore we cannot possibly ignore it here. 

Since molecules cannot read, and you are reading, you are not a 
molecule.  (N�est pas?)  You must begin to think like a molecule, so we will use 
art to bridge the gap between human thought and the thinking of a molecule.  
There is plenty of splendid material from many fabulous artists that we shall draw 
upon in making parallels, but I favor a few.  Salvadore Dali, the surrealist we 
have already encountered, and M. C. Escher, the graphic geometer both have a 
powerful patch into the semiotic bandwidth of our strange and beautiful universe.  
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Another artist, Michael Teague, is a lesser-known contemporary of mine who has 
the ability to jar the senses, transporting the viewer into an alternate universe 
where things aren�t as they might appear.  In this altered state we find the ability 
to recognize the pieces and reassemble them into a less familiar, yet more 
comprehendible whole.  Plus he�s just plain entertaining.  There will be others 
along the way; the common thread is the element of surrealism of patterns. 

 

 
M, C. Escher 

Stars 
 
Amino Acids 
 

We must begin our tale with some yucky school-like basics about 
chemistry.  I promise to be brief, and recess will be here before you know it. 
 
 Proteins are large molecules � macromolecules - long chains of building 
blocks called amino acids.  All organisms use the same twenty amino acids for 
the construction of proteins.  They are strung together by connections called 
peptide bonds, so we can refer to them as polypeptides.  There are many more 
than twenty amino acids available in the universe, but these are the twenty we 
always find in proteins.  These twenty amino acids are therefore called the 
common or standard amino acids, all of which are a variety known as α-amino 
acids.  An α-amino acid is a relatively simple organic molecule with a central 
carbon atom, the α-carbon, to which four additional atoms or molecules are 
attached: 
 

• amino group (NH3) 
• carboxyl group (COOH) 
• hydrogen atom (H) 
• functional group (R). 
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It is the R-group that varies from one amino acid to the next, and therefore 
defines every standard amino acid from its brothers.  There is considerable 
variation in the properties of the R-groups, creating variation in the properties of 
the standard amino acids, and a good deal of sibling rivalry, I�m sure. 

Our chemistry here is kept brutally simple.  Pictures and colors will be the 
standard mode of communication, and these pictures will generally treat atoms 
as balls and molecules as shapes. Since all standard amino acids are molecules 
with the same basic structure, the same basic shape will represent them all - a 
tetrahedron. 

 
 

The α-carbon lies at the center of four vertices in the tetrahedron.  In 
nineteen of the twenty standard amino acids (the exception being glycine) all four 
vertices are different from each other.  Therefore, there are two possible forms of 
these amino acids.  This is because there are two possible ways to label the 
points of a tetrahedron: Green-Red-Yellow-Blue; and Green-Red-Blue-Yellow.  
All other ways can be rotated into one of these two.  The two forms of each 
standard amino acid are mirror images of each other, and both exist happily in 
the universe.  By convention, one form is called D (dexter, right) and the other is 
called L (laevus, left) but all of the standard amino acids are L-amino acids.  This 
is most curious, don�t you think? 
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Water 
 
 Organic chemistry is the study of carbon-based compounds.  Biochemistry 
is the study of carbon and water.  Water accounts for 60 � 80% of all living 
things; therefore, it is fair to say that biochemistry is the study of complex carbon-
based molecules arranging themselves in a water matrix.  Carbon, as we have 
seen, is a tetrahedron.  Water molecules also form a tetrahedral structure.  
Therefore, at the simplest level biochemistry involves the arrangement of 
tetrahedrons within a tetrahedral matrix.  (I told you this would be simple.) 
 

   
 
 There are so many remarkable chemical properties of water that 
descriptions of it could fill oceans.  Suffice it to say that of all the chemical 
ingredients of life, water is the key ingredient. 
 
Nucleic Acids 
 

Nucleic acids are the grand conductor of biochemistry.  They somehow 
orchestrate the assembly of the complex carbon compounds within a water 
environment.  They are the heart of the genetic code.  Two highly similar types of 
nucleic acids are important to life: DNA and RNA.  Together they direct the 
selection and positioning of tetrahedrons within the tetrahedral matrix.  DNA and 
RNA comprise a three dimensional system of storing and using information 
required in building complex organic molecules - proteins.  Each link in the 
protein chain - each amino acid - is specified by a sequence of three nucleic 
acids.  These nucleic acid triplets � tri-nucleotides - are called codons. 
         Just as proteins are chains of building blocks, DNA and RNA are chains of 
nucleic acids.  Amino acids and nucleic acids both form sequential 
macromolecules, which is exceptionally useful to Life.  Similar to the standard set 
of amino acids, there is a set of nucleic acids in DNA, comprised of four distinct 
building blocks: Adenine (A), Guanine (G), Cytidine (C), and Thymidine (T).  RNA 
has the same four as DNA with the one glaring exception that Thymidine (T) is 
replaced with Uracil (U).  These blocks are called bases, and they represent the 
letters of the genetic alphabet.  Information is somehow passed to amino acids 
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by first grouping three bases together to form a codon.  Therefore the genetic 
language is seen to have four �letters� and sixty-four �words�.  A genetic 
numbering system within these parameters can represent 64 values. 

Since there are only 20 standard amino acids and there are 64 possible 
words to describe them, the genetic language has considerable redundancy.  
This means that most amino acids in the common set have more than one 
genetic word to describe them, but no amino acid has more than six.  The 
following is a table that lists all 20 standard amino acids and their codon 
assignments. 
 
Table of codon-amino acid assignments 
 
Amino Acid                                  Codons 
Isoleucine   AUU AUC AUA  
Phenylalanine   UUU UUC   
Valine   GUU GUC GUA GUG 
Leucine UUA UUG CUU CUC CUA CUG 
Methionine      AUG 
Tryptophan      UGG 
Alanine   GCU GCC GCA GCG 
Glycine   GGU GGC GGA GGG 
Cysteine   UGU UGC   
Tyrosine   UAU UAC   

Proline   CCU CCC CCA CCG 
Threonine   ACU ACC ACA ACG 
Serine AGU AGC UCU UCC UCA UCG 
Histidine   CAU CAC   
Glutamate     GAA GAG 
Asparagine   AAU AAC   
Glutamine     CAA CAG 
Aspartate   GAU GAC   
Lysine     AAA AAG 
Arginine AGA AGG CGU CGC CGA CGG 
STOP UGA    UAA UAG 
 
 
 This table, in its various forms, has today come to represent the entire 
logic of the genetic code.  I arranged this table on a somewhat eccentric scheme, 
one that will become less confusing as we progress.  The important thing to note, 
however, is that we can arrange this table any-ol-way we like.  There is no 
�correct� way to arrange and display this data according to our conventional view 
of the genetic code, and many different ways are in use.  Since we can�t say for 
sure where nature got the data to begin with, and we believe there is no absolute 
meaning in its arrangement, we are free to view the organization of this data as 
arbitrary.  This is strongly related to the paradigm that the genetic code is �one-
dimensional�, which means that it contains only one dimension of information.  
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These two concepts are self-supporting to the point of forming a tautology.  If 
assignments are arbitrary then the code is one-dimensional, and if the code is 
one-dimensional then assignments are arbitrary.  Regardless, the paradigm of a 
one-dimensional code leaves no room for any absolute foundational logic. 

Acceptance of the current paradigm is not merited by empiric data, and it 
is extraordinarily detrimental to our study and use of the genetic code.  The 
accepted linear doctrine has prevented the asking of important and fascinating 
questions, many of which shall be addressed in this book.  I find the one-
dimensional view of things completely absurd and untenable.  Some might 
quibble with the precise language of my description, but the conventional 
approach is yet unchallenged, and I therefore intend to aggressively challenge it 
here.  From a Rafiki perspective the nature of the data in the above table is the 
furthest thing from arbitrary, and there is indeed a �best� way to arrange and view 
it.  There are at least two dimensions of information in the genetic code, and 
probably many more.  Like the periodic table of chemical elements, there is a 
sublime logic to the assignment of amino acids to codons.  Without this insight 
we are blind, and the genetic code goes from a periodic table of elements to a 
table of periodic elements as viewed by Michael Teague. 
 
 

 
 

Table of Periodic Elements 
Michael Teague 

 
 
 The conventional view of assignment data becomes particularly 
dysfunctional when we return to the premise of having a �genetic code� in the first 
place.  We intuitively know that secret information is contained in one set of 
molecules and communicated to another set of molecules.  We know this 
because we can witness the process and results � proteins and translation.  The 
key questions are, what information is in there and how does it get 
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communicated?  If one accepts conventional wisdom, the answers are, �not 
much, and with simple linear correlations.�  These answers are incorrect, and the 
insistence that we cherish them as we have for so long has lead to a truly 
comical view of the genetic code.  More comical is the defense of it, as history 
will record.  Despite a mountain of data to refute it, the genetic code is seen as 
�linear� in the sense that it is one-dimensional.  The whole of science is in the 
trance of a more than forty-year post-hypnotic suggestion, causing obvious 
anomalies of the paradigm to go unnoticed.  This is most unfortunate, so it is our 
job to correct it.  We will start with some basic questions. 
 

• What is the origin of the language, or how did Life get started? 
 

• With so many α-amino acids to chose from, and room for 64 in the code, 
why does the standard set only contain 20? 

 
• What is the logic behind the arrangement of nucleotides, codons and 

amino acids? 
 

• Since the mirrors of α-amino acids (L and D) are equally stable and exist 
in equal proportions within the abiotic areas of the universe, why are all of 
the standard amino acids in the L form? 

 
• In such a beautifully rapid, accurate and efficient information system, why 

is there such an ugly redundancy? 
 

• With few exceptions, the above system appears to be used in all species 
and presumably back through time.  Given the ravages of evolution - 
changing properties of organisms rapidly and constantly - one might 
expect some branching into competing dialects of the genetic language.  
At least the redundancy of the language should be subject to widespread 
change, since it has no absolute meaning.  How could this exact system 
exhibit such dogged durability across time and throughout species? 

 
• We now know the shape of DNA � a double helix � and we know the 

functional significance of this shape, but this is only genetic storage.  After 
all, it is a complex 3D information system, and shape imparts structure, 
function and meaning.  What is the fundamental shape and meaning of 
the genetic code when it performs its magical role during protein 
synthesis? 

 
Answers 
 
 To pick up a good biochemistry text today one might imagine that either 
there are answers to these questions, or the questions are unimportant, unworthy 
of real answers.  To wit: 
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Why only 20?  �The fact that all living organisms use the same standard 
amino acids in protein synthesis is evidence that all species on Earth are 
descended from a common ancestor.� 

 
Why all L-amino acids?  �Like modern organisms, the last common 

ancestor (LCA) must have used L-amino acids and not D-amino acids.� 
 
And this is from an otherwise excellent book! 

  
That�s it?  That�s the best we can do?  At least say, �we don�t know and 

we don�t care.�  We mustn�t pretend to know, or imply it�s unimportant that we 
don�t know.  These aren�t answers; they are fables.  They are known as �just so� 
stories.  They equate to, �they are because they are, and they must need to be 
because they are.�  Not knowing these answers is a very unsettling concept for a 
lot of very intelligent people, creating more than a small component of denial. 
 Furthermore, there is another anomaly, a gaping hole so to speak in the 
same texts.  Leaf through them and what do you see?  Information, lots of it and 
presented beautifully.  They illustrate an abundance of knowledge representing 
some of the greatest achievement of human thought and investigation.  The 
trend is toward shape, fit, three-dimensions.  There is a tip-of-the-cap to the idea 
that the meaning of the things lies in their shapes and their space occupying 
attributes.  Some even provide 3D glasses, and most offer links to animated web 
sites to facilitate the spatial effects.  The double helix is celebrated and 
dissected.  Proteins are unfolded, folded and fit together.  Electron prowling 
domains are drawn and speculated upon.  Yet at the point where the rubber hits 
the road, where the genetic code performs its magic, the descriptions revert to 
1930�s flatness and they are presented in living black and white. 
 

�Toto, I have a feeling that we're not in Kansas anymore.� 
 

Dorothy 
The Wizard of Oz 

 
 How can it be that the double helix has this wonderful relationship 
between form and function, yet the nucleic acids have no form-function 
relationship during protein synthesis?  Discovering the double helix and 
proclaiming that the �shape� of the genetic code has been found is analogous to 
describing the hard drive of this computer and saying that the CPU is not 
important.  Certainly the form-function of our genetic information storage is 
important, but what about the genetic processor?  It is likely that it has a distinct 
shape as well, and the shape of the processor is somehow logically related to 
genetic information storage and retrieval.  What is historically responsible for this 
omission and the resulting confusion? 
 A prime suspect is a culprit called the central dogma.  One must have big, 
brass-like cajones to name a scientific theory �the central dogma�.  The whole 
point of science is to shun dogma in favor of inquiry and investigation.  The 
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dogma moniker is a gauntlet, an a priori challenge to science that says, �attack 
me, I dare ya�.  It must be something so obvious that it is unassailable: right?  
Like the central dogma of astronomy where the earth is flat and the sun orbits the 
earth.  It would take a real fool to approach the church on this one.  Somebody�s 
got to play the fool, and I can think of no better candidate than yours truly. 
 
Copped from the Internet: 
 
 The central dogma of genetics is essentially a "roadmap" of how 
information within the DNA is transferred to protein, the building blocks of 
your body.  Here is a diagram of this process, "the central dogma of genetics": 
 

 
 
 The foundation of the central dogma is that the information is �co-linear�.  
In other words, there is a line of information in DNA that is communicated, 
somehow, to a line of results in proteins.  This is taken to mean that the code is 
one-dimensional.  There is believed to be only one dimension of information 
passed from line to line - the one dimension being the identity of amino acids or 
links in the protein chain.  Due to faith in co-linearity, and due to the nascent 
digital information industry in the 1950�s, the code itself came to be seen as 
linear.  As I�ve already stated - this is a big mistake.  There is nothing really 
linear about the code, unless you believe that a swarm of bees is in some way 
linear.  Nature ignores lines; it�s all about shapes. 
 The existence and translation of information in matter is not mystical.  It is 
a nitty-gritty process of quantizing and selecting possibilities from a defined set of 
possibilities.  The mysticism lies in the process by which the universe 
methodically bootstraps information in an evermore-complex cascade of 
emergence.  The correct term, I believe, is sequential.  I will grant that the 
genetic code is to an extent co-sequential, but I will not concede that it is co-
linear, because these illusions of linear paradigms are clouding our eyes and our 
brains.  The linear indoctrination process is intense; I know, because I�ve been 
through it.  However, we can loosen the reigns on our senses and find some 
sense in the madness.  With the help of some recent discoveries, some clear, 
rational thinking, and some bodacious art, we can see the order in the chaos. 
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M.C. Escher 
Order and Chaos 

 
In the middle of a table of periodic elements sits logic.  As with any pattern 

there is an organizing force, something that drives the formation of complexity 
and order.  The laws of nature are in play, and the patterns are there for us to 
see, if only we have the light and courage to look.
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Language 
 

The codes of language and reason � as well as all other codes � are 
constituted, instituted, constructed and, therefore, presuppose something that is 
not coded, order is always implicated in something that can never be ordered, 
order is always incomplete and codes are inevitably partial. 
 

Mark C. Taylor 
The Moment of Complexity 

 
  

There is an antecedent to the genetic code, but what is it?  Without one 
there could never be a code, let alone a mechanism to build one.  The code must 
be built by and around a logic structure � it must be a manifestation of that logic.  
Just as Life extracts oxygen from air it extracts logic from the code. 

Language informs thinking.  We know this intuitively, but in the pursuit of a 
genetic language this is a much bigger issue and a huge potential problem.  All 
languages are complex, and the genetic code is no exception.  In this book we 
are investigating a flaw in the conventional view of this language.  Specifically, 
we suspect that the conventional view is overly simplistic and therefore 
incomplete in how it informs us.  We are using a completely different language, 
or languages, to describe and solve this mystery.  This issue is an intractable 
problem for any profound inquiry into the processes of Life or thought, but 
especially so with respect to the genetic code.  All languages, especially natural 
languages, inevitably create ambiguities and misperceptions.  Our thinking can 
just as easily become misinformed by language, and it usually is.  Unfortunately, 
there are few options.  Sometimes our best forays into epistemology come in the 
form of graphic images. 
 

 
 

Rene Magritte 
Two Mysteries 
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�What we have here is failure to communicate.� 
 

Captain 
Cool Hand Luke 

 
 
 In the case of the genetic code, we are contemplating a molecular system, 
representing it in another medium - human language - and then using this 
representation as a functional artifact, or �the genetic code�.  This is a complex 
hierarchy of symbols precluding any one level from fully encompassing any other 
level.  Despite this, the system can be coherent, and a global intelligence 
observing the operation of the system can find the logic in the whole.  Dali 
excellently provides a test of our ability to appreciate this concept:  Venus with 
Drawers, a painting of a famous statue of a human - used pragmatically for 
storage.  So which is it, paint � stone � human � fame - dresser? 
 

 
 

 
Answers Revisited 
 
 Intuition predicts that the answers to our previous questions about the 
genetic code will share a common foundation.  That foundation should reflect 
something sublime, fundamental and unchanging in the fabric of our universe.  In 
the parlance of a linguist, we expect a synchronic language, as opposed to a 
diachronic language.  Since DNA is a three-dimensional information system, and 
shape is all-important, there should be answers to these questions somewhere in 
a study of geometry. 
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 It is helpful to take a pragmatic approach initially, one that is teleological.  
We can frame the questions in terms of the �intent� of the genetic code.  Life is a 
system of building organisms through the block-by-block construction of complex 
molecules.  The blocks are amino acids and the instructions for the addition of 
each block is contained in nucleic acids.  How could it do this - what strategy 
might it take?  Does Life intend to build a particular structure?  If so, how does it 
know and execute its intent?  Surely there is not a master blueprint for the 
working whole of any organism, but just as surely there is some form of blueprint 
on some level.  There must be some logic to the construction methods Life 
employs; otherwise, the building process itself would be random and 
unrepeatable.  Life, we know, is the contrary.  It is precise and repetitive.  
Trillions of cells in a single organism can consistently produce identically well-
defined complex molecules.  The element of chance must be small, and control 
over the process approaches absolute. 

It seems that from a three-dimensional structural viewpoint the �meaning� 
of each block should be contained in the instructions themselves.  Since the 
consecutively added blocks are all tetrahedrons, and they are arranged in a 
tetrahedral workspace, it seems that the instructions should reflect something 
useful about the arrangement of tetrahedrons in a symmetric world. 
 Taking the purely teleological position of designing such a system, we 
start with what we know nature has actually done, as if this is what it wanted or 
intended to do.  The genetic language has only four letters: U, G, C, A.  These 
letters are permuted in sixty-four unique triplets, or words.  If we somehow were 
able to identify sixty-four unique tetrahedrons in nature then our system could 
specify each one with a single unique word. 
 In reality, each letter of the genetic language is a nucleic acid, which is a 
five-carbon sugar attached to one of four nucleotide bases.  We are now wading 
knee-deep in the Venus with Drawers phenomenon of languages.  In merely 
defining the genetic language we are required to employ symbols from several 
levels of the linguistic hierarchy.  Confusion is inevitable.  We can help our cause 
if we simplify our usage of symbols and identify each base schematically with a 
colored pentagon as follows: 
 
 

 
 
 

The five-carbon sugars are rings that link together to form long chains.  
Groups of three consecutive rings form a codon.  Each codon defines an amino 
acid from the standard set.  Of course there is a complex and elegant process of 
translation passing the information through various forms, but for now we will 
keep it simple. 
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 These schematics - pentagons in groups of three that define an object - 
immediately suggest another naturally occurring phenomenon.  They suggest a 
dodecahedron.  Three pentagonal faces meet to define a point. 
 
 

 
 
  

Gosh, Dr. White, that�s really keen, and thanks for the geometry lesson, 
but what could this crude association between real things and idealized 
schematics possibly have to do with Life on this planet? 
 
 We don’t know� yet, but hang in there.  We are in the process of building 
a system of symbols that is capable of holding our language and concepts, and I 
promise you that it will profoundly inform our thinking.  Our system is about 
shapes, so we will use shapes to build it.  Shapes are called polyhedrons, and 
we are going to use this system to speak about shapes so we will call the 
language polyhedrish.  We�ll first create a four-color dodecahedral system and 
see how she flies.  Consider the following parallels: 
 

• Nucleic acids are five-carbon rings, so we can equate this to the five-sided 
face of a dodecahedron. 
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• The genetic language has selected only four bases, so we can equate this 
to four possible colors on any face of a dodecahedron. 

• Bases are grouped in threes to define an amino acid, so we can equate 
this to the faces of a dodecahedron grouped in threes to define a vertex. 

• There are 43 or 64 possible permutations of triplet bases, which is the 
same as the maximum number of ways to define a vertex in a four-color 
dodecahedron. 

• There are 20 amino acids in the �standard set� so we can equate this to 
the 20 vertices of a dodecahedron. 

• Once a point has been identified as �special� three other points will 
potentially become �special� three-face groupings as well.  In this way two 
points can completely define the dodecahedron.  There is a set of only six 
dodecahedral configurations made in this way from the primary point, 
which is equal to the maximum redundancy for any amino acid in the 
genetic code.  Ultimately, one point can be made to define the entire 
dodecahedron in six different ways. 

 
 If nothing else we can win bar bets with the following question: can you 
name two physical systems that incorporate the following set of numbers � 
(3,4,5,6,20,64)? 
 
 Yes, I can: our genetic code and a four-colored dodecahedron. 
 
 Whoa, Dude, that�s pretty salty! 
 
 This obviously proves nothing, but it is very cool, and we can see it as a 
CLUE for potential answers to the questions we are asking.  More than that, it 
provides us with a solid foundation for a system of symbols to describe the 
components of the genetic code.  At the very least, we can now have a 
visualization of the code that is brutally simple and imminently useful.  However, 
like any good potential answer, it raises more questions.  My first question - what 
is a dodecahedron anyway?  Plato said that it was the cosmos, but what did he 
know? 
 

Consider this: a dodecahedron is a tetrahedron in drag. 
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Starting with the above dodecahedron, it is easy to imagine a tetrahedron 
sharing the same center, and four vertices poking through the dodecahedral 
vertices. 
 

 
 
 A more interesting way to look at this is as if the dodecahedron actually is 
a tetrahedron, one with fancy vertices.  Each vertex is an identical collection of 
pieces that represent one fourth of the dodecahedron.  This is easier to see if we 
explode the dodecahedron out to the points of the tetrahedron. 
 

 
 
 
 When we morph the four exploded dodecahedral fragments into four 
tetrahedral fragments we will see the following. 
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 Sucking these back to the center of the tetrahedron will give us a new 
visual perspective on the dodecahedron. 
 

 
 
 We can add purple balls to the vertices of the tetrahedron to remind us 
that we are looking at a four-color dodecahedron melted around a purple 
tetrahedron. 
 

 
 
 From here we can set things in motion.  Every vertex has an axis through 
its opposite face.  We can rotate the tetrahedron around any of these four axes in 
1200 increments.  If we did this with our original purple tetrahedron, to our eye it 
wouldn�t change, because it has no identifying markings.  This is called 
symmetry. 
 

When an object can be transformed in some way but not 
fundamentally changed, then that object has an element of symmetry.   
 

There are different kinds of symmetry, like rotation and mirroring already 
discussed, but we will only need rotation here.  When we apply this rotational 
symmetry to our new, fancy purple tetrahedron we find the following. 
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 We see that by systematically utilizing all of the rotational symmetry in the 
above tetrahedron we can find twelve possible tetrahedrons occupying the exact 
same space as our original.  In other words, there are twelve discrete 
combinatorial rotation symmetry options for any tetrahedron.  A blueprint for 
building molecules by specifying one of these rotational options would be an 
inherently logical system.  All that is required is a language that can 
communicate a specific choice from one molecule to another. 
 
 

 
 
 
 If we consider the mirror symmetry of the tetrahedron, we could produce a 
mirror twin of each of the above twelve, so then we would have 24 tetrahedrons 
potentially represented by just this one.  As stated, we do not have those twelve 
mirrors available in this particular system.  However, there is really nothing 
special about any of the four points of the dodecahedron that we have chosen to 
represent this particular tetrahedron, and we could have therefore just as easily 
chosen four completely different vertices.  If we do so, we generate another 
tetrahedron, such as the following: 
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 In addition to the original purple tetrahedron we have generated a second, 
green tetrahedron.  The second one shares none of the vertices of the first.  In 
fact, we could do this three more times without using any of the vertices more 
than once. 
  

     
 
We now have five completely separate tetrahedrons located inside our 

original dodecahedron.  Except for the colors we have assigned, all of these 
tetrahedrons are indistinguishable from the next.  A tetrahedron is a tetrahedron, 
which means that each of these tetrahedrons can be rotated into twelve 
equivalent options as we did before, creating 60 distinct tetrahedrons.  None of 
these five groups of twelve tetrahedrons share any points; therefore, none of 
their sixty rotational equivalents overlap either.  The group is balanced, and as 
tetrahedrons they are all interchangeable.  The only distinguishing properties are 
found in the colors we have arbitrarily assigned. 

It is mighty convenient that five tetrahedrons with four vertices apiece can 
perfectly consume the twenty vertices of a single dodecahedron.  But this is 
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literally only half the story, because if we go back to the first step in the process, 
the one where we placed the first tetrahedron, we can see that we actually had 
two distinct choices.  It is true that we could have started with any of the above 
five tetrahedrons and ended up with the same final formation, but each of the five 
has a non-equivalent twin called a dual tetrahedron, and the two of them together 
form a cube. 
 

 
 

 
 

M.C.Escher 
Double Planetoid 

 
 Every one of the five original tetrahedrons has a dual, so we can repeat 
the above steps of adding one dual twin tetrahedron for each in the original set.  
We end up with a configuration of five tetrahedrons that is a dual twin of the 
original five. 
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 Of course, each of these dual tetrahedrons has twelve rotational 
equivalents, so we are adding 60 new tetrahedrons to our original 60.  We now 
find a total of 120 distinct tetrahedrons in the dodecahedron.  When we combine 
these dual configurations together and suck the dodecahedron back around it, 
we see the following. 
 

 
 
 This suggests that either the points of a dodecahedron provide a logical 
way to group tetrahedrons, or a tetrahedron provides a logical way to group the 
points of a dodecahedron � or both.  Regardless, I am sure we can find a use for 
this somewhere in our quest for a logical way to build a molecule.  However, with 
all of the fun we�ve been having adding cool new tetrahedrons to our 
dodecahedron, we failed to realize that we have created a serious problem.  Who 
can keep all this crap straight?  I don�t know about you, but this looks like a 
jumbled mess to me, so let�s try to clean it up a bit, shall we.  Start with the fact 
that all of the tetrahedrons have duals, and duals make cubes, so we can just as 
easily view the dodecahedron as five cubes. 
 

 
 
 That didn�t help much, because although there are only five cubes here, 
they are still too difficult for lowly humans to comfortably differentiate.  Notice, 
however, that every vertex of the dodecahedron is a composite of exactly two 
cubes, and the faces form five-color stars.  Perhaps we can use this fact to take 
advantage of the dual tetrahedron cubes.  We can add colored balls to the first 
purple tetrahedron and replace its dual with our melted dodecahedron. 
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 The two dual purple tetrahedrons are now more individually complex, but 
they are also more identifiable because all eight vertices are in some way 
marked by one of the other four colors in their global configuration.  Now the dual 
configurations appear as follows. 
 

 
 

It�s hard to believe that this new complexity will mitigate our confusion 
about identifying tetrahedrons in a four-color dodecahedron, but in fact it 
simplifies the process in fabulous fashion. 
 

 
 
 We now have strong visual cues to identify the original five tetrahedrons 
and their five duals.  More importantly, each of these ten tetrahedrons has a 
pattern that will allow us to identify its twelve rotational equivalents.  We now 
have a picture of the dodecahedron that will allow us to identify 120 equivalent 
alternate representations of that dodecahedron using tetrahedrons.  Where could 
we possibly find a need for such a thing? 
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Data compression. 
 

The dodecahedron is a natural and phenomenally good compressor of 
tetrahedrons.  In virtually no more space than a single tetrahedron, a 
dodecahedron can be made to represent 120 unique tetrahedrons.  The 
difference between one tetrahedron and the next is simply its spatial orientation.  
A simple language describing dodecahedrons allows us to easily and powerfully 
talk shapes with tetrahedrons. 
 
 Look at it this way (you might regret this).  Let�s say we go to the store and 
buy 120 tetrahedral dice and one dodecahedral die.  We paint each tetrahedron 
in one of ten patterns, and then, based on its pattern, we physically orient it in 
one of twelve ways.  Rather than hold it there indefinitely like an idiot, put each 
one on a tiny little stand so it will be preserved for posterity.  We started with 120 
identical dice and industriously created a collection of 120 unique, identifiable 
objects. 

Now, invite all of our friends over to marvel at our organizational and 
painting skills.  They will feign interest and patronize our enthusiasm, perhaps 
recommend a fine Lilly product - Zyprexa, maybe high doses of Prozac.  Remain 
undaunted.  We carry our tetrahedrons with us everywhere; discuss them 
incessantly - even try to build things with them.  They are everything to us, but 
we soon tire of the burden.  These damn tetrahedrons are taking up so much 
space.  If only we had a simple way to describe a single one out of the many. 

  
But wait!  Suddenly it hits us like a nightmare - the dodecahedron! 
 

 If we had a simple language of the dodecahedron we could replace all 120 
tetrahedrons in this pesky fanny pack with a single dodecahedron in our pocket.  
Perhaps a series of colors on the faces would indicate vertices.  Knowing the 
language, we could quickly and accurately orient the dodecahedron according to 
a prescribed code.  Then the dodecahedron would come to literally �mean� the 
individual tetrahedron and all of its exact angles, just waiting to explode from the 
dodecahedron. 
 
 I am hurt that you even wonder whether I am nutty enough to have 
attempted the above.  Well� I am nutty enough, but at $0.40 apiece, dice are 
too expensive.  How about some pictures? 
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 But this is only the beginning of all the fabulous tetrahedral information 
stored inside a single dodecahedron.  Remember that we found five non-
overlapping tetrahedrons originally, and we added five additional tetrahedrons as 
duals.  We now have forty tetrahedral points (10 X 4) but only twenty points in the 
dodecahedron.  This means that each tetrahedral vertex is linked to one other 
tetrahedron from the dual set.  Therefore, every tetrahedron is linked to the four 
dual tetrahedrons in its five-tetrahedron configuration.  These linkages form a 
network of tetrahedrons.  We can walk this network, one link to the next, and get 
from any of the 120 tetrahedrons to any other in six links or fewer. 
 
 

 
 
 

Above is a map of just three of the six possible steps in our walk from any 
given starting place (each sphere represents a tetrahedron, and each color 
represents a step).  A new �best� map must be created with each step.  All maps 
should contain at least six rings, not just the three we have space for here.  This 
is an exceptionally complex relationship between these two shapes, but it is the 
only way to precisely detail the relationships and distances between tetrahedral 
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walks in a dodecahedron.  There is so much complexity here that it is hard to 
imagine any regularity to this relationship at all.  But all of this complexity could 
be handled by a permutation set of four colors grouped in threes.  Where might 
we find a use for this?  The information needed to communicate these 
relationships in the language of a dodecahedron is tiny compared to the 
complexity of shapes that can be created by it.  It is a system of coherent logic, 
and any construction blueprint based on it will inherit that logic. 
 
Another Angle 
  

We approached the dodecahedron from the inside, but an equally viable 
approach is from the outside.  The parallels that we drew earlier between 
dodecahedrons and the genetic code suggest to me that we try to schematically 
assign a tetrahedron to each of the twenty points of a dodecahedron.  There are 
a tremendous number of ways I can conceive of doing this.  Rather than search 
for a �correct� way I will do an experiment and assign them in a simplistic, 
stylized way to see what happens. 

 

 
 
 No meaning is implied by the colors on the tetrahedron other than to 
illustrate its chiral orientation.  In this case the green point was arbitrarily selected 
to form the axis of connection to the point of the dodecahedron.  Proceeding in 
the same fashion we will fill the dodecahedral points with tetrahedrons. 
 

 
 
 Very nice, but what is it?  It is a cool collection of shapes, Dude.  That�s 
what it is.  We can describe it as a dodecahedron with tetrahedral vertices - that 
is what we set out to build.  We could also view it as three concentric 
dodecahedrons, one for each level of the attached tetrahedrons.  This is a little 
easier to see if we strip away the outermost layer: 
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 The inner dodecahedron defined by green spheres should be totally 
expected.  After all, the first step in the process was to put a green sphere at 
every vertex of a dodecahedron.  The second layer made by the purple centers 
of each tetrahedron is also pretty much what you�d expect.  The outermost layer 
is less intuitive.  It is not clear to me what to expect from the properties and 
behavior of this layer.  For me, it is helpful to take advantage of the duality 
between a dodecahedron and an icosahedron, converting the purple layer into an 
icosahedron: 
 

 
 
 
 Now, instead of vertices, the purple centers of the tetrahedrons represent 
the centers of faces, and the relationships between the shapes becomes 
obvious.  If we add back the outer layer we can get a better understanding of the 
relationships between layers: 
 

 
 
 Forgetting for one second that we are actually trying to idealize something 
with physical meaning (the genetic code) we can examine the number of ways to 
run this experiment and create a different pattern.  Consider first that we could 
have two types of tetrahedrons: an L and a D-type.  Either type could fit into its 
spot in the above pattern in one of twelve different color configurations; therefore, 
each tetrahedron presents us with 24 options (2 X 12).  This assumes, of course, 
that the purple centers are fixed and the colored vertices are interchangeable.  If 
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we consider the above pattern as an icosahedral frame holding tetrahedrons at 
their centers, we can imagine one of 24 orientations for each of the 20 
tetrahedrons.  There must be 2420 possible patterns.  Thank goodness I didn�t 
spend any time trying the find the �correct� pattern.  It might have taken all day! 
 However, in the real world of biochemistry there are no idealized 
tetrahedrons, each vertex is not interchangeable with the next.  Not all vertices 
work and play well with others.  There are limits, and choices must be made.  
One choice that we could easily make, if we were molecules, is to eliminate the 
mirror symmetry - only consider tetrahedrons of one type.  Let�s pick one.  I 
arbitrarily pick the L-type.  Having done so, we have a much better chance of 
fitting our non-idealized biochemical tetrahedrons into, and inter-changing them 
within the idealized pattern.  Albeit, our options for pattern formation are trimmed 
in half, but we started with such a huge number there is still plenty to go around. 
 
 There are two important points to these geometric exercises.  First, 
regular solids - like tetrahedrons and dodecahedrons - love to pop up in 
situations where space gets filled by stuff.  Second, very simple geometric 
models develop a capacity for staggering complexity very quickly.  The actual 
number of possibilities explodes within a short combinatorial walk, and �number 
of possibilities� combined with the ability to specify one from many means that 
information is created.  Languages are required if this information is to be 
communicated.  These shapes supply a huge information capacity, as we will 
see later. 

The first series of diagrams demonstrated that dodecahedrons carry 120 
tetrahedrons internally.  The second series shows that a dodecahedron or 
icosahedron can arrange a staggeringly large number of tetrahedrons externally.  
Together, the two concepts point out that from simple shapes complex patterns 
quickly develop.  A simple language that can juxtapose one shape with another 
would be very powerful in generating a diversity of shapes.  This diversity will be 
hierarchical in nature, as Escher aptly suggests: 
 

 
 

M.C. Escher 
Concentric Rinds 
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A diverse pattern generation system welcomes Escher�s concept of 
concentricity.  We are now in the realm of our third rule of patterns, which is that 
patterns will aggregate.  As we saw above, a dodecahedron can surround itself 
with a layer of tetrahedrons and generate a huge capacity for pattern generation.  
But this is only the first concentric layer, and each tetrahedron, we have learned, 
can be thought of as a dodecahedron, and the process can begin anew twenty 
more times.  The complexity explodes from a single dodecahedron, but there is a 
simple language of shapes that could handle it. 
 Polyhedrish is the name we have given this language of shapes.  Later we 
will delve more carefully into information theory to see if the infrastructure of 
polyhedrish is truly appropriate to carry the information we speculate is contained 
in the genetic code, but for now let�s assume that it is a viable mechanism.  
Perhaps Escher had polyhedrish in mind when he created the following: 
 

 
 

Gravitation 
M. C. Escher 

 
  

Emergency dispatch received a frantic call from a man out hunting.  The 
man said that his friend had been accidentally shot, and the man feared that his 
friend was dead. 

 
Dispatch calmly instructed the man, �first, make sure he�s dead.� 
 
There was a brief pause, and then: 
 
BANG! 
 
�OK, now what?
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Space Filling 
 
 We still don�t have any useful answers; however, we might suspect that 
there is something here.  It seems quite possible that these geometric 
coincidences have a universal impetus.  To advance we must develop some 
hard-core abstractions regarding the process of Life. 
 
 

 
 

Erwin Schrödinger was an Austrian physicist who shared a 1933 Nobel 
Prize for new formulations of the atomic theory.  Around 1940 he trained his big 
brain on biology and famously asked the question what is life?  Naturally he 
attacked the problem from the point of view of an atomic physicist, and he made 
the observation that life is an aperiodic crystal.  Most crystals are periodic, which 
means that their structure repeats very regularly.  Table salt, for instance, has a 
cubic repeating structure.  Every atom of sodium and every atom of chloride have 
a cube in mind when they decide to participate in a salt crystal.  Each atom in the 
structure follows a logic that is crystal clear, and every atom could answer 
questions about precisely who and where all of its neighbors are.  Conversely, an 
aperiodic crystal must have a structure that does not repeat regularly.  It is 
without a periodic structure.  One could only imagine what an atom has in mind 
when it participates in an aperiodic crystal, and God only knows the logic it uses. 

I happen to share Schrödinger�s view in this context, but I would add a 
caveat.  We must specifically identify the feature of Life that we believe is 
aperiodic.  The conventional wisdom holds that the aperiodicity of Life is 
contained in the random appearing nature of the sequence of nucleotide 
identities in DNA.  I disagree with this as the appropriate context for the 
aperiodicity of �a living crystal�.  The crystalline structure of DNA is brutally 
periodic, that�s one of its many charms.  The nucleotides in DNA might be 
irregular from one base to the next, but this is seemingly trivial in light of the fact 
that these nucleotide sequences, when taken as a whole from one cell to the 
next, are completely periodic.  In other words, every cell is virtually identical in its 
sequence.  Humans, for instance, have many more cells in their bodies than 
nucleotides in their DNA.  It is more appropriate to conclude that the sequence of 
bases is actually completely periodic from one cell to the next.  It is a point not 
worth arguing about, however, because there is a much better candidate for the 
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source of the aperiodic construction of crystals � their blueprints.  A linear genetic 
mechanism, however, does not have the capacity for this type of behavior. 

In contrast to salt, the structure of glass is random.  The silicon atoms in 
your windowpane are a random, jumbled mess.  Whereas sodium and chloride 
have a crackerjack drawing in their heads of the entire salt crystal, silicon has no 
clue about its surroundings in glass.  It seems unlikely that glass is the best 
candidate for the molecular logic on which all life is based, because precision 
replication is out of the question and consistent protein synthesis is difficult to 
imagine.  There is no inherent logic to the structure of glass.  So if DNA is 
completely periodic, and proteins are synthesized with total precision, where is 
the aperiodicity in Life?  The answer is in the translation from DNA to protein; it is 
in the genetic code.  The operation of the code is completely regular.  The output 
is precise but consistently irregular, so the logic of the code must contain the 
aperiodic component of the crystals of Life. 

Schrödinger and the rest of the physics mafia have focused on two 
aspects of Life: energy and reproduction.  I too am interested in both, but my 
focus here will only be on reproduction.  Can you reproduce something that 
you�ve never produced?  This is literally a chicken and egg question (egg is 
always the correct answer).  What does it mean to reproduce; is it the same as 
replication?  I don�t know the answers to these things � I will leave them to the 
professional philosophers.  What Schrödinger brilliantly identifies, however, is 
that we must find the crystal algorithm of Life.   Crystals have maps and maps 
are algorithms.  There are two problems with this task.  First, he proposes an 
aperiodic crystal, which implies an aperiodic map.  This must be one fantastic 
map.  Second, the algorithm must be recursive; it must somehow get itself 
started, and it then must reference itself.  These are two big problems. 

 
My peanut-sized brain was briefly trained in the fashion of a geologist, 

which explains a little of my bent.  Not only are geologists taught to appreciate 
scales of time, and to a lesser degree scales of space, we are taught to 
appreciate natural beauty.  In the good ol� days we actually went outdoors.  We 
also couldn�t help but be exposed to fossils and questions of ancient life, and 
origin questions of Life and earth.  (We also were taught to appreciate beer, 
which plays a role in a lot of my thinking.)  I was killer with the patterns and the 
symmetry of mineralogy, and since half of my brain probably never got formed, 
the other half tries to fill in where it can.  The pattern and symmetry half is doing 
double, perhaps triple duty.  It is no surprise then that I see patterns and 
symmetry in everything � all the world is a nail. 
 
 More abstraction is required, and the secret to a good abstraction is to 
make it as abstract as possible.  We must strip away the shell, all extraneous 
higher order details, and try to peer down into the marrow, the most fundamental 
mechanisms of a system.  An excellent example is a book written by Daniel 
Dennett called Darwin’s Dangerous Idea.  It is crammed with gold, and the take 
home message is that complex systems, such as Life, can be based on simple 
algorithms.  Dennett describes how Life on earth can be seen as a type of sorting 
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algorithm defined by Darwin�s description of natural selection.  He does a 
fabulous job by describing, among other things, the library of Mendel.  In a 
nutshell, the library of Mendel is a place to store books that represent all potential 
life forms.  The information in the books is written with a fictitious set of genetic 
symbols given specific parameters.  The key question is, by what metric do we 
interpret, value and sort this information?  Darwin�s brilliant contribution was to 
suggest a simple algorithm, a process we call natural selection. 
 But what is it in Life that is being sorted?  In the library of Mendel, books 
can be sorted.  Each one is identical on virtually every physical parameter, give-
or-take some ink.  Therefore, information contained in each book is the only 
basis for sorting.  But what are the books �about� and can they �mean� anything?  
According to Dennett they are about every possible thing, every conceivable 
combination of ideas, events, symbolic patterns in every conceivable language.  
Some will have meaning and others will not.  I believe, however, that every book 
in the library of Mendel has the exact same title: 
 

How a book makes a book 
by DNA 

 
Dennett uses the library metaphor to make several excellent points; such 

as most of the books are total garbage (aren�t they though).  An excruciating few 
are pure gold, however, and they have perfect �meaning� for some purpose or 
another.  The metaphor also brings to light the fantastic logistics problems 
presented by the library.  The space and material requirements are 
unimaginable.  The process by which the library came into being cannot even be 
addressed in the metaphor.  In the library of Mendel the books themselves use 
matter to fill space.  Parts make wholes, and wholes make parts.  It is a mind-
bending circularity; it is recursion. 
 
 

 
M.C. Escher 
Two Hands 
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The real subject of every book concerns the �strategy� a collection of 

matter used to fill a portion of space.  The system used to �publish� these books 
must be a space filling system.  The symbols used must comprise some space 
filling language.  However else the books can be evaluated or sorted, they must 
at least be sorted on a matter consuming, space filling metric.  Despite the 
complexity of the results, the method of filling space must also be a simple, 
recursive algorithm.  

In Darwin’s Dangerous Idea an abstraction is made of a library to 
illuminate the pattern behind all potential Life.  I want to formalize this with a 
mathematical representation, or function, so we must symbolize some fairly 
complex concepts with compact notation.  This is never pretty.  The total pattern 
of organic matter can be symbolized as LIFE.  We will call the function that 
created the pattern SORT, and we will say that it operates on something that we 
have yet to clearly define, call it �x�.  We can write it as a symbolic formula as 
follows: 

 
SORT( x ) = LIFE 

 
The SORT function is a simple, mindless, recursive algorithm, described 

by Darwin, and operating in some way on the library of Mendel.  But what is the 
Library of Mendel - what is x?  I submit that x is itself a simple, recursive 
algorithm that functions to fill space.  The substrate is space and the operation is 
FILL, so we can re-conceptualize the formula as follows: 
 

SORT( FILL(space) ) = LIFE 
 
 A true, hard-core abstractionist would take it one step further and 
substitute variables to create an infinite recursion that could make any fractal 
blush.  

SORT( FILL(universe) ) = UNIVERSE 
 
 A logician might view this as some tricked up lambda conversion.  I view it 
as the most logical starting point for any analysis of the genetic code, because at 
the atomic level this is all there is.  Also, this has bootstrapping potential, and it 
clearly is recursive.  From this perspective we can begin to grasp the burden of 
any scientist.  He must first carve an idealized section from this fractal, but no 
section can divorce itself from the bias of the whole.  Even Einstein required an 
absolute vacuum, which can nowhere be found or created.  All space in the 
universe is filled with something, if only gravity. 

Through this function the universe creates an interwoven network of 
patterns.  There are not patterns and gaps between patterns; there are only 
continuous interlocking patterns.  A scientist must struggle to isolate any pattern, 
and even if he should somehow succeed his conclusions should expect to suffer 
from oversimplification.  The nested function above calls for the logical synthesis 
of biology and physics - a system where Darwin iterates Newton in a quantum 
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universe.  The details, one might imagine, are slightly more complex.  We are 
merely interested in the logic that might spill from attacks at questions of Life 
from this direction.  The universe is complex, and so is Life.  We cannot shy 
away from the non-linear strangeness inherent in complexity if we hope to 
understand it. 
 

You can�t have everything.  Where would you put it? 
 

Steven Wright 
 
 The universe is a big place with a lot of stuff and nothing but time on its 
hands.  The stuff now isn�t where it was a minute ago, and it will be somewhere 
else a second from now.  How does it know where to go?  This is the question on 
everyone�s mind in one form or another.  The trick is to know the past so you can 
predict the future.  Any rocket scientist worth his salt can tell you that.  The only 
hope is in recognizing the patterns that nature makes.  Regardless of the 
process, the result is that stuff goes places.  A good way to keep track of it, or 
predict its behavior is to make understandable rules based on the patterns we 
are able to observe.  The rules serve as instructions for predicting where stuff is 
and where it�s going.  Some of these rules are �common sense�, intuitive, a priori, 
i.e. stuff falls down.  Others are obscure, counter-intuitive and sometimes 
downright nutty (take a look at quantum mechanics).  But the rules generally 
serve a purpose otherwise we discard them.  This is loosely what we call 
science. 
 A good starting point in any search is to ask what things are available to 
create patterns in the first place.  There are surprisingly precious few things 
available in the universe to create action in the form of patterns.  There are 
forces, which generally fall into two categories, those that attract and those that 
repel � push or pull.  These forces conspire to form shapes, and most forces 
cooperate to form shapes that display symmetry.  Forces like to balance, so we 
should let them.  Complex balancing forces will have a hard time arranging into a 
line, as far as I can surmise.  They will in all cases prefer a shape.  Our numbers 
or mathematics bias toward a line � a number line � and that is typically the first 
place we look.  That is our brightest light.  Is it any wonder then that we 
occasionally find lines surreptitiously?  Many times the act of finding a line blinds 
us to the nature and origin of the apparent linearity.  We are just so tickled with 
possession of the line. 
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Creeple Peeple Hula 
Michael Teague 

 
If we ever hope to tease out the strategy that Life has adopted for filling 

space - the function behind the results - we must find the patterns in its behavior.  
A good place to start looking is with the map that we already have, our data, the 
map of codon and amino acid assignments.
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The Map 
 

�how an individual invents a new way of giving order to data now all 
assembled must here remain inscrutable and may be permanently so� Almost 
always the men who achieve these fundamental inventions of new paradigm 
have either been very young or very new to the field whose paradigm they 
change� (they) are particularly likely to see that those rules no longer define a 
playable game and to conceive another set that can replace them. 
 

Thomas Kuhn 
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 

 
 
 Perhaps there is a clue about how molecules agree to fill space in the 
correlation table of codons and their assigned amino acids.  This is casually 
referred to as a map of the genetic code, but I intend to give it a more rigorous, 
formal treatment.  Somehow a sloppy treatment of the concept of data mapping 
has opened the door to self-contradiction in our conventional view of the genetic 
code. 
 Consider a simple street map of your hometown.  It is laid out on a two-
dimensional paper, but it is easy for our razor-sharp human intelligence to 
understand that the shapes on the paper translate into a three-dimensional town 
of much greater size.  It is only slightly tougher to imagine that the orthogonal, 
two-dimensional information on the paper is merely a subset of a vastly larger set 
of information on the surface of the spherical earth.  Our street map is but a tiny 
window into a surface that wraps around a gigantic sphere.  The fact that this 
information is scaled down, cut into a square and flattened onto a tabletop is of 
no concern whatsoever.  The information it contains could hardly be affected by 
such transformations.  However, the same cannot be said of the genetic code.  
For here the transformations are all important, if only to recognize that they have 
occurred. 
 Like symbols for roads, buildings and lakes on the map of your hometown, 
we will need symbols to construct a map of the genetic code.  Three components 
covering all codons and amino acids can describe the foundation of the map.  
We will start with the following three typographic symbols: 
 
A = Nucleic Acid 
B = Assignment  
C = Codon 
 
 Codons are permutations of three nucleic acids - triplets, or triads.  
Permutations are arrangements of symbols.  For instance, the sequence of 
symbols XYZ is a permutation of the symbols X, Y and Z.  Other permutations of 
the same symbols are YZX, or ZYX.  The total set of permutations is determined 
by taking the number of possible symbols, in this case 4 nucleic acids, and 
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raising it to a the power of symbols in the permutation, in this case 3.  Therefore, 
there are sixty-four codons (43 = 4 X 4 X 4 = 64). 

In the linear model, there are an equal number of codons and 
assignments, so there are no ambiguous assignments.  All codons are assigned 
once and only once.  There are, however, only twenty amino acids in the 
standard set, so there are only 20 required assignments, forty-four fewer than 
available. 
 

Most curious, n�est pas? 
 

This means that there is redundancy - more vulgar, degeneracy.  The term 
degeneracy sprung from mathematics and engineering.  It is a technical term to 
describe a formula that has more than one valid solution, but real people hear 
different connotations in the term.  More than one codon is usually assigned to 
each amino acid, so most assignments are degenerate.  The only two non-
degenerate amino acids are Methionine and Tryptophan.  The rest are total 
degenerates. 

From this standpoint the linear model appears quite wasteful.  It is, as I 
have been trying to tell you, a degenerate model.  The genetic code has the 
capacity to carry more information in the form of more amino acids.  Why does it 
not aggressively take advantage of this opportunity somewhere, in some 
organism?  There has been a lot of speculation about what the �meaning� of this 
redundancy might be, or how the system might actually carry the additional 
information, but we are far from consensus agreement on any theory beyond 
codon to amino acid assignments, and using 64 codons to only assign 20 amino 
acids is a wasteful system. 

Regardless, if we begin to construct a map of the genetic code based on 
the tenets of the linear model, we know the exact shape of the map with which 
we must start � a line.  Excluding the known specific data, and using the above 
symbols creates the following brutish physical appearance of the linear model. 
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 C1   C2   C3   C4  
 B1   B2   B3   B4  

A  1 A  2 A  3 A  4 A  5 A  6 A  7 A  8 A  9 A10 A11 A12             
 C5   C6   C7   C8  
 B5   B6   B7   B8  

A13 A14 A15 A16 A17 A18 A19 A20 A21 A22 A23 A24             
 C9   C10   C11   C12  
 B9   B10   B11   B12  

A25 A26 A27 A28 A29 A30 A31 A32 A33 A34 A35 A36             
 C13   C14   C15   C16  
 B13   B14   B15   B16  

A37 A38 A39 A40 A41 A42 A43 A44 A45 A46 A47 A48             
 C17   C18   C19   C20  
 B17   B18   B19   B20  

A49 A50 A51 A52 A53 A54 A55 A56 A57 A58 A59 A60             
 C21   C22   C23   C24  
 B21   B22   B23   B24  

A61 A62 A63 A64 A65 A66 A67 A68 A69 A70 A71 A72             
 C25   C26   C27   C28  
 B25   B26   B27   B28  

A73 A74 A75 A76 A77 A78 A79 A80 A81 A82 A83 A84             
 C29   C30   C31   C32  
 B29   B30   B31   B32  

A85 A86 A87 A88 A89 A90 A91 A92 A93 A94 A95 A96             
 C33   C34   C35   C36  
 B33   B34   B35   B36  

A97 A98 A99 A1 0 0 A1 1 0 A102 A1 3 0 A1 4 0 A1 5 0 A1 6 0 A1 7 0 A1 80            
 C37   C38   C39   C40  
 B37   B38   B39   B40  

A1 9 0 A1 0 1 A1 1 1 A1 2 1 A1 3 1 A1 41 A1 5 1 A1 6 1 A1 7 1 A1 8 1 A1 9 1 A1 02            
 C41   C42   C43   C44  
 B41   B42   B43   B44  

A1 1 2 A1 2 2 A1 3 2 A1 4 2 A1 5 2 A1 62 A1 7 2 A1 8 2 A1 9 2 A1 0 3 A1 1 3 A1 23            
 C45   C46   C47   C48  
 B45   B46   B47   B48  

A1 3 3 A1 4 3 A1 5 3 A1 6 3 A1 7 3 A1 83 A1 9 3 A1 0 4 A1 1 4 A1 2 4 A1 3 4 A1 44            
 C49   C50   C51   C52  
 B49   B50   B51   B52  

A1 5 4 A1 6 4 A1 7 4 A1 8 4 A1 9 4 A1 05 A1 1 5 A1 2 5 A1 3 5 A1 4 5 A1 5 5 A1 65            
 C53   C54   C55   C56  
 B53   B54   B55   B56  

A1 7 5 A1 8 5 A1 9 5 A1 0 6 A1 1 6 A1 26 A1 3 6 A1 4 6 A1 5 6 A1 6 6 A1 7 6 A1 86            
 C57   C58   C59   C60  
 B57   B58   B59   B60  

A1 9 6 A1 0 7 A1 1 7 A1 2 7 A1 3 7 A1 47 A1 5 7 A1 6 7 A1 7 7 A1 8 7 A1 9 7 A1 08            
 C61   C62   C63   C64  
 B61   B62   B63   B64  

A181 A182 A183 A184 A185 A186 A187 A188 A189 A190 A191 A192
 

The breadth of symbols discourages their presentation in an actual linear 
format - otherwise they would be illegibly small.  One must use the scissors of 
imagination to carve this page into a series of strips that are attached end-to-end, 
creating a single genetic tape.  Only then can we truly appreciate the shape of 
the linear code.  A grid is a more familiar presentation of assignments.  I, for one, 
have never actually seen the linear model presented as a line.  This is probably 
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because it is not particularly useful, except to demonstrate how useless it is.  
However, for the sake of rigor I will do just such a thing here. 
 

 
 
 See how useless it is? 
 

Of course the use of this format is explicit from the model.  A linear code 
contains only one-dimension of information in assignments, and finding additional 
meaning in those assignments is therefore verboten; otherwise they are no 
longer one-dimensional.  We are explicitly told to view the system as �one-
dimensional, arbitrary and meaningless�.  This means that any pattern that might 
appear in the tape must be rejected as a chimera.  For if it is linear and arbitrary 
then it can be broken apart, reassembled and presented in any mathematically 
valid fashion.  There is absolutely no criterion on which to judge the correctness 
of one linear presentation of assignments over another; therefore, none can be 
�best�.  The tape could just as easily start with the following sequence, so long as 
all the numbers add up at the end. 
 

 C61   C43   C1   C22  
 B61   B43   B1   B22  

A181 A182 A183 A127 A128 A129 A1 A2 A3 A64 A65 A66
 

It is therefore most curious that the conventional two-dimensional grid of 
assignment data has somehow drawn a pass on this constraint of linearity and 
arbitrariness.  It is so common to see the genetic code presented in a grid that 
the rigorous academic requirement for a linear disclaimer has somehow evolved 
out of the system.  I never see the genetic correlation table accompanied by the 
warning: 

 
This table is manmade. 

Do not recognize patterns. 
 
Pattern recognition in the genetic code data grid should be dogmatically 

forbidden fruit.  After all, we should recognize that any pattern in the assignment 
of amino acids to codons must be rejected as meaningless and arbitrary.  
Certainly no good scientist would take a pattern recognized in this correlation 
table and use it as the basis of further work.  That is tacit approval of a non-linear 
model.  After all, a grid is in fact a non-linear model.  A pattern in the grid would 
be a sign that there is more than one dimension of meaning in the assignments 
of codons to amino acids.  It would be a sign of at least a second dimension in 
the code, and perhaps more. 
 

Fortunately, I am not a good scientist, so lets have some fun.  Let�s get 
this baby on the open road and see what she can do!  I am going to start with an 
excellent textbook presentation of the genetic correlation table and make it more 
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excellent.  I know that the following table is an excellent textbook presentation 
because I copped it from an excellent textbook.  I will start here and apply my 
skills acquired in a wasted youth as a graphic artist. 
 
 

 
 
 
 This presentation clarifies yet confuses.  I will tease out some of the 
assumptions and information that are contained in it, starting with the 
mathematical tape that is the linear model.  The tape shows a need for 192 
nucleic acids (64 codons X 3 nucleic acids per codon).  A quick count of the 
above nucleic acids shows me only 24.  Where are the other 168 nucleic acids?  
I am not a total idiot, I am just being coy and I know that they are stacked on top 
of each other.  It would be a grievous no-no to suggest that we could have 
somehow jettisoned 168 required nucleic acids from the sacred code.  This 
would imply double duty for nucleic acids, but in an imbalanced way, and then we 
must determine which nucleotides would be assigned to which duties.  These 
apparent missing nucleotides are merely illusions created by the conveniences of 
our written notation, a sacrifice to efficiency.  In fact, the table is nothing but a 
convenient presentation of data.  It was more or less accidentally presented this 
way, and since we find it useful, it has become frozen in the system.  This table is 
a rare case of an actual frozen accident in the genetic code, but it is a conscious 
decision to make it such. 
 Another feature of the above table is the obvious grouping of assignments.  
It seems that there is some mystical force in our arbitrary universe that is 
compelling assignments to gravitate to regions of an arbitrary (and forbidden) 
space.  They appear to be clumping.  A man of lesser discipline would be 
tempted to succumb to the temptation of assigning meaning to these groupings, 
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which would amount to a second dimension of meaning in a one-dimensional 
process. 
 

Fortunately, I am a man of lesser discipline, and I�m not only willing to 
assign meaning, I�m willing to make more groupings.  (See how much fun 
science can be if you�re willing to ignore dogma.)  What might come as a surprise 
to you, dear reader, is that I intend to assign a different meaning to these 
groupings, a meaning that strays far from the one dictated by convention.  Let�s 
start by rearranging the above grid into another grid.  Like potato chips, you can 
never have just one.  The above grid shows obvious relationships between 
codons and amino acids, but what are the relationships between amino acids, 
nucleic acids and their codons?  In fact, it would be nice to know the inter and 
intra-relationships between all components of the system.  Starting with amino 
acids, the most likely relationship between them will somehow involve water, 
because water is so much a part of living systems.  How well a molecule 
interacts with water is called its water affinity, and it can be measured in a 
number of ways.  To explore the intra-relationships of amino acids, I copped a list 
of amino acid water affinities from the same excellent textbook that provided the 
table, and I combined the list with the assignment table.  I created my own 
stylized grid, and since color is king, let�s add some color.  Now we can really 
start to see some patterns. 
 
 
Highly    Isoleucine   AUU AUC AUA  

Hydrophobic   Phenylalanine   UUU UUC   

   Valine   GUU GUC GUA GUG 

   Leucine UUA UUG CUU CUC CUA CUG 

   Methionine      AUG 

   Tryptophan      UGG 

   Alanine   GCU GCC GCA GCG 

   Glycine   GGU GGC GGA GGG 

   Cysteine   UGU UGC STOP  
   Tyrosine   UAU UAC STOP STOP 

   Proline   CCU CCC CCA CCG 

   Threonine   ACU ACC ACA ACG 

   Serine AGU AGC UCU UCC UCA UCG 

   Histidine   CAU CAC   

   Glutamate     GAA GAG 

   Asparagine   AAU AAC   

   Glutamine     CAA CAG 

   Aspartate   GAU GAC   

Highly    Lysine     AAA AAG 

Hydrophilic   Arginine AGA AGG CGU CGC CGA CGG 
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 Just as the street map is a tiny window into a sphere, this table is a tiny 
window into another surface.  However, from this table we can begin to develop 
the necessary symbols to illuminate that surface.  In other words, we can begin 
doing some real work with patterns now by saying it with color, saying it strictly 
with color. 
 

 
 
 And while we�re at it, we might as well take advantage of all the physical 
dimensions that God has given us.  Two dimensions are nice, but three are 
better. 
 
 

 
 
 
 Before we lose English entirely, becoming mired in the insanity of Rafiki-
speak, let�s bring back an old friend, the textbook table.  Let�s combine what it 
shows us with what we have just learned.  This is exciting, isn�t it? 
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 We are finally in a position to go looking for those 168 missing nucleic 
acids. 
 
 

 
 
 
 There they are, all 192 of them, but why are they all treated differently?  
Why is the third position chopped up into 4 stacks? 
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DUH!  The page only has two dimensions, Homer, and we need three� 
But we now have three! 

 
 

 
 

M.C. Escher 
Three Intersecting Planes 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Look at all the pretty colors - they must mean something.  How could a 

one-dimensional, arbitrary and meaningless process produce such a beautiful 
three-dimensional pattern?  Remember, those colors have meaning to those 
amino acids - they represent relative water affinity.  It�s a shame that we�re 
technically not allowed to use it for anything.  Things just get curiouser and 
curiouser all the time. 
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What is a pattern anyway?  In this case a pattern is an arrangement of 
symbols and colors.  Through combinations amongst and between each group of 
symbols a total pattern emerges.  This pattern turns on the concept of neighbor, 
but what is a neighbor?  For our study of the genetic correlation table, a neighbor 
is technically a next-to, as in this is next-to that.  In the above pattern there are 
hundreds of different types of actual and potential next-to�s.  There are colors 
next-to each other in a hierarchy of color.  There are shapes next-to each other.  
There are categories of shapes next-to each other and next-to other categories.  
There are rows, columns and layers of next-to�s.  But the central dogma destroys 
the concept of next-to, doesn�t it?  I mean anything next-to anything else is just 
random.  There is no real next-to in the genetic code, is there?  All of the next-
to�s above were created by mathematical weighting, or observer bias.  There 
should be no meaning to the pretty patterns that we have just created, unless 
there is meaning in the observer bias upon which we�ve stumbled. 
 

Demons exist. 
 
Only malicious demons would create this beautiful collection of accidental, 

meaningless next-to�s to tempt us into forbidden territory.  We won�t go� 
we�can�t� screw it. 

 
Let�s go - we can make better next-to�s than this. 
 
The problem with the above next-to�s is precisely that they are biased by 

us, the observer, and these biases are clearly unequal.  It is politically incorrect to 
allow unequal anything, let alone unequal next-to�s.  Notice that corner amino 
acid assignments in the pattern have only three next-to�s, edges and sides have 
four, and middles have an embarrassingly capitalistic six next-to�s.  I will fight for 
the corners, edges and sides, and tax the middles.  Sorry middles, get over it. 

This brings up a very interesting problem: what determines the next-to�s?  
Take the case of amino acids, what determines which amino acid falls on a 
corner, edge or middle, and therefore determines quantity and type of an amino 
acid�s next-to?  Unfortunately - or fortunately - it is another set of next-to�s.  
Specifically, it is the nucleotide next-to�s.  The specter of recursion looms large, 
but fear not, fearless traveler. 

This grid - the textbook table - explicitly demands that nucleotides must be 
next to other nucleotides.  This is the symbolic shorthand that allows us to 
generate permutations.  By taking one symbol from the left we are given a choice 
of four symbols from the top, which in turn opens up another choice of four 
symbols from the right.  There is a channeling process at work here, but it is 
never addressed.  It is actually a systematic, mathematical weighting of codons.  
By picking any nucleotide we are limiting our choices of nucleotide next-to�s.  The 
nucleotides in the grid are differentiated and stratified according to position in the 
codon.  For this textbook presentation, we only need four literal symbols for each 
of the first two positions, but we need sixteen for the third position.  Ultimately, 
this channeling process will allow us to arrange the entire genetic code along the 
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linear genetic map.  In other words, weighting data in this way means that there 
is a first, second, third� and last codon in the table. 

 
Trivial? 
 
Not from the standpoint of the presentation and the pattern it 

demonstrates.  If patterns are the goal, it is far from trivial, because we have no 
way to know if a pattern is natural or man-made.  Changing the weighting will 
create an entirely different pattern.  Furthermore, it appears that the 2nd position 
dominates the color assignments.  What�s up there?  I suppose we might tiptoe 
past this graveyard with the caveat that the channeling is an illusion, but let�s 
have a closer look at the weighting process before we decide. 

The table is merely a specific instance of the tape in the linear model of 
the genetic code.  Somehow the codons are assigned values around which the 
table is arranged.  It turns out that the source of the values in this table is a 
simple formula that requires two biases.  The first bias is a weighting of the 
nucleotides, which we will call the nucleotide values.  The second bias is a 
weighting of the positions of the nucleotides in the codon, which we will call the 
position value.  The assigned value of the codon then becomes the sum of the 
nucleotide values times their position values, which can be written as follows: 
 

 
 
 We can easily see that this formula will produce the textbook grid from the 
genetic tape.  If we recreate the grid and display all of the values we will finally 
see the bias at work. 
 

 
 

But since there is no meaning to the assignments, we are free to reassign 
these weights however we like.  It is easy to change the position values and 
produce an entirely different grid. 
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There are still some patterns here, but they have taken a considerable hit, 
and this is just one of twenty-four permutations that can use these arbitrary 
values.  Furthermore, there is a very bold unspoken assumption in these tables, 
namely that position is more important than identity when considering the value 
of a nucleotide in a codon.  But since this table business is meaningless, there is 
absolutely nothing stopping us from coming up with any values that strike our 
fancy.  Our one-dimensional system allows for no second dimension on which to 
evaluate any weighting scheme.  In fact, if we take the linear crowd at their word, 
the most appropriate arrangement would be one that is completely arbitrary, such 
as this: 
 

 
 

Now the patterns have disappeared completely.  Of course this is what we 
expect from an arbitrary process - arbitrary results.  However, if we don�t find 
arbitrary results, how can we conclude it was an arbitrary process?  Any grid that 
we contrive will have contact with this non-linear heresy, so we cannot prohibit 
something � pattern recognition - ignore the prohibition, and then fail to examine 
the unspoken assumptions inherent in the process.  Clearly the nucleotide next-
to�ness is influencing the table and somehow forming pretty patterns in the 
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assignments.  Furthermore, good scientists - ironically some of the same ones 
that forbade pattern recognition by insisting on a linear code - have used these 
patterns to form conventional theory, specifically the theory of wobble.  The 
wobble hypothesis is nothing but a pattern recognition theory and therefore 
contradicts the premise of a one-dimensional model.  The implication is that 
�wobble� somehow acted as a �force� in shaping the genetic code.  This is 
necessarily a second dimension in an otherwise one-dimensional process.  Each 
codon in the wobble model has amino acids and wobble partners assigned to it.  
It is the wobble partner assignment that theoretically shows up in the two-
dimensional grid of data in the form of assignment clumping. 

Our task at hand then is to remove weighting from the presentation of the 
data, so any pattern popping out must be natural instead of manmade.  How can 
we un-weight a table?  We can�t completely, but we can start with some rules. 
 

Rule:  All nucleic acids will be treated equally. 
 

This must be so if weighting is to be removed, and there are important 
consequences of this rule.  There was never a contrary rule to my knowledge, 
but somehow that�s how it worked itself out in the grid.  I�m not sure anyone ever 
cared enough about unequal treatment of nucleic acids to even notice.  
Nonetheless, if all nucleotides are equal then we don�t need whole stacks of 16 
�equal� nucleotides.  All we need is one from each stack, and we can discard the 
rest.  That leaves us with twelve. 

Each of the 192 nucleic acids on the tape is a symbol that can have one of 
four values.  Now there are only twelve symbols, and they must account for at 
least twenty 20 assignments.  If we spend two symbols per assignment we end 
up with only 16 codons (42) but this clearly is not enough codons.  If we decide to 
spend 3 symbols per assignment we generate a wasteful 64 codons.  Since we 
had unlimited nucleic acids in the past we took that bargain.  The times they are 
a changin�.  What if the bargain was without waste instead of wasteful - how 
would it work?  This new model of the assignment table shall be called the Rafiki 
model of the genetic code, in honor of Rafiki.  Start by assuming that nucleotide 
assignment is precious.  We now only have 12 nucleotides to spend, and we 
must achieve at least 20 assignments.  This means that each nucleotide must be 
spent 5 times ((20 X 3) / 12).  This is an awful lot to ask of a nucleic acid. 
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A1 = (B1, B2, B3, B4, B5) 
A2 = (B1, B2, B6, B7, B8) 
A3 = (B2, B3, B8, B9, B10) 
A4 = (B3, B4, B10, B11, B12) 
A5 = (B4, B5, B12, B13, B14) 
A6 = (B1, B5, B6, B14, B15) 

A7 = (B9, B10, B11, B16, B17) 
A8 = (B7, B8, B9, B17, B18) 
A9 = (B6, B7, B15, B18, B19) 
A10 = (B13, B14, B15, B19, B20) 
A11 = (B11, B12, B13, B16, B20) 
A12 = (B16, B17, B18, B19, B20) 

 
The inversion of thinking here is that each nucleic acid participates in 

multiple assignments.  The conventional thinking is that each amino acid should 
participate in multiple codon assignments, but that approach requires that 
selection of nucleotides and codons is somehow pre-ordained.  However, the 
mystical assignment process must have involved both nucleotides and amino 
acids simultaneously converging on codons, because codons could not have 
otherwise existed in any meaningful way before this assignment lottery occurred.  
It must have been a universal high-wire act of balancing molecular forces. 
The entire code in the Rafiki model is covered by 12 nucleic acids, whereas the 
conventional model formally requires 192.  Of course, each assignment must 
also be associated with three nucleotides, and a careful analysis of the above set 
of relationships shows that this is true.  Since we now require an inter-related 
network of nucleotides, we must assume substrate neutrality.  This means that if 
a nucleotide, adenine for instance, can be plugged into A1 it can be plugged into 
any or all of the other 11 symbols as well.  Nucleic acid triplets have 6 
permutations as follows: 
 
Permutation #1,  P1 = 1, 2, 3 
Permutation #2,  P2 = 2, 3, 1 
Permutation #3,  P3 = 3, 1, 2 

Permutation #4,  P4 = 1, 3, 2 
Permutation #5,  P5 = 3, 2, 1 
Permutation #6,  P6 = 2, 1, 3 

 
This implies that in our new model we must accept that there are 6 

permutations of all possible nucleic acid triplets, including seemingly trivial cases 
such as (Adenine, Adenine, Adenine).  Each assignment represents a collection 
of all permutations of the three nucleic acids that are related to it.  We have no 
way of knowing which triplets to discard in cases of redundancy of permutation.  
The potential codon count goes to 120.  
 
B1 = ∑P(A1, A6, A2) 
B2 = ∑P(A1, A2, A3) 
B3 = ∑P(A1, A3, A4) 
B4 = ∑P(A1, A4, A5) 
B5 = ∑P(A1, A5, A6) 
B6 = ∑P(A2, A6, A9) 
B7 = ∑P(A2, A9, A8) 
B8 = ∑P(A2, A8, A3) 
B9 = ∑P(A3, A8, A7) 
B10 = ∑P(A3, A7, A4) 

B11 = ∑P(A4, A7, A11) 
B12 = ∑P(A4, A11, A5) 
B13 = ∑P(A5, A11, A10) 
B14 = ∑P(A5, A10, A6) 
B15 = ∑P(A6, A10, A9) 
B16 = ∑P(A7, A12, A11) 
B17 = ∑P(A7, A8, A12) 
B18 = ∑P(A8, A9, A12) 
B19 = ∑P(A9, A10, A12) 
B20 = ∑P(A10, A11, A12) 
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The danger here is in failing to recognize the meaning of any assignment 

within this system.  We started with only 20 required assignments, because that 
is what the empirical evidence suggested that we do.  But our assignment 
process immediately yielded multiple potential meanings to each triplet 
depending on its context within the model. 

Notice that the nucleic acid represented by A1 participates in five of the 
assignments, and for each of these A1 is the initial base in the assignment 
permutation exactly twice.  It also is the second and third base exactly twice.  In 
this way every nucleotide plays a balanced role in the system. 
 
A1 = (B1, B2, B3, B4, B5) 
B1 = (A1, A6, A2), (A6, A2, A1), (A2, A1, A6), (A1, A2, A6), (A2, A6, A1), (A6, A1, A2) 
 
 This holds true for all of the 12 nucleotides and their related assignments, 
so each base is a primary initiator of five codons and a secondary initiator of five 
codons.  Therefore, there are sixty primary initiators and sixty secondary 
initiators.  We will assign each permutation a label so that we can demonstrate 
each symbol�s role as initiator, for example 
 
C1 = (A1, A6, A2) and C61 =  (A1, A2, A6): 
 
Primary initiators 
A1 = (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5) 
A2 = (C6, C7, C8, C9, C10) 
A3 = (C11, C12, C13, C14, C15) 
A4 = (C16, C17, C18, C19, C20) 
A5 = (C21, C22, C23, C24, C25) 
A6 = (C26, C27, C28, C29, C30) 
A7 = (C31, C32, C33, C34, C35) 
A8 = (C36, C37, C38, C39, C40) 
A9 = (C41, C42, C43, C44, C45) 
A10 = (C46, C47, C48, C49, C50) 
A11 = (C51, C52, C53, C54, C55) 
A12 = (C56, C57, C58, C59, C60) 

Secondary initiators 
A1 = (C61, C62, C63, C64, C65) 
A2 = (C66, C67, C68, C69, C70) 
A3 = (C71, C72, C73, C74, C75) 
A4 = (C76, C77, C78, C79, C80) 
A5 = (C81, C82, C83, C84, C85) 
A6 = (C86, C87, C88, C89, C90) 
A7 = (C91, C92, C93, C94, C95) 
A8 = (C96, C97, C98, C99, C100) 
A9 = (C101, C102, C103, C104, C105) 
A10 = (C106, C107, C108, C109, C110) 
A11 = (C111, C112, C113, C114, C115) 
A12 = (C116, C117, C118, C119, C120) 

 
 These permutations represent codons, so we can substitute them for 
assignments, rounding out our comprehensive set of interrelated symbols. 
 
B1 = (C1, C28, C9, C61, C88, C69) 
B2 = (C2, C8, C14, C62, C68, C74) 
B3 = (C3, C13, C19, C63, C73, C79) 
B4 = (C4, C18, C24, C64, C78, C84) 
B5 = (C5, C23, C29, C65, C83, C89) 
B6 = (C10, C27, C41, C70, C87, C101) 
B7 = (C6, C45, C37, C66, C105, C97) 
B8 = (C7, C36, C15, C67, C96, C75) 
B9 = (C11, C40, C32, C71, C100, C92) 
B10 = (C12, C31, C20, C72, C91, C80) 

B11 = (C16, C35, C52, C76, C95, C112) 
B12 = (C17, C51, C25, C77, C121, C95) 
B13 = (C21, C55, C47, C81, C115, C107) 
B14 = (C22, C46, C30, C82, C106, C90) 
B15 = (C26, C50, C42, C86, C110, C102) 
B16 = (C34, C56, C53, C94, C116, C113) 
B17 = (C33, C39, C57, C93, C99, C127) 
B18 = (C38, C44, C58, C98, C104, C118) 
B19 = (C43, C49, C59, C103, C109, C119) 
B20 = (C48, C54, C60, C108, C114, C120)  
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Although we achieved a 192 to 12 reduction in nucleotides, we also note a 
peculiar increase in the number of required permutations from 64 to 120.  This is 
due to the model�s inability to distinguish between seemingly trivial permutations.  
However, this new model is not a two-dimensional, one-to-one, sequestering 
grid; it is a multidimensional inter-relation network, which we will call an identity 
network.  It is not unreasonable to suspect that within a network the seemingly 
trivial permutations actually do have unique meanings.  We have a network 
capable of presenting any and all of the required permutations.  It differs from the 
conventional grid on the important issue of bias; specifically it can present the 
data without mathematical weighting the nucleotides. 

One glaring drawback: unlike a grid, the identity network does not lend 
itself to two-dimensional schematic representation.  However, what it lacks in 2D 
it makes up for in 3D.  We can easily use these relationships to generate a 
dodecahedron or an icosahedron, but they are dual to each other.  In fact, the 
concept should be interpreted as a sphere, but polyhedrons are more effective 
when given a flat starting medium such as the paper. 
 
 
Diagram of the Rafiki model 
 

 
 

 
A full appreciation of the relationships in this identity network requires the 

diagram be cut and folded.  
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�The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds new 
discoveries, is not 'Eureka!' but 'That's funny...�  
 

Isaac Asimov 
 
 

Mike McNeil, a friend of Rafiki, brings up an interesting point about the 
above symbol identifiers.  Mike is a bright guy, and a patent attorney, skilled in 
distilling an idea.  He points out that since we are dealing with a known system of 
symbols with only four identities, the symbol identifiers should reflect this.  In 
other words, perhaps A1-12 is sub-optimal.  What about 4 sets of 3 inter-related 
identifiers: A12,3,4, A21,3,4, A31,2,4 and A41,2,3?  Thanks for the additional burden, 
Mike.  Fortunately, we can deal with this quite nicely, but both systems are 
informative to different circumstances.  I feel that he has identified an actual truth 
in the new universe of yet underdeveloped combinatorial mathematics, and in 
honor of this I will refer to these subscripts as McNeil subscripts.  For now we will 
stick with our symbols of the non-McNeil variety, which is to say no subscripts at 
all. 

We are finally able to return to the task at hand � making pretty patterns.  
We now have a weightless presentation format for our data.  It is an unbiased 
permutation grid in three dimensions, and we can use it to see what kind of 
patterns nature has given us. 

We start by examining some of the unexpected curiosities in the new 
model.  Although nucleotides have become equal, triplets have become 
decidedly unequal.  There are now three classes of triplets: primary, secondary 
and tertiary.  Since color-is-king, let�s assign some colors to these classes.  
Unfortunately, there is only one rainbow, so we are going to have to re-use 
amino acid and nucleotide colors.  Please try not to get confused by this. 
 
 

 
 
 
 If we add the nucleotide initials to each permutation we can see how each 
triplet generates six permutations, but the triplets are not homogenous in their 
behavior. 
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 When all possible permutations are present, the structure contains 4 
primary, 12 secondary and 4 tertiary triplets.  If we stylize these - and we should 
because we can - they look like this: 
 

 
 
 Triplets can now assume one of three classes, and we notice that within 
each class there are different types of permutations based on the class of the 
triplet.  The Rafiki model contains the following distinguishable permutations: 
 
 

I II1 II2 II3 III1 III2 
      

 
 

Class Type Number
Primary (I)  4 
Secondary (II) 1 12 
Secondary (II) 2 12 
Secondary (II) 3 12 
Tertiary (III) 1 12 
Tertiary (III) 2 12 

 
 
 If we combine the model with the color-is-king style, we produce the 
following two-dimensional map of the identity network of permutations.  This is 
merely an un-weighted mathematical treatment of a 43 permutation set. 
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 We could do the same with an dodecahedron, but let�s go bold; let�s go 
3D.  In 3D the dodecahedron-icosahedron debate can be mooted by mapping to 
a sphere. 
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 This is a receptacle into which we can place any appropriate permutation 
data, such as the assignment data of codons and amino acids.  This is 
essentially an unbiased view of data in our search of nature�s patterns.  
Apparently, the demons were in full malicious mode when they capriciously 
scattered their arbitrary and meaningless assignments across our unanticipated 
new model.  Look at our grid in terms of permutation class and type. 
 
 
Highly   Isoleucine       

Hydrophobic   Phenylalanine       

   Valine       
   Leucine       
   Methionine       
   Tryptophan       
   Alanine       
   Glycine       
   Cysteine     STOP  
   Tyrosine     STOP STOP 

   Proline       
   Threonine       
   Serine       
   Histidine       

   Glutamate       
   Asparagine       

   Glutamine       
   Aspartate       

Highly    Lysine       
Hydrophilic   Arginine       
STOP   Stop       
 
 
 The patterns show up more clearly if we organize each assignment 
according to class and type of codon as follows. 
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 Glycine  
 Proline  
 Phenylalanine  
 Lysine  
 Asparagine  
 Leucine  
 Arginine  
 Serine  
 Valine            
 Alanine            
 Threonine            
 Isoleucine            
 Glutamate            
 Cysteine                 
 Histidine                 
 Tyrosine                      
 Glutamine                      
 Aspartate                      
 Tryptophan                 

███ STOP                 
 Methionine                           

  
 

To really appreciate these patterns we will map the assignment data to the 
Rafiki model.  Of course it is difficult to get a good look at a 3D model on a 2D 
page, but we cam see a frontal shot of all 20 triplets arranged in a systematic 
fashion, incorporating the McNeil subscripts.  It is an image table, if you will. 
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 To see how this new map, or globe contains the data, we can compare it 
to its colorful brother, the grid.  We can correlate one of the triplets to codons in 
the table, and we see that codons in the table can scatter virtually anywhere, but 
we biased the table by determining where each codon should go.  On the globe, 
codons are wherever nature put them. 
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 We started with the genetic code, or I should say the codon-amino acid 
assignment table, a linear phenomenon that has been deemed arbitrary and 
meaningless.  We arranged the line in a two-dimensional grid, theoretically a no-
no, and started to notice some patterns.  On the strength of this, we further 
arranged the grid into three-dimensions and saw - guess what - more patterns.  
This opened a whole new space for investigation, the network space.  In the 
network space several curious things happened.  Nucleotides equalized and we 
jettisoned 180 that were no longer required.  Triplets became combinatorial, and 
codons became differentiated based on their generative triplet and their location 
within that triplet.  The formal recognition of a differentiated codon should have 
absolutely no meaning, and certainly no predictive value in the real world of 
codon assignment, right?  There should be no pattern whatsoever based on such 
a ludicrous stratification, certainly no meaningful pattern.  The whole thing is 
arbitrary and meaningless, so no pattern within it can be strategic or meaningful 
to the genetic code. 
 Actually, the opposite is true - this is the only pattern that is not suspect.  It 
is the only way to present the data in an un-biased, mathematically un-weighted 
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format.  The patterns seen in this presentation are the only ones that we can 
really trust.  If we see a pattern here, some force of nature must have put it there. 
 The reason that networking the assignment table generates patterns that 
correlate across seemingly hokey parameters, such as codon differentiation, is 
because the assignment table is not linear, not one-dimensional, and it is not 
arbitrary, as dogma has insisted.  Codons being assigned to amino acids is only 
a part of a larger system that is in fact a network, a system heretofore widely 
studied and cherished but poorly understood.  We casually refer to codon-amino 
acid assignments as the genetic code, but this is incorrect.  I am stating these 
conclusions here, before the case is fully made, because it will help us see what 
is coming next.  Trying to look through the dark lenses of a linear model will 
destroy our ability to appreciate pretty colors making beautiful patterns. 
 The Rafiki model treats the genetic code as a balancing network of inter-
related components.  Amino acids, nucleotides, and triplets are all inter-related.  
Amino acids cooperate with each other by, among other things, logically 
distributing themselves uniformly across the network of nucleotides.  The 
functional groups at least play a role with respect to water affinity in the overall 
distribution of codon assignments.  If this is true, there must be some additional 
information hidden in the genetic code, something driving the process, but what 
could it be?
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Stereochemistry. 
 
 Stereochemistry refers to the spatial arrangements of atoms in molecules 
and complexes.  Other than the sequential arrangement of amino acids, the 
linear model can account for none of the stereochemistry of a polypeptide. 
 
Primary sequence � the sequence of amino acids in a polypeptide. 
 
 The linear model holds that the nucleotides are translated into primary 
sequence.  However, there is stereochemical information contained in the 
genetic code. 
 
Primary structure � the structure of the polypeptide backbone. 
 

This is the insanity of Rafiki � nucleotides are translated into primary 
structure - the heretical conclusions of a child unsupervised.  Despite the 
entrenched dogma, however, this view is almost impossible to disprove, even if it 
is wrong.  This is because the linear model demands homogenous, regular 
behavior from the genetic code, whereas the Rafiki model demands 
heterogeneous behavior, evidence of which is easy to find.  Existing observations 
suggest a lack of homogeneity, but even if it�s there, the task of proving 
homogeneity amounts to proving a negative, namely that heterogeneity does not 
exist.  Once suspected, the implications of the genetic code containing 
stereochemical information are far-reaching, forcing a complete re-examination 
of the genetic code, what it is and how it acts.  To start along this path we will 
briefly return to biology 101 and sketch in more of the outline of the cellular 
genetic mechanisms. 
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 Genetic information is stored in the cell nucleus by DNA.  This information 
is transcribed into messenger RNA (mRNA) and transported out of the nucleus 
into the cytoplasm.  The information is translated into polypeptides by a 
mechanism that involves mRNA, transfer RNA (tRNA), ribosomes and amino 
acids.  The linear model says that at this point we are certain of primary 
sequence, and the Rafiki model says that were can be certain of primary 
structure.  From here the polypeptide folds into a secondary structure, then a 
tertiary structure, and finally combines in a quaternary structure to produce a 
functioning protein. 
 A codon only gives part of the information in the genetic code.  Triplets are 
seemingly capable of translating only enough information to define the sequence 
of amino acids.  However, of equal importance to the ultimate shape and function 
of the protein is the critical information regarding the nature of each peptide 
bond.  For proper translation of stereochemical information, the genetic code 
looks beyond the individual codon.  All of the information taken together defines 
the entire peptide bond, which includes: 
 

1. Amino acid identities. 
2. Major bond configuration. 
3. Bond rotations. 

 
 For this reason, the salient unit of information in the genetic code goes 
beyond the codon to specify the complete peptide bond.  I will call this unit of 
information the pepton.  The following illustrations are designed to demonstrate 
the three components of the peptide bond. 
 

 
 
 The peptide bond combines two amino acids, or tetrahedrons, and it is 
formed by a group of atoms from each side of the bond called the peptide group.  
It consists of, from the first tetrahedron, the cabonyl carbon (C1), the α-carbon 
(α1) and the carbonyl oxygen (Oxygen); and from the second amino acid, the 
amide nitrogen (N), the α-carbon (α2), and the amide hydrogen (Hydrogen).  
Although there is some wiggle to the group as a whole, for the most part the 
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bond is planar, and the group can take one of two major configurations: cis or 
trans.  The above illustration demonstrates the trans configuration.  Once formed, 
the bond will not spontaneously switch configurations; however, there are 
enzymes capable of catalyzing the switch, which involves a 180  rotation around 
the axis of the peptide bond. 

0

 

 

 
 
 
 The cis configuration of the peptide group has a much greater steric 
hindrance between the tetrahedrons.  This means that the atoms get in the way 
of each other, and they do not like this.  For this reason nearly all of the peptide 
bonds in naturally occurring proteins are in the trans configuration, about 95% of 
them are trans-peptide bonds.  However, the cis configuration can and does 
naturally occur.  When it does, it almost always involves an amino acid called 
proline.  Proline is like a latch that locks the backbone in place.  Cis bonds and 
proline are prominent in protein structures called turns, where the peptide 
backbone makes a dramatic change of direction.  Proline and cis bonds therefore 
have a significant impact on the final shape of a protein.  It would seem likely 
then, that when a cis bond occurs it will impact the function of the protein.  It 
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logically follows that the genetic code should somehow specify this major 
configuration of the peptide bond. 
 Despite a decided predilection for trans configuration, there is another 
opportunity for the genetic code to specify the shape of the polypeptide 
backbone.  Each peptide bond has a measure of rotational freedom around the 
bond between the α-carbon and its peptide group member on either side.  The 
rotation between the α-carbon and the amide nitrogen has been named phi (Φ).  
The rotation between the α-carbon and the carbonyl carbon has been named psi 
(ψ). 
 

 
 
 Together the two rotations determine the bond angle between adjacent 
peptide bonds.  The planes of the peptide groups are not typically parallel in an 
actual protein, and the location of the R-groups can vary relative to the 
polypeptide backbone.  This is a critical factor in determining the ultimate folding 
of the protein, and therefore the function.  It is not unrealistic to expect a system 
that determines the ultimate function of the overall organism to somehow 
determine this essential element of organism building. 
 The overall peptide bond angles are determined by the combination of two 
angles, Φ and ψ.  These combinations can be �good� or �bad� from the 
standpoint of steric hindrance and therefore energy stability.  A plot of these 
combinations was done by Ramachandran and co-workers, and was later 
confirmed by empiric data.  A simplified view is shown below: 
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An axiom of molecular biology holds that primary structure determines 
tertiary structure.  The final shape of the protein is forged in the primary structure, 
and the function of a protein is dictated by its shape.  Therefore, polypeptide 
folding is a critical biological process, and that is why proteomics is so 
determined to elucidate that process.  Rafiki will be a great help in this endeavor. 

Information involves quantizing and specifying, and it seems then that the 
peptide bond, like everything in the universe, can be neatly quantized.  We can 
describe the bond with a few parameters, quantize each parameter, and combine 
them to create many possibilities.  A language of this process would go a long 
way toward folding a protein.  In honor of Ramachadron�s work, I have named 
the quantity of information contained in the genetic code regarding the peptide 
bond rotation the R-number.  The information regarding the major bond 
configuration is the C-number.  The C-number tells us the bend and the R-
number tells us the twist in each peptide bond.  There is one other property of the 
bond that merits attention; it is the laxity of the bond.  Every bond has some 
wiggle or play.  The degree to which this is true depends on the identity of the 
functional groups of the amino acids involved.  For instance, proline has no play, 
but Glycine is a virtual swivel.  A Glycine-Glycine bond is sloppy, but a Proline-
Proline bond is tight.  A Glycine-Proline bond will combine features of each.  In 
this way the key contribution of each amino acid is seen as its impact on the 
flexibility of the peptide bond it forms in a given circumstance.  Identities play 
other roles, of course, but Rafiki sees this as the key role of each functional 
group in determining the overall shape of a protein. 
 Before we can begin to quantify actual bond information in the genetic 
code, we must first attempt to identify the mechanisms and components that can 
carry and translate this information.  In so doing, we begin to see that a major 
reformation of our view of the genetic code is required.  The first element pertains 
to what we define as the actual code, or more appropriately, where the code 
actually resides.  The central dogma holds that information flows DNA ► RNA ► 
Protein. 
 
Transcription is the process of moving information: DNA ► RNA. 
Translation is the process of moving information: RNA ► Protein. 
 

The genetic code is all about translation.  Information is moved from 
nucleic acids to amino acids.  DNA serves a storage function only and plays no 
direct role in translation.  No protein synthesis results directly from movement of 
information in DNA ► Protein.  The historical emphasis on DNA has caused an 
undue influence in our thinking about the genetic code, specifically our emphasis 
on messenger RNA (mRNA) and its role in translation.  mRNA is merely a 
transcript of information stored in DNA � important, but not everything.  It is far 
from the only nucleic acid molecule that participates in translation.  Also integral 
to translation are transfer RNA (tRNA) and ribosomal RNA (rRNA) both of which 
must be considered active participants in translation.  They are not merely mute 
cogs, they are active components of the genetic code, providing an additional 
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voice in the translation process.  This concept is easily lost when one neglects 
the stereochemical information contained in the genetic code. 

To get a feel for what�s really happening on the shop floor, the actual 

action at the point of translation, one must imagine being an amino acid; we must 

visit the shop floor.  If you were an amino acid in a living cell, what would you see 

at the moment of translation?  Let�s return to our correlation table to start our 

journey.  

 

 
 
 
 This graphic is equivalent to the excellent textbook table we copped 
earlier.  All the information in the table is in this graphic, but the table relies on 
letters and words whereas this graphic uses shapes and colors.  There is 
something radically wrong with both � they are each misleading.  Why? 
 

Codons do not specify amino acids! 
 
Codons specify tRNA molecules.  tRNA molecules specify amino acids.  

Let�s take a look at some of the features of a tRNA molecule and imagine that we 
are an amino acid, Leucine, for instance, encountering our very own tRNA. 
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Each tRNA molecule is a polynucleotide, as are mRNA and DNA.  Unlike 
its more famous cousins, tRNA folds into a three-dimensional shape that 
determines its function, much like a protein.  This does not stop tRNA from being 
and behaving like DNA and mRNA with respect to nucleotide-nucleotide 
interaction.  Each tRNA has an anticodon region which gives the molecule its 
raison d'être - complimentary pairing with codons.  However, there are other 
nucleotides in the molecule that play a key role in the translation process, many 
of which can be found in the �variable region� or body as labeled above.  As I 
mentioned, this is a very stylized look at tRNA, but it will help us make the central 
point about the role of tRNA in the genetic code.  The actual structure of tRNA is 
fairly well documented, but this simplified view is copasetic with what is known.  
We can revise our assignment table, substituting the tRNA-amino acid complex 
where we previously only had amino acids. 
 
 

 
 
 
Nothing seems to have fundamentally changed.  This is because we 

have not done enough thinking about our new partner, tRNA.  Here is some 
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interesting information that I pulled from a Biochemistry lecture on the 
internet: 
 
In 1966, Francis Crick proposed the Wobble hypothesis� He suggested that 
while the interaction between the codon in the mRNA and the anticodon in the 
tRNA needed to be exact in two of the three nucleotide positions, this did not 
have to be so in the third position. He proposed that non-standard base-pairing 
might occur between the nucleotide base in the 5' position of the anticodon and 
the 3' position of the codon. 
  
This hypothesis not only accounts for the number of tRNAs that are observed, it 
also accounts for the degeneracy that is observed in the Genetic Code. The 
degenerate base is that in the wobble position 
  
These wobble rules are not followed exactly. If they were, only 31 tRNAs would 
be needed to pair will all possible codons. There are, however, more than 31 
tRNAs. 
  
The sequence of Escherichia coli K12 contains 84 tRNA reading frames. The 
only amino acids with a single tRNA are histidine, tryptophan and selenocysteine. 
There are 7 tRNAs for arginine and valine, and there are 8 tRNAs for leucine. 
 
 Let�s incorporate this newfound info into our assignment table.  Since we 
don�t have the specifics on an organism�s distribution of tRNA, again we will wing 
it in a stylized way. 
 

 
 

 This appears to me to be a direct contradiction.  The wobble hypothesis 
was presented to explain redundancy, not create it.  Furthermore, I can�t possibly 
imagine what definition of linear this concept might fit into.  Cause and effect are 
now clearly disproportionate.  Our earlier view of a linear, one-codon-one-amino 
acid system can at least be plotted on a graph, and it actually produces a line. 
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 But with this new realization that codons do not specify amino acids, they 
specify tRNAs we must revisit the graph.  If we plot every tRNA against its codon, 
and there are more tRNAs than codons, then we cannot produce a line.  
Depending on the exact proportions, we might get a plot that will look more like 
an electron cloud. 
 
 

 
 
 
 We now have a problem when we assemble proteins on the shop floor.  
Before in the linear model, when an order for an amino acid came down from up 
high, all we had to do was refer to our linear graph and assemble the amino acid 
- the only amino acid - into the chain as dictated by the code.  We now must find 
a way to decide which of these damn tRNA to use.  If two different tRNA will work 
for a codon, how do we decide which one to use?  We pine for the simpler world 
of yesteryear.  Why do we need to confuse things, why not stick to a one-to-one 
system? 
 Wobble and a linear code are in all ways incompatible.  The idea that 
assignment of amino acids is a one-dimensional process is absurd in the face of 
wobble, because it must be an active force in the assignment process to begin 
with.  We now have a two-dimensional process, one which assigns codons to 
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amino acids, and assigns codons to other codons as wobble partners.  
Furthermore, if wobble is a beneficial phenomenon credited with reducing 
redundancy in the assignments, then it should actually in some way reduce 
redundancy.  A force that allows a property of a system to exceed its predicted 
maximum should never be proposed as a reducing force, unless we are prepared 
to examine our understanding of maximum and reduction.  A linear system 
cannot tolerate ambiguous assignments without some serious arm waving.  
Codons are ambiguous with respect to the tRNA they specify. 

We must try a little harder to come up with a model that actually explains 
these contradictions, rather than ignores them.  Take Leucine, for instance.  We 
know that Leucine is highly redundant with respect to codon assignments (it has 
six).  The wobble hypothesis predicts that Leucine might only require two tRNA 
molecules to be fully translated in the code.  This is because all Leucine codons 
start with one of two diads: UU and CU. 
 
Leucine codons: UUA  UUG  CUU  CUC  CUG  CUA 
 
 However, now we are told that Leucine has perhaps eight tRNA 
molecules in E. Coli, which makes little sense.  It makes even less sense when 
one considers that without wobble one might expect six (one for each codon) and 
the wobble hypothesis was ostensibly proposed to reduce this number even 
further.  
 

 
 Every tRNA molecule carries an identical Leucine, but there are 
differences in the nucleotide quantities and sequences.  These differences are 
schematically demonstrated above by changing the colors of the anticodons at 
the bottom of the molecule and the variable regions in the middle of the 
molecules.  I do not have specifics of the actual variations or the pattern made by 
the group, but we can guess that at least two sets of anticodons probably share 
sequences.  This is because there are six codons for Leucine but eight tRNA.  
Let�s put this concept into the assignment table. 
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Note that these molecules are fairly large compared to the size of a codon.  
Each one has between 73 and 93 nucleotides, which means that the anticodon 
region accounts for 4% of the molecule at most.  The amino acid is truly tiny 
compared to the tRNA molecule.  The whole function of these molecules is to 
bring these tiny amino acids into proximity so they can be bonded together in a 
polypeptide chain.  The steric influence of these molecules must be significant.  
To get a better view of this I will show a stylized version of translation of four 
amino acids using these tRNA.  We will stick with Leucine for this illustration, but 
we will use a different tRNA for the addition of each residue. 

 

 
 
 

This would be a truly remarkable feat of molecular manners to find 
anything approaching this type of well-behaved stereochemistry in nature.  For 
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starters, it is unlikely that all four tRNA leucines will ever simultaneously line-up 
on mRNA as pictured, they generally work two at a time, but all four will play a 
role in the tetra-leucine at some time.  But the schematic demonstrates a critical 
point: the genetic code is operating in two distinct zones of interaction.  There is 
nucleotide interaction obviously occurring between codons and anticodons, but 
there also is nucleotide interaction occurring between nucleotides in adjacent 
tRNA molecules.  It is this dual level of interaction that makes the code truly non-
linear, and it also is this duality of interaction that translates the stereochemical 
information in the genetic code. 

A revised view of this situation would lead to the conclusion that eight 
does in fact represent a dramatically reduced tRNA count for Leucine, due in 
large part to wobble.  Let�s illustrate this concept with a simple thought 
experiment.  Let�s suppose that the molecules are not as uniformly well behaved 
as suggested by the above schematic. 
 

 
 
 
 tRNAs now compete for space, or jockey for position.  Consequently, the 
tiny amino acid and its peptide bond will be jostled, or sterically affected.  Small 
alterations in the properties of tRNA molecules could have large stereochemical 
consequences for translation.  Further complicating the situation, there is a third 
level of nucleotide involvement in the peptide bond formation.  The catalyst for 
the bond is not a protein but a nucleotide, the 23S rRNA subunit.  The catalytic 
property of this structure is referred to as peptidyl transferase, and it interacts 
with tRNA during the reaction and has a direct impact on the final state of the 
bond between every adjacent amino acid in every polypeptide. 
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Still another level of interaction is required.  Every tRNA acceptor arm has 

the same sequence to which any amino acid can attach.  It is only through the 
help of a completely different set of molecules that amino acids know which tRNA 
will be their carrier. 

Perhaps these musings � thought experiments - do not prove a thing, but 
they do bring to light the pragmatic difficulties of taking a contrary position.  There 
appear to be a huge number of nucleotides intervening between the codon and 
the amino acid, all of which seem to owe their invitation to the process to the 
need for a peptide bond.  The consistency from this large and diverse collection 
of nucleotides in the process of making these peptide bonds has been proven, 
but uniformity of bonds has not.  Therefore, the mechanism seems to 
consistently form non-uniform bonds.  Rafiki says that this bond irregularity is a 
pre-determined part of the program.  Nucleotides speak a stereochemical 
language in building the backbones of polypeptides. 

In order for this view to be completely invalid, the following circumstances 
would have to be proven.  For every potential sequence of tetra-leucine, identical 
tetra-peptides would have to be produced.  Otherwise, the difference between 
tetra-peptides must be attributed to some macromolecular nucleotide mechanism 
acting on peptide bond formation.  If we start with the assumption that there are 8 
forms of tRNA-leucine, then there are perhaps a minimum of 4096 code 
sequences that might specify tetra-leucine (84).  Perhaps some tRNA-leucines 
are not sterically compatible with one or more of their brother tRNA molecules.  
In this case, when one tRNA follows an incompatible tRNA in the sequence the 
translation apparatus has a tRNA option (or perhaps a requirement).  When this 
option does not exist, translation is terminated.  There are tremendously more 
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tRNA required by this system, and wobble can play an effective role in keeping 
this number smaller than it might have been. 
 We can now fully appreciate what it means to be an amino acid.  We are 
Leucine, after all � remember?  The thought experiment asks one question, what 
do we see, as amino acids, at the point of contact with the genetic code.  This is, 
in fact, what the genetic code is.  It is all about nucleic acids talking to amino 
acids and getting them to behave in a way that leaves no doubt that information 
is crossing molecular boundaries.  The money shot of this whole thread, so to 
speak, is in trying to decide what the nucleic acids are telling the amino acids.  
We now have two basic choices and we are going to use tetra-leucine to decide 
which one is more logical.  If all conceivable nucleic acid sequences for four 
consecutive leucines �look� the same, or homogeneous to us as Leucine, then 
the code can carry no stereochemical information. 

 
 
However, if any valid sequence of RNA has a different look to us, one that 

results in even a slightly different polypeptide backbone, then we must conclude 
that the code is non-linear and it carries stereochemical information.  A different 
�look� to the above sequence could take on any one of roughly 4000 
appearances to us, assuming that we are Leucine in E. Coli as described. 
 

 
 

If against all odds every tetra-leucine is confirmed to be identical 
out of E.Coli, then we best get busy again.  These must be compared to 
all possible tetra-leucines from other organisms, because we realize that 
every organism can and does have a different complement of tRNA.  If we 
still have found no stereochemical impact of the code on tetra-leucine it�s 
back to the drawing board.  We need to check multiple numbers and 
combinations of peptide bonds across proteins.  From this standpoint, the 
assumption that all peptide bonds emerge from translation in a perfectly 
identical conformation seems untenable.  If translation is causing this lack 
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of homogeneity in peptide bonds then we must identify the information 
behind this, wherever it may reside. 

 
The first significant impact of this realization is that we can identify the 

location of the genetic code.  The genetic code resides in RNA.  The process of 
translating nucleic acids into amino acids is an entirely RNA phenomenon.  It 
involves many molecules of RNA, not just mRNA, and all involved RNA 
molecules must be viewed as a part of the genetic code.  It is a stereochemical 
phenomenon, not one-dimensional, and it contains stereochemical information.  
Codons reside on mRNA.  They specify tRNA, but each tRNA interacts with 
every other tRNA.  It is the tRNA-tRNA interaction in a sequence that defines 
every peptide bond in a protein.  Finally, rRNA interacts with both mRNA and 
tRNA to complete the apparatus that builds each and every peptide bond.  It is 
this complement of RNA � mRNA, tRNA, and rRNA � that carries the genetic 
code of each organism. 

The second significant impact of this thinking is the conclusion that the 
genetic code is far from universal.  Not even the assignment table is universal, 
but this is just the tip of the non-universal iceberg.  There is potentially a 
universal code, or code limit, but no known organism would need or ever 
approach this limit.  If tRNA is an integral part of the code, and tRNA varies 
widely between organisms, then the code varies widely between organisms as 
well.  We can visualize this with the following pair of schematics. 
 
 

 
 
 

This is not complete, and therefore it is not an accurate representation of 
�the genetic code�.  This is a relatively complete representation of the correlation 
table, or assignment table of codons to amino acids, but it ignores many known 
features of the code.  Even this is not linear if it includes wobble.  This is a codon 
table, and codons are all about mRNA.  To this we now must add a network of 
tRNA. 
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 This is a more accurate picture of what a genetic code might look like in a 
single organism.  Change a single nucleic acid in a single tRNA and you have 
probably changed the code in that organism.  This is a truly networked view of 
the genetic code.  It is a dynamic network of RNA.  There are some observed 
phenomena that just cannot possibly be explained by a linear model, no matter 
how hard we try to preserve it. 
 
A new method of mapping 
  

In light of these ideas, the genetic code can be mapped for each organism 
to give a blueprint for how that organism constructs proteins.  To fully appreciate 
how the new method differs from the state-of-the-art method used today, we will 
start with the method implied by the linear model of the genetic code. 
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 This model teaches that the codon is the only salient unit of information 
contained in polynucleotides, where a codon is a grouping of three nucleotides 
that specify one and only one amino acid in a polypeptide chain.  If this is taken 
as the complete foundation of the genetic code then the method of mapping is 
fairly simple: 
 

1. Map all possible codons with amino acids. 
 

Of course this has already been done, and this is the conventional view of 
the genetic code today.  Unfortunately, there are many observed phenomena 
that cannot be easily handled by this model.  In this simplified view none of these 
phenomena should occur because it is assumed that all components can be 
universally substituted for each other without structurally changing the code or its 
function in an organsim. 

The linear model assumes that peptide bonds are formed, but it places 
little importance on the nature of those bonds and the role of the nucleotides in 
forming them.  Our new method of mapping the genetic code views the peptide 
bond as the primary output of the genetic code.  Amino acid sequences are the 
consequence of peptide bonding.  They result from nucleotides functioning as a 
complex whole to implement the genetic code.  Some additional definitions will 
be helpful in examining the new model. 
 
Genome � the sequence of nucleic acids. 
Genon � the unit of mRNA involved in fully describing a peptide bond. 
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Pepton � the compliment of tRNA involved in fully describing a peptide bond. 
 
 
 Whereas the linear model is flat, requiring only codons to determine 
primary sequence, the new model is hierarchical, requiring a number of elements 
to determine primary structure.  The concepts of genon and pepton are valid 
even in a linear model, but they would have little use in that one-codon-one-
amino acid world.  The new method of mapping is still conceptually simple, but 
new steps must be added. 
 

1. Map all expressed tRNA to amino acids in an organism. 
2. Map all possible genons to peptons. 
3. Map all peptons to peptide bonds. 

 
 The above diagram will need to be modified to reflect this new 
organizational scheme as follows. 
 

 
 

C = Codon   T = tRNA   PB = Peptide Bond   AA = Amino Acid 
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The peptide bond becomes the focal point of the genetic code, and 
therefore primary sequence follows from primary structure, rather than the 
reverse.  The genetic code is composed of at least two forms of RNA, mRNA and 
tRNA.  The genetic code is an overlapping code; therefore, no unit of information 
can be removed from its appropriate level of context and still retain its complete 
meaning.  Each tRNA, and therefore the amino acid it carries, plays a role in two 
peptide bonds, so a single substitution impacts output at more than one place. 
 This method is believed to be universal, but the results are not expected to 
be universal.  In other words, it must be applied to each organism under study, 
and it is expected to yield different results for each.  One can appreciate that 
every organism expresses a different population of tRNA molecules, and each 
codon has the ability to specify more than one tRNA.  This is in stark contrast to 
the one-codon-one-amino acid view of the genetic code.  Therefore, it is only 
within a genon context that codon-tRNA mappings are made. 
 It is not guaranteed that every organism will share the same view of 
genons and peptons, just as they are known to differ on their approach to 
codons.  It has been shown that organisms have the ability to change their codon 
to amino acid correlations, and even have the ability to eliminate codons entirely 
from their code.  An organism with a missing codon cannot have the same code 
as one without a missing codon.  Even the number of codons is not universal in 
the code.  Likewise, it should be expected that an organism might take 
advantage of flexibility in genon and pepton mechanisms.  Number and type of 
each can be expected to vary.  It may even be found that genons and peptons 
vary in size within and between organisms.  For this reason it is not possible to 
precisely define sizes and varieties of these genetic components at this time 
without data.  The above diagram implies that these entities are uniform; 
however, this is an idealized representation and not required as a universal 
feature of the genetic code. 
 
 
Irregularity 
 
 The diagram of the genetic code under a linear model displays a stark 
regularity.  It is simple to comprehend at a glance; however, nothing we know 
about the mechanisms of life reflects this level of simplicity.  The linear code 
appears to simply translate nucleic acids into amino acids, letters into letters.  
The Rafiki model teaches us that the code translates overlapping collections of 
nucleic acids into peptide bonds, shapes into shapes. 
 
 

Base → Codon → Amino Acid 
4    →     64    →       20       . 

 
tRNA → Pepton → Peptide Bond 

    ?     →      ?      →          ?          . 
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 The first sequence demonstrates a well-behaved regularity.  The second 
sequence, while it may ultimately be regular, gives the appearance of poorly 
behaved irregularity; it is more chaotic.  Excellent work in the field of artificial life 
(A-life) has taught us that Life thrives at the edge of chaos.  It is a balance 
between order and chaos.  If there is too much order or too much chaos - either 
one - Life becomes ineffective.  It thrives when a balance is struck, which could 
be called the edge of order but our flare for dramatics demands that we call it the 
edge of chaos.  All living systems will be a celebration of this balance, so we 
must celebrate with it.  The linear model destroys the balance by discarding the 
part of the genetic code that has embraced chaos.  It sees only the brackets of 
regularity. 

The Rafiki view more accurately reflects a universe that is in constant 
change, and Life as a subset that has learned to embrace change.  It is a 
process, not an event.  The genetic code lies at the core of the Life process, and 
we might expect it to enable change and adaptation.  The code is a product of 
evolution and therefore should be evolvable.  A static unchanging view of the 
code does not capture these properties, but a dynamic, changing code of 
irregularity sandwiched between regularity does. 
 

Base   →   Pepton  →  Amino Acid 
Regular  →  Irregular  →     Regular       . 

 
If we compare Life to a more regular process in the universe, crystal 

growth, as Erwin Shrodinger did, we can talk about regular processes as having 
predictable periods of behavior.  They are periodic, and the patterns produced by 
them are easy to spot.  A salt crystal and a snowflake, while dissimilar in many 
ways, are both periodic crystals.  In contrast, when things are irregular they 
become aperiodic (without period) and they are far less predictable, they are 
chaotic.  The patterns become much more difficult to spot.  Shrodinger described 
Life as an aperiodic crystal.  We must decide if Life is the result of a knit-one-
pearl-two set of instructions, or something more complex, more irregular, 
something aperiodic. 

We can kill a frog, pin it to a board and dissect it.  This will teach us a lot 
about a dead frog, and even more about other frogs that are still living, but we 
mustn�t confuse the two.  If we come up with new questions about the behavior of 
live frogs, we probably won�t get the answer from our dead one.  This is what we 
did to the genetic code; we killed it, pinned it to a line, and then studied the hell 
out of it.  We did it because we could, and it was useful, but now we are 
confusing that which is dead with that which isn�t. 
   All languages and codes are systems.  I can think of no mechanism in 
the universe that will spontaneously produce a complex linear system.  
Somewhere along the road someone made the observation that the genetic code 
has sequential elements, and this was translated into linear.  This has been 
expanded to mean that the genetic code itself is linear. 
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 The genetic code performs sequential functions, but it is not linear in any 
other sense of the word. 
 

The utility of a linear model has become so small and unenlightening that 
most serious scientists have already �moved beyond the genetic code.�  They 
have started to brow beat proteins.  Stereochemistry is important, and it�s got to 
be in there somehow, so we squeeze the proteins with heavy computers and see 
if they�ll talk.  Let�s stretch them on the rack of taxonomy and see if they give up 
their secrets.  Ironically, like natural selection, it is taxonomy that suggests that 
there is a simpler, more elegant unifying mechanism at work at a lower level.  
There is logic behind the laws governing the code, and seeing all this complexity 
implies some foundation of simplicity.  The linear model is so shaky that some 
are claiming that the genetic code is not a code at all.  This is nux vomica that I 
will not countenance.  It is a beautiful code, a sublime reflection of a sublime 
universe.
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A Code or Not 
 

Thou hast seen nothing yet. 
 

Cervantes 
♦♦♦ 

 
 A code is something that translates the meaning of one set of symbols into 
another set of symbols.  Since meaning is verboten in the linear model, it cannot 
represent a code in any practical sense.  A cipher, on the other hand, is a simple 
system that replaces symbols, but as Francis Crick aptly noted, nobody really 
wants to talk about the genetic cipher.  In fact, viewed in a conventional, linear 
light, the genetic code is merely a correlation table.  Many valiant stabs at the 
true meaning, or the universal force behind codon assignments have been made 
in the past in an effort to avoid this frumpy, unglamorous view of the code.  One 
such amusing yet studious view of the genetic code is that it is a literal translation 
of the forces behind a 5,000-year-old systematic Chinese spiritual doctrine called 
the I Ching. 
  

 
 

 
The I Ching lends well to comparison with the genetic code because it is a 

symmetrical arrangement of base-four symbols in groups of three.  However, the 
I Ching can be comprehensively presented in a linear fashion, and the genetic 
code cannot.  The relationships between sets of symbols in the I Ching can be 
plotted onto a two-dimensional map, and the distances between groupings can 
easily be contemplated.  It is yet another time-honored example of man�s 
attraction to, and comfort with linear models. 
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 However, these schematics are merely stylized two-dimensional 
presentations of the binary number 63, or more accurately the numbers 0-63.  
Significantly, the relationship between all of the numbers and the paths from one 
to another is quite clear.  The diagram on the right includes six rings, so any state 
in this binary 64-state system can be easily demonstrated, and relationships 
between states are perfectly described.  It is linear and regular.  It is periodic, and 
any pattern generated by it will have clear periodic fingerprints.  Because 
scientists naturally love linear, periodic models, they dogmatically insisted on 
flattening the genetic code in this way.  There is no compunction, however, about 
re-expanding the system into three-dimensions.  It is enthusiastically but 
mistakenly expanded into a binary matrix called a hypercube. 
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 In this way all codons maintain a simple, linear relationship to all other 
codons.  The �distance� between codons is easy to grasp.  Any �walk� between 
codons can appear periodic and regular.  The hypercube is so trusted that it has 
come to be seen as a genetic ruler used to measure the evolutionary distances 
between genetic sequences.  This is a very nifty metric, or it would be if it actually 
worked.  In 1978 Dayhoff published a matrix of empiric data demonstrating 
known codon substitutions.  It appears that our scientific view might differ from a 
codon�s view with respect to the definition of �short walk�.  Perhaps a codon uses 
a different ruler to measure its walks. 
 

There were many ingenious guesses about how the genetic code might be 
configured, before any real data was obtained.  The debates raged around 
strictly technical issues of codes, and many conclusions were drawn, perhaps 
erroneously.  These conclusions eliminated several good partial guesses that in 
retrospect were useful if only they had been combined.  My own effort was 
greatly aided by shear ignorance.  I knew little of codes, information theory, 
molecular biology, and most importantly I knew nothing of these ingenious 
guesses that were rejected on solid grounds.  I was free of the ordinary 
restrictions imposed on anyone qualified in the relevant areas.  Most surprisingly, 
few past efforts appear to examine the shape of the data and its meaning.  This 
is all the more surprising when one considers that shape was king in the world of 
proteins and biological specificity that reigned prior to the 1950�s.  Soon the 
nucleic acids were ordained as keeper of genetic secrets.  Looking back on the 
past from our privileged perspective of the present it all seems silly.  What on 
earth would make anyone think that molecules could agree on a system that is 
easy on the human brain? 
 The bean counters moved in and counted all the beans.  They know a 
bean when they see it, but they apparently can�t tell an apple from an orange.  
They applied the logic of a line and declared that with the assets of sixty-four 
beans they had just enough to cover the cost of twenty beans, but little else.  
They decided to pay more than three times the going rate for each bean.  
Molecules laugh; they are neither beans nor bean counters, confused by the 
logic of a line.  Molecules irreverently ignore lines; beautiful women coolly waving 
off childish advances from silly boys.  Molecules are at home with shapes, 
though, and it is shape that should mark the start of any intelligent counting. 
 Disregard for stereochemical information coupled with the stepwise 
rejection of almost every feature of the Rafiki model conspired to render the truth 
invisible to qualified code breakers.  Often it takes a child to truly appreciate the 
fine clothing of any emperor, and ignorance of the impossible is the only hope of 
achieving it.  Enter the idiot savant with a key to the riddle: it is easiest to crack a 
code by starting with the decoder.  Granted, holding the decoder now is an unfair 
advantage, but in fact any dodecahedron would do, and dodecahedrons been 
around for several years.  Still, I am told by more than a few qualified observers, 
in the nicest possible way, that I am what I appear to be � a complete idiot.  
Everyone is of course entitled to an opinion. 
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 The bemusements of playing with a functional genetic rosetta stone 
encouraged me to do a little digging.  I often do things in the counterproductive 
fashion of working backwards, because perhaps I actually see things backwards.  
I was prepared for my search to lay a trail of wisdom proving my efforts trivial, 
commonly understood, or completely wrong.  I suspected that I had been given 
the skinny for sissies in Biochem 101 - a partial story - but the real tough guys in 
Biochem 765 already learned much of what I was just glimpsing.  I was 
unprepared for what I actually found.  The earth was seemingly undisturbed 
under my stereochemical feet, tabula rasa, a vacant playground. 
 An interesting view of the Rafiki model of the code is as a spherical lens.  
A light shined through it projects a pattern onto the tabletop.  This pattern can 
have considerable utility in the study of genetic codes, but it is nonetheless a 
decidedly flat pattern.  Just such a pattern was discovered early, and coming out 
of the gate as it did it was naturally a welcome sight, bound for christening as 
�the right answer�.  There is more than enough value in a linear model to keep 
folks busy on a tabletop while dogma hardens around their ankles.  Attempts to 
climb from the table are hindered by explicit instructions from the keepers of truth 
to keep all eyes forward, certainly not up.  Such is dogma. 
 

What need is there to look up? 
 
True, I was placed on the table and instructed to wander with the herd, but 

I never listen.  Ask anybody.  Like a child on the beach who discovers a 
particularly shiny shell, I stumbled onto the decoder and became intrigued.  I 
happened to shine a light through it and voila!  Shouting down to the table is 
another story.  And it goes without saying - but I�ll say it anyway - the assignment 
data is a necessary element of this discussion. 

It is a shame we could not sit in on a meeting of the RNA tie club (guys 
who wore ties with hand painted pictures of RNA) before the code got sentenced 
to linearity.  There are many features to the Rafiki model that in my ignorance I 
did not realize were actually features of a code.  I have since learned how these 
features had been systematically considered and rejected for good but 
incomplete reasons in the 1950�s and 60�s.  The award for closest pass goes to 
George Gamow.  He apparently also deserves credit for elevating the code 
debate to an international status, and for properly framing it with social 
camaraderie and alcohol.  Dr. Gamow founded the RNA tie club, and he was 
fond of his pet theory, the diamond code.  When it was proven conclusively that 
the diamond code could not be correct, he cheerfully and sportingly proposed 
another combinatorial code.  A combinatorial code is a key piece in the Rafiki 
puzzle, and Gamow�s efforts were tantalizingly close. 
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 Gamow�s compact triangle code only needs to be spatially optimized and 
it might be correct; however, it has several dysfunctional features, as we shall 
see later.  The key property of the triangle code is the �magic twenty�.  For a time 
there was an emphasis on the standard set of twenty amino acids in searching 
for the code.  The code breakers felt that the decoder should mathematically 
emphasize these twenty.  Gamow has created twenty triangles that represent all 
possible triple combinations of the symbols 1, 2, 3 and 4, thereby differentiating 
the triplets.  He notes that some triplets are homogenous, which he labels α; 
some triplets are diads, which he labels β; and some triplets are completely 
heterogeneous, which he labels γ.  (Note the correlation to Rafiki�s primary, 
secondary and tertiary codons.)  Gamow believed that each of the magic twenty 
should correspond precisely to each triplet, providing the code with an 
appropriate redundancy.  But in the Rafiki universe there is no redundancy � 
each triplet means six different things. 

Codes frequently overlap.  There were many proposals for overlapping 
genetic codes, but they were eventually proven wrong, and all such attacks on 
the code were proven to be an almost certain dead end.  Two problems: they 
weren�t looking for shapes and they did not have the correct reference for the 
overlapping unit.  For them, the issue of overlapping was mooted when the code 
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was �broken� in the 1960�s.  The bulk of the stereochemical information is 
contained in the overlapping of triplets, but unless someone is specifically looking 
for this information in the code it is sure to be overlooked. 

The code breakers were remarkably unconcerned with general matters of 
shape, and therefore never thought to cut those triangles from the page and see 
if they could tape them together into a single object.  They also apparently never 
actually tested Gamow�s theory against the data, which we shall do for them later 
(stunning results).  Perhaps scotch tape had yet to be invented; Rafiki grinds to a 
halt without it.  Regardless, Gamow was brilliant.  He knew what he wanted to do 
and he almost did it with one hand tied behind his back.  He seems to have had a 
great time doing it.  He didn�t have easy access to all the fine computer 
resources we now have.  He didn�t have the correlation table of amino acids.  He 
did not have the almost perfect biochemistry textbooks available today.  It would 
therefore be a hoot to show Dr. Gamow the Rafiki model and get his reaction.  
I�m sure he would graciously exchange notes and share a few good laughs.  The 
point is, with respect to the genetic code, we must return to the time of Gamow 
and try again. 

 
The Rafiki universe operates through optimization, and we are taught to 

think of the universe as a clever adapter.  Codes are by nature clever things, and 
we should expect nature to come up with a painfully clever, optimized code.  
Especially in this case, a code so important as this, nature will be cleverer than 
we are.  Waste is punished and thrift is prized.  The rally cry is �get more from 
less�, not the opposite.  In order to understand an optimized code we must peer 
skyward from the tabletop.  Plato knew, but apparently it�s been forgotten, the 
dodecahedron is the cosmos.  Throughout the history of great thinkers there is a 
reverence for symmetry of all kinds.  It is as if we have been hardwired in the 
universe to appreciate the symmetry of the universe.  It provides us a tool; not 
just a tool to see, but a tool at the heart of the process that builds us. 
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In my book (and this is my book) the genetic code is indeed a code.  It is a 
code translating the meaning in one set of shapes into another set of shapes.  
Information in the nucleotides describes amino acid assignments and their 
stereochemical orientations.  The information discursive is therefore correct and 
useful.  The code breakers initially had the right idea, but found only a partially 
correct answer.  The other half of the question never even got asked: how do 
these curious molecules know how to line up?  If nothing else, it is a tribute to the 
power of dogma and a pining for a simpler, more manageable, linear universe. 
 

♦♦♦ 
 
 There has been an alarming increase in the number of things we know 
nothing about. 
 

Scientific American
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Information 
 
 We have said quite a bit about the concept of information without 
describing it in any formal sense.  Information theory is a mostly mathematical 
field, illuminating a diverse collection of ideas.  While working at Bell Labs in 
1949, Claude Shannon formally marked the launch of information theory with his 
paper titled �The Mathematical Theory of Communication�.  It came at a time 
when biochemistry was blazing trails into genetics, so it was natural that 
information theory played a huge role in forming the discourse around the genetic 
code.  Information theory has since exploded with the proliferation of 
microprocessors, home computers, communications applications, and a plethora 
of �smart� devices.  Although it seems there is something mystical about 
information theory; there isn�t.  It is a sometimes puzzling but always powerful 
tool in detecting beautiful patterns in the universe.  It underpins a pattern of 
thought familiar to anyone who has ever tried to program a computer. 
 
 

 
 

Jackson Pollock 
Autumn Rhythm (Number 31) 

 
Earlier I proposed a theoretical framework of the genetic code that 

amounts to a synthesis of information theory and crystallography, which begs the 
question of how a crystal can use information to become alive.  There is an 
answer that has at least two parts.  The first part, which we already addressed, is 
a crystal must have the ability to be regularly irregular.  The second part of the 
answer is a crystal must leverage and expand information.  If we are to 
understand the genetic code then we must understand both symmetry and 
information, and we must be able to wed the two.  This is where the rubber hits 
the road in the Rafiki model.  Unfortunately it is an intellectually and conceptually 
brutal task. 
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 Fortunately we need but a tiny crystalline chip from information theory 
here, and we shall shine a bright light through it.  We cannot avoid some math, 
but again we will attempt to say it with colors and patterns and metaphors, but it 
is literally cryptography, and that�s why it�s hard to see.  We will start with a 
simple model of an information system comprised of three basic components 
called a transmitter, a signal, and a receiver. 
 
 

 
 
 

It is a one-way system in which the transmitter forms and broadcasts a 
signal.  The receiver detects the signal and acts on it in some way.  The 
information starts with the transmitter, carries across the signal and manifests in 
the action of the receiver.  It is impossible to implement such a system without 
discussing the meaning of the information, because even at the most 
fundamental level the information �means� that the system will act, but the 
meaning is whatever the transmitter, receiver, or a third party observer, you for 
instance, want to say it is.  Therefore, the meaning is built into and dictates the 
operation of the system, the information content of the system, but it is subject to 
interpretation by observers.  In this exercise we are going to concentrate on the 
process and let the meaning take care of itself. 

DNA plays the role of the transmitter, which gives us a starting point for 
building a toy model.  By naming DNA as a transmitter in our model we 
automatically know some things about the signal.  We know that it is a two-bit, 
periodic signal, and for all intents and purposes it is virtually random.  The trick is 
to understand how a system could build itself up around a periodic, two-bit, 
random signal and produce any organized output, let alone something that could 
pass as meaning - or Life.  Starting with the fact that DNA is a periodic 
arrangement of molecules, we are told that there are only four choices for each 
molecule in the arrangement - AGCT(U).  We call this two bits of information, and 
it is therefore a two-bit signal.  This is because it only requires two binary digits 
(bits) to describe any system with four choices, in this case, choices of four 
molecules. 
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 We say that the signal is periodic because the transmitter emits two bits of 
information with each and every link in the chain of molecules.  DNA contains 
only these four nucleic acids in a consistent, periodic arrangement, as opposed 
to nucleic acids interlaced with lipids and amino acids and, � any ol� molecule.  
The signal is random because, with few elaborate exceptions, no pattern has 
been found in the sequence of bases of DNA.  For this exercise it�s best that we 
just consider it random, as in completely unpredictable.  We could know the 20 
previous bases in a DNA molecule and have little chance of predicting the 
identity of the 21st base.  From this platform we can imagine a model starting with 
a toy car and getting more elaborate as we go. 
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 Our car is limited initially in what it can do by the fact that it can only 
receive one of four instructions.  We can say the information content is �4� and 
arbitrarily set the period for the transmitter at one cycle per second, which means 
that the car continuously receives a two-bit instruction every second.  Imagine 
that a nucleic acid - a single, tiny block of color - spits out of the transmitter every 
second and catches the mechanical driver�s eye.  From this humble beginning 
we can imagine that the car can do one of four things every second according to 
the following arbitrary instructions. 
 

Signal Action 
 Go Forward 
 Go Backward 
 Go Left 
 Go Right 

 
 Of course, the car must contain some kind of a primitive program that 
logically interprets the signal into actions.  Our goal will be to constrain this 
program to a logic that is as simple as possible while attempting to leverage the 
information content of the signal to a maximum.  The idea of maximizing 
information via simplicity might appear contradictory, but tools built on symmetry 
will accomplish both tasks together.  The above table serves as the starting point 
of logic behind just such a program.  This version of the program is quite simple 
(as simple as it gets) and the resulting behavior of the car is only briefly 
interesting.  It will randomly wander around on the floor at right angles like a 
brownian particle, and we can hardly imagine at this stage how the behavior of 
the car could be useful in any but the most limited circumstances.  In order to 
create more complex, interesting, and somehow useful behavior we must 
address the structure of the program. 

The �strategy� for the car must be examined before more interesting 
patterns can emerge from its behavior.  Two basic programming concepts must 
be introduced: combination and condition.  If the actions of the car (not the 
messages - not yet anyway) are combined, and the car�s behavior is conditional, 
then the behavior patterns will immediately become more complex and more 
interesting to us.  To organize and illustrate these programming tactics we can 
imagine a simple map. 
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 The car harbors this map in its soul, and its consciousness resides at the 
junctions of any three hexagons.  Each hexagon represents a potential two-bit 
message in the signal and therefore an action in the program.  Each junction of 
three hexagons contains a colored circle that represents the condition of the car 
in some sense when it receives the signal.  With this map we can begin to 
understand how our system sees and feels its way around logically and 
physically in the universe.  There are still only four actions represented in the 
map, so it will function with our two-bit signal, but there are now multiple possible 
locations and four possible conditions at each location.  We can produce four 
new conditional actions and combine them with the original actions. 

Notice that each condition can be identified by the one color missing from 
the four possible colors at each junction on the map.  For instance, condition 
green is defined as the condition formed by the junction of red, yellow, and blue 
hexagons.  This means that there is no ambiguity or uncertainty about the 
relationship between hexagons and circles, locations, conditions and actions.  
We now also have two possibilities regarding the condition of the car compared 
to the received signal; specifically they can be the same or different.  A green 
signal can occur at a green condition or at a NOT green condition, which is any 
of the other three conditions, so the behavior is even more complex.  The car�s 
program operates upon receipt of a two-bit message by first checking its 
condition on its internal map, and then it executes the combined actions 
described by its location and condition.  The program will contain a simple 
version of this logic: 
 

Do 
  
  Check Condition 
 
  If Signal = Condition then 
    Spin AND Make Fart Noise 
  Else 
    Do Action AND Do Conditional Action 
  End if 
 
Loop 

 
 

Signal Action Conditional Action 
= Condition Spin Make Fart Noise 

 Go away from Green Make Buzz Noise 
 Go away from Red Make Whistle Noise 
 Go away from Yellow Make Warble Noise 
 Go away from Blue Make Laughter Noise 

 
 We can now well imagine that the behavior of the car has become 
significantly more complex.  It is moving in a grid at 1200 angles, spinning, and 
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making all sorts of noise.  The program logic is still very simple, and it can hardly 
be thought of as a strategy, but it would be difficult for an observer to analyze this 
behavior in a short period of time and guess at its program.  The car still exhibits 
random, useless behavior, but the potential and actual complexity is now growing 
quickly.  From a two-bit signal we have created at least 25 unique actions, and 
the logic behind this complexity is clearly and completely defined by our simple 
map. 

The only memory requirement involves the car�s present location on the 
map, but this can be stored in two-bits, because we have designed the map so 
that it repeats.  From the car�s perspective, the logical universe and the kitchen 
floor are endlessly tiled with copies of a single repeating master tile.  No matter 
where it is on the floor, the map will control the car uniformly.  The car needs only 
a single image of the tile because only the immediately occupied location is 
relevant to its actions, and all locations on all tiles are governed by the same 
principles.  This is not entirely true, however, because we have eliminated the 
distinction between backward and forward in the actions.  Now half of the 
conditions could produce backward actions and half could produce forward 
actions.  If direction is important to us we will need one more bit of memory, 
bringing our memory total to three bits.  This extra bit will be called the symmetry 
bit, and depending on whether it is 1 or 0 the car will remember exactly where it 
is and which direction to go in the map logic. 
 
 

 
 
 

For all practical purposes, the car�s memory functions to record the 
identity of the last message delivered by the signal.  When looked at in this way it 
is curious that we should require three bits of information to remember a two bit 
signal.  The three for two phenomenon is a property of the map, one we will 
expand on later, but for now note that there are two types of each condition in the 
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above map.  This is an inherent, mystical property of symmetry, one that can be 
leveraged for information, and that is why we have called it the symmetry bit. 

We now have all of the basic tools we need to generate tremendous 
complexity of behavior for the car, but we cannot give the behavior any meaning 
other than it is very complex behavior derived from simple logic.  We could 
increase complexity further via additional tile types, each with new conditions, but 
this would be cheating on our single repeatable tile constraint.  Another 
alternative is to create a new type of repeatable tile with the above constraints 
and add more conditions to the new tile.  This is more difficult than it sounds, 
which will become apparent later.  A way to kill two birds with one stone is to 
allow the tile colors to be filled by the signal, rather than pre-filled as they are 
now.  This means that the combinations of colors can vary depending upon the 
sequence received from the random source.  The expense of this move is a 
doubling of the three-bit location memory requirement.  This is because our 
current location will be defined by the previous three messages in the random 
signal.  Our payback will be an explosion of new locations and conditions, with no 
other changes in logic.  In fact, since our location and condition values will now 
vary, we can simplify the logic even further. 
 

Do 
 
  Paint Tile 
  Check Condition 
  Do Action AND Do Conditional Action 
 
Loop 

 
 Engineering this tile painting trick brings us face to face with the horns of a 
dilemma: are locations and conditions the same or different?  The above map 
was built on the assumption that there could only be four locations based on 
colors present at a junction of three hexagons, and that conditions were defined 
by the colors missing at the junction.  They were dual definitions with an equal 
number of dual options, so it was no big deal.  Now, however, a location can 
consist of multiple combinations of colors present.  Are there an equal number of 
combinations of colors absent?  The answer is an emphatic no, and it is 
important that we understand why.  We will start by going back to the original tile 
and calling it what it is; it is a tetrahedron. 
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 The hexagons are faces and the circles are points, but we could 
interchange the faces and vertices of a tetrahedron because they are in fact dual 
to each other.  This representation of the tetrahedron can be viewed as two dual 
tetrahedrons, and the map can morph one way or the other � a perfect dual 
tesselation. 
 
 

 
 
 
 But the tetrahedron is the only regular solid for which this is true.  If we 
propose to increase either the number of colors of circles or hexagons then the 
ability to interchange them will be lost.  However, our next option up in complexity 
from the tetrahedron map is either a cube or an octahedron.  Neither is self-dual 
because the ratios of faces and vertices are four-to-three, not four-to-four.  So 
the colors on the map for either must be designated as points or faces, and once 
we increase either component above the four that are present in the tetrahedron 
we must make a distinction between them.  Therefore, when we leave the map of 
the tetrahedron we must define locations and conditions separately.  The 
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locations are defined as the presence of colors, and the conditions are formally 
defined as the absence of colors at a location.  Starting with any symmetry above 
the tetrahedron there is always a difference in the number of each.  This has a 
profound impact on our system of information and logic, so let�s do a thought 
experiment and see why this distinction matters. 
 Imagine a bag containing colored chips.  Our goal is to produce every 
possible location and condition under the above definition, so we will need three 
chips of each of our four different colors � twelve chips.  We want the drawing of 
chips to be random, so no peeking, just reach in and draw out a chip.  Very good, 
you drew a red chip (how did I know?).  Put it in slot #1, please.  Now draw chip 
#2 - but wait!  It won�t be entirely random because there is one less red chip.  To 
remedy this chip inequity we will remove one of each of the non-red chips and 
stack them off to the side.  We can label the stack �not red�.  Now we can draw 
again, and we got a blue one.  Yippie!  Again, we must remove three not-blue 
chips and label them �not blue�.  The last draw fills out our definition of the first 
location, and it is green - must be our lucky day.  We have two sets of chips.  The 
location set of chips is: 
 

RED � BLUE � GREEN 
 

and the other set actually contains nine chips in three sets of three chips 
labeled: 
 

NOT RED � NOT BLUE � NOT GREEN 
 

Clearly these two sets are similar but not equivalent.  We can talk 
specifically about chips that were drawn, but we can only talk generally about the 
chips that were not drawn.  There are no actual chips as referents in the second 
set, only missing chips.  We can arrange and locate the chips that were drawn, 
but we cannot arrange and locate a specific set of three chips that were not 
drawn.  We can arrange and locate groups of chips that were around the missing 
chips, which is in a sense quantitatively similar, but this is qualitatively different 
than arranging and locating the missing chips.  We can arrange dirt around a 
hole but we cannot arrange a hole around dirt.  We can however define the size 
of a hole, which is the quantity of the missing dirt. 
 We can apply this thought experiment to our four-color dodecahedron 
system that we created earlier.  We know that every possible drawing of three 
chips can be found at one of the points of the dodecahedron.  Here is the point 
that represents the drawing that we just held. 
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The stack of chips labeled RED-BLUE-GREEN is represented by the 
point, and the rest of the chips, NOT RED-NOT BLUE-NOT GREEN are 
represented by the remaining dodecahedron.  Since we cannot determine the 
order in which chips were not drawn, we can just color the whole thing with a 
single color. 
 

 
 
 However, we can determine the order in which the three chips were 
drawn, or we can arrange them once they are drawn. 
 
 

 
 
 
 There are sixty-four ways to draw three chips, but there are only twenty 
ways to not draw the rest of them. 
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 This is far from mere semantics; it is how nature functions at all levels, and 
it is even an important way in which we intuitively think.  It is the impetus for 
humans to invent the symbol for zero, and look how successful that�s been.  
Here�s a simple example regarding a friend�s invitation to a party. 
 
 �Are you going with me to Dick and Rita�s party?� 
 
 �Only if Bob isn�t there, and if you can keep Dick and Rita in separate 
rooms.� 
 
 There is clearly a fundamental property �there� and its converse �not 
there� and things will have one or the other value of this property.  But the values 
of there and not there will behave differently.  The answer to the above question 
means that Bob must be absent from the party � his location otherwise is not 
important - but Dick and Rita are assumed to be present, because it is their party, 
and we are therefore able to locate and position them somehow since they are 
�there�.  Things that are present are locatable, and their importance is both 
quantitative and qualitative; whereas, things that are absent cannot be located, 
therefore they are merely quantitative.  Imagine if you went to the party and Bob 
was in fact there, and that drunken, pathetic bastard squeezed off two shots from 
a gun aimed in your general direction, so it turns out you were right to not want 
him there.  Suppose both shots miss (thank goodness, because I�m becoming 
attached to you) how would you respond if I asked you to show me where he 
missed you?  You can�t locate and label missing wounds, as in, �here�s the first 
wound I didn�t get and here�s the second�.  It is much easier to demonstrate 
something that is present than something that is absent.  If a lion is in a room you 
or I are unlikely to be in that room.  The absence of a lion is an important 
contributor to the probability of someone being in a room.  The lion count in this 
room is zero, because I have a hardened rule that lion count must equal zero to 
find me in a room. 

The numerical bottom line is that there are more specific ways to affect a 
situation by being present than there are by being absent.  In the above 
illustration there are 64 unique ways for chip combinations to be drawn out of the 
bag, but only twenty unique ways for them to not be drawn.  Natural systems, 
especially crystal growth systems, are equally concerned with what is there and 
what is not there.  Both values must be weighed and the ultimate configuration 
must strike a balance between the two. 
 Information theory is about defining and choosing possibilities.  We try to 
identify all possible conditions, those that activate and those that repress.  
Assignment of individual amino acids to combinations of nucleic acids must also 
operate on two levels.  The first is the set of all possible combinations of 
nucleotides from a set that can be present.  The second is the set of all possible 
combinations of nucleotides that can be absent.  The first set has 64 members 
and the second set has 20 members.  If the assignments are to be optimized in 
any way, both sets will have to be balanced by the assignment process.  We can 
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see how and why this might be important by returning to our example of the 
information system and the logic map to control the toy car.  We now know that 
we are in search of a logic map that can handle both sets of constraints 
simultaneously.  Crackerjack mathematicians will recognize that dodecahedrons 
have five-fold symmetry, which will not tessellate a two-dimensional surface.  So 
a repeating map with these constraints is far from easy to find.  Fortunately, I�m 
not a Crackerjack mathematician, so here�s a map we can use. 
 
 

 
 

We will continue to call the shapes hexagons (I could make all of them 
hexagons) so three hexagons define a location, and this tile has 64 unique 
locations.  The colored circles represent the different color combinations absent 
from each junction; therefore they represent the twenty possible conditions 
described by the map.  Each condition has been given its own unique color as a 
shorthand reference.  As before, some junctions are over-represented on this 
single tile, but there is an even distribution of logic functions when the tile is 
endlessly repeated.  This tile is capable of being filed with color according to any 
sequence coming from a random signal.  Every possible condition or location that 
might arise is represented on this one repeatable tile.  The only salient feature 
that has changed from the previous map is the ratio of locations to conditions, 
which is now 3.2 to 1.  Otherwise, the map as a logic diagram functions in a quite 
similar fashion to our previous map.  We are still in a two-bit world, because all of 
the locations and conditions are defined by combinations of just four colors, but 
with twenty conditions and 64 locations now in the car�s program we will have to 
greatly expand the car�s repertoire of actions and conditional actions.  Also, the 
location memory requirement has grown to a minimum of six bits for the car to 
track its position in the world. 

With these new tile locations and conditions we can see all kinds of 
interesting and useful-like behavior begin to emerge.  The program is still simple, 
random and linear, so the overall behavior will be random, but we can begin to 
imagine some of the possibilities.  I will not belabor the point by cataloging 20 
new fanciful conditional actions and 64 actions.  The point is that complexity can 
easily grow within the system, all within a two-bit random world containing a 
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simple, repeatable logic.  The critical tool in doing this complexity magic is the 
map, and the framework it provides for the car�s strategy.  Without this map we 
would require far more sophisticated programming logic to produce anywhere 
near this level of complexity, the structure of the logic is inherent in the structure 
of the map.  Since the map repeats, the car can tile its entire universe, but only 
the immediate location is ever of any concern to the system.  The car needs no 
awareness of any global strategy or pattern, only local. 
 

 
 
 
 We have generated complex random behavior from a simple signal, but in 
order to break free of our random prison the system requires new, more 
sophisticated features.  We will not go into great detail here, but others have 
shown that those features exist, and we can borrow some of them to move 
forward here. 

The system will need a goal, and an ability to learn.  These are 
complicated but well-established procedures for relatively simple information 
systems, known as machine learning.  I will not dive into the engineering here, 
but the basic algorithm started with Darwin and has been in the refinement 
process ever since.    We want to force our car to evolve toward a useful 
behavior, and for this discussion we can simply imagine an evolution module, a 
black box if you will, that we can snap into the system.  We want to put our 
transmitter inside the black box.  The signal origin can forever remain random, 
but there are other parameters that can be leveraged for our car�s behavior to 
evolve.  In addition to this magical black box, we will need an external selection 
pressure. 
 The role of selection pressure is brutal and expensive.  Since our 
imagination so far is dependant on you, the reader, to operate the system, and 
since we know that you are not capable of the qualities required by the selection 
pressure role, we will imagine a third party who is - Bill Gates, perhaps.  Bill�s job 
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is to determine goals for cars, set many cars in motion at once, and smash cars 
failing the goal for any reason.  Those cars that are performing poorly on some 
criterion will swiftly and surely feel the wrath of Bill�s hammer.  When a car 
achieves its goal, or perhaps two cars achieve their goals, they will be rewarded.  
Bill will use his Wintel PC to mate the black box from each winning car a number 
of times.  Bill will then deploy the new toddler cars on the floor amongst the 
bustling population.  The signal origin in each car remains random, but it is now 
merely a copy of two merged signals that were initially random in origin.  The 
individual car will continue with random-like behavior, but the flock of cars will 
begin to change in interesting and unanticipated ways.  To maintain a fair fight, 
Bill must constantly change the goal, or move the target.  The only overall 
meaning we can assign to any car on the floor is that Bill has yet to smash it, but 
the behavior of the cars in general is becoming more interesting, psuedo-
purposeful if you will. 
 

 
 
 Since we now have a third party operator of our system with infinite 
resources, capable of anything, let�s get creative.  Let�s imagine cutting-edge 
technology - instead of cars let�s use satellites! 
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Other than the increased demands of engineering a geosynchronous orbit, 
we will have no new parameters in the system.  Wow!  This is because we have 
meticulously obeyed our earlier constraints, so we can even use the maps that 
we have already created.  The first map works just fine for a satellite orbiting in a 
tetrahedral symmetry, and despite the impossibility, the second map works just 
fine for a dodecahedral orbit. 
 

 
 
 
 We can imagine all sorts of new properties for our system.  Our goal can 
now be something more substantial, like global domination.  Our conditional 
actions can include all sorts of sampling procedures, and there is even room for a 
stray laser beam function or two.  We are still under the same constraints, but we 
are now 3D and global.  Our maps are founded on shapes, so we can take 
advantage of the shapes of our maps. 
 
 Let�s pause for a breath.  This model that we are building is meant to 
accomplish several things simultaneously, but primarily it is meant to enlighten us 
about information.  Now is a good time to reflect on our blossoming 
understanding of information - it is all about possibilities, and information systems 
are all about relationships between possibilities, what we call logic.  We started 
with information in the form of a periodic, two-bit, random signal and asked what 
were the possibilities regarding the �information content� of each two bits.  We 
now see that the answer is dependent on the system that receives the signal.  If 
it is built upon logic capable of naturally leveraging possibilities, then the number 
of possible results from the system with each two-bit message can expand at a 
staggering pace.  Symmetry systems can provide just such a logic structure, and 
it is precisely this structure that is behind the growth of crystals.  There is no 
need to invent or engineer symmetry, it is inherent in the universe.  It is a 
structure where a few possibilities can effortlessly flower into many results; 
information grows. 
 Crystals require logic maps in order to grow.  Symmetry is the only 
method available to a crystal when it creates these maps.  A symmetrical crystal 
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is periodic, and it therefore has no trouble finding a map to plot the logic of its 
growth.  Each atom that participates carries its own map, and it asks two simple 
questions of the recruiting crystal:  What�s there and what�s not there?  
Depending on both answers, the atom decides to either participate or not 
participate in the growth of the crystal.  When a crystal becomes aperiodic, what 
map can it use?  The very nature of being aperiodic precludes any map at all.  
How does this irregular crystal maneuver its way around in the logical world of 
molecular growth? 
 Like crystals, all thought must pass through a filter composed itself of 
thought.  No thought is an island.  All thoughts possible to you now are 
contingent upon thoughts you�ve had in the past, they grow on a foundation of 
past thoughts.  Your new thoughts are combinations of old ones.  In this way 
thought has both information content and information potential.  Your thoughts 
grow in number and complexity based on your system of thought.  The 
information content of a signal is contingent on the system that processes it as 
well.  Symmetry systems can cause information to grow in size and complexity 
by combining possibilities.  This is the structure that nature always chooses, 
whether it is a system of sub-atomic particles, electromagnetism, or life.  Life 
grows like thought and vice versa.  Nature is cleverer than we are, so when it 
engineers a complex information system, nature uses the most elegant and 
powerful tools available.  Our limited nascent ability with information systems is 
linear and leads us to believe that nature would similarly be constrained.  Starting 
with 64 possibilities as our target in studying the genetic code, we worked 
backwards on a linear assumption.  Nature took the opposite track, starting with 
four possibilities it expanded forward to infinity in a non-linear fashion.  Our study 
objective in the past was to understand how nature could squeeze 64 into 20, 
when nature was actually moving from 1 to 4 to 20 and beyond. 
 

With this new perspective in mind, let�s put the pedal to the metal on our 
model.  Let�s see what an aperiodic map might look like, and from where it might 
come.  Instead of operating a single satellite with a single map, we can operate 
multiple satellites with equivalent copies of the same map, but each satellite will 
have a changing view of the map with the ongoing broadcast of the signal.  We 
know that it is quite simple to fit a tetrahedron into a dodecahedron, so let�s 
create four satellites and deploy them into the dodecahedron with a tetrahedral 
configuration. 
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You can�t help but be impressed at this point. 
 
The dodecahedral map has an interesting property in 2D, in that it shifts 

depending on the initial point of reference.  All four satellites will look at the same 
map, but that map will have a different superficial 2D appearance from the 
perspective of each satellite.  The primary repeating tile has 120 variations, and 
the overall pattern can assume one of six different variations, but all are 
equivalent from the standpoint of the logic circuit they map.  They change their 
appearance based on the choice of the initial reference point.  Now that we are 
3D we can legitimately add McNeil subscripts to the map (love those McNeil 
subscripts).  These subscripts are extremely helpful in keeping our bearing, and 
they are informative with respect to tracking colors that are missing from 
locations and therefore help define conditions.  Here is an illustration of four 
simultaneous maps demonstrating tetrahedral symmetry within the dodecahedral 
symmetry: 
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The astute reader realizes that we now have a collection of maps that can 

itself be mapped.  We can use the tetrahedral map to map the dodecahedral 
maps.  Confusing, isn�t it?  We need to have a control mechanism to organize a 
collection of these four agents, or satellites.  The tetrahedral map can serve as 
our master control. 
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The operation of the four individual agents is now synchronized and 
coordinated.  The locations and conditions of the master tetrahedral map are no 
longer limited to the random, two-bit constraints of the original signal.  The 
original signal is leveraged into a more robust information set and re-broadcast 
amongst the agents.  The set of possibilities for the global locations and 
conditions is vastly larger than the original constraints, and the combinatorial 
potential is huge, at least 644 different combinations to work with.  Since the 
possibilities are vastly larger, so is the information content.  Most important, 
although the shape of the master control map is periodic, the pattern it contains 
is so large that in a practical sense it could never behave in a periodic fashion.  
This model demonstrates how a periodic system can build up a strong 
component of aperiodicity, yet remain rock solid in its logical consistency of 
output. 

A creative and even distribution of the original set of conditions would 
provide an infinite utility of combined components at this higher-level complexity.  
The goal of the assignment process of the twenty conditional actions across all 
64 possible locations would be to maintain balance and interchangeability.  The 
process spreads 20 across 64, in contrast to the conventional linear perspective 
that sees it as a process of clumping 64 into 20. 
 With all of these wonderful new possibilities we have also produced a 
need for a second signal, a signal between agents.  Every component must be 
interchangeable, else satellite #3 has no idea what satellite #1 �means� by 
condition #17, or condition #6.  Keep in mind, the primary signal generator is still 
the same, periodic, two-bit, random signal coming from DNA, but the agents are 
interacting on a higher organizational level represented by the master control 
map.  What just happened?  We went from linear to non-linear, one signal 
became two.  We wrested control from the central signal to a second tier agent.  
Whoa, Cowboy, you can�t do that. 
 

Sure I can, what are you going to do to me? 
  

Imagine four satellites, one of which is the leader, call him satellite #1.  
The message from central control is received.  Satellite #1 processes the 
message, encodes it, and re-broadcasts to satellite #2, which does the same to 
#3, and finally #3 passes to #4.  Now #1 goes to the back of the line and the 
other three move up one rank each.  This rotation of control can proceed 
indefinitely, each taking a ¼ turn at lead dog.  The net result is that the original 
signal produces a ripple effect in the results through the chain of agents in the 
receiver.  The overall behavior of the system becomes coordinated and complex.  
Each satellite refers to the master control map to determine its action and 
appropriate signal to broadcast to the next agent in the chain.  Each action 
moves the location and condition on the master control map. 

This exercise was designed to answer two questions from the standpoint 
of information theory: Can the genetic code possibly handle the information 
content required by stereochemistry and how might it work?  The above example 
shows that with the help of symmetry it can more than handle it, and it would 
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work in a non-linear fashion.  It is periodic and sequential, but it is not linear in 
any sense.  The transmitter is DNA.  The receiver is RNA.  The first signal is 
processed into mRNA, and the second signal is processed into rRNA and tRNA.  
The output of the system manifests as peptide bonds, which collectively define 
proteins.  The behavior of the system is determined by the environment, which 
presents ever-shifting goals, and the system therefore evolves � can evolve � to 
meet its needs in a diversity of potential environments.  Let�s take a look at how 
these new conceptual tools can interleaf with the ones we developed earlier. 

Signal generation, reception, storage and processing in this system is a 
mind-blowing feat of natural beauty.  We find the fingerprints of sacred geometry 
everywhere, for it is the engine driving the leverage of the information machine.  
The dodecahedron, the pinnacle of Plato�s regular solids, the carrier of the 
golden proportion, is the origin of the signal.  If we examine this object closely, 
we can define three distinct zones.  The equator presents a continuous band of 
oscillating vertices.  The two poles interlace with the equator with offset bands of 
oscillating vertices that demonstrate exactly half the frequency of the equator. 
 
 

 
 
 
 We can match the nodes of the two poles and the equator.  When we do, 
we notice that there are vacant nodes. 
 
 

 
 
 
 Since the shape is symmetrical, we can fill the vacant nodes by inverting 
and repeating the shape and merging multiple copies as follows. 
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 Now we can obviously recognize the repeating tile that we discovered 
above, and that, my friends, is how you �tessellate� a dodecahedron.  More 
interesting still to our discussion of DNA, the repeating tile can be folded around 
to mate with itself on the sides, and it can be extended longitudinally as long as 
we like.  In other words, it is a sequential tessellation in one dimension. 
 

   
 

This infinitely repeating pattern can be imagined as the logic map of our 
four-satellite system above.  As each two-bit signal is received, each space gets 
filled with one of four colors.  As three new colors define a new location, the 
chain of agents is activated to perform a coordinated relocation on the map.  In 
addition, with regard to signal generation, we can now imagine the repeating tile 
and its McNeil subscripts serving the function of individual, complimentary paired 
nucleotides.  The whole structure forms a double helix with major and minor 
grooves and ten hexagons per rotation (kinda spooky).  The random two-bit 
signals emit from the spool and fill the logic map.  It�s almost too perfect. 
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The signal is carried by RNA.  The first level of processing involves 
mRNA, which converts the signal into one of 64 possible locations in our logic 
map.  It does this using the mechanisms above, using clusters of three bases to 
specify one of 20 conditions.  Each of these conditions can be assigned to as 
many as 6 different locations in the logic map according to the nature of the 
grouping. 

We demonstrated how the 20 conditions depend on the absence of bases 
at a location.  This is a tough visualization, so we can take a slightly more 
conventional tact to define the 20 conditions, and we will end up with the same 
net result.  Physics, it turns out, has many occasions where things can be 
numbered but not ordered.  This was a concept first put forth as a statistical 
method to tackle the foundations of quantum mechanics by an unknown Indian 
physicist named Satyendranath Bose.  Everybody ignored Bose initially because 
his ideas were nutty, everyone, that is except a slightly better known physicist 
named Albert Einstein.  Einstein fell in love with the ideas of Bose, and he 
formulated a theory based on them, saying that matter would display a weird 
phase transition under specific circumstances.  They called this phenomenon a 
Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC).  It is entirely based on the premise that the 
universe is quantized.  The fundamental conclusion reached by Einstein can be 
simplified by saying that at some time all particles in a gas could become 
identical.  This conclusion recognized that particles normally exist in multiple 
discrete energy states, and that all particles in any discrete state can for all 
practical purposes be considered identical, or they actually are the same particle.  
These things can then be counted but not ordered.  An alternate ordering of 
identical things produces no alteration at all.  Sounds a little familiar, doesn�t it? 
From this point forward we will take a very liberal view of the word energy.  It is 
taken in the very stylized context that I will now describe.  I used the basic 
principles behind BEC and I assigned energy levels to nucleotides and codons.  
These energies are based on the codon formula we developed earlier, and on 
our concept of water affinity, so we can use the colors that we already have.  We 
can then distribute the energy levels evenly across all codons.  Finally, we will 
place the actual assignments in the genetic code into those energy levels to 
examine any color patterns that might fall out.  
 Now we can group these values in twenty unique energy levels by 
normalizing the position values in the formula.  Note that the value of the triplet in 
this case is interpreted as NOT-RED, NOT-GREEN, NOT-BLUE, NOT-YELLOW.  
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When we apply this to our simple table generating formula we get the following 
data: 
 

 
 
 From this perspective we can say that mRNA takes a two-bit random 
signal, and processes it into a six-bit ordered signal that carries one of 20 
energies traveling on one of three axes as illustrated below. 
 
 

 
 
 
 We can place the actual assignments in the genetic code into this 
illustration and perhaps begin to get a feel for the real purpose of the 
assignments, both from a functional and an information content perspective. 
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# C Triplet E 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1     48 * * * * * 
2     41    
3     36    
4     34    
5     33     
6     29  
7     27 * * * * * 
8     26 STOP STOP 

9     24    
10     22     
11     21  
12     19     
13     18  STOP    
14     17     
15     14  
16     12 * * * * * 
17     11     
18     9    
19     6    
20     3 * * * * * 
 
#  = Condition Number 
C = Condition Color 
E = Energy Total for Triplet 
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 The assignment process in the genetic code is based on a maximal 
spreading of energies across codons.  At the same time, similar energies were 
assigned to �adjacent� codons so that like could easily substitute for like.  The 
distances between codons are quite different in a non-linear, symmetrical system 
compared to a linear system.  Codon substitutions that don�t statistically make 
sense in a linear system can make perfect sense in the symmetrical system. 

Transfer RNA picks up these signals, and they are processed into peptide 
bonds.  The conditional action of each tRNA is defined by the amino acid that it 
carries.  The overall function of tRNA is to make a completed peptide bond. 

 
 

       
 
 
 

To do this the tRNA need to communicate with each other via the master 
control map.  This map defines the possibilities regarding the second signal, and 
this is where each system has the most ability to tailor its code to its particular 
needs.  Each organism will confront different environments, have different local 
goals, and therefore benefit from different strategies. 
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 Addition of each new piece in the system carries a risk and a reward for 
the organism.  The risk is that the organism will become dependant on a 
component that later malfunctions.  More components mean more maintenance 
and more opportunity for malfunction.  The reward is that by adding components 
the organism gains flexibility in a changing environment.  The organism optimizes 
by selecting only those components that are required, and deploying selected 
components in the most efficient way possible.  The information content of the 
system is constrained by two-bits organized in groups of three, producing twenty, 
six-bit configurations.  Each six-bit configuration benefits by specifying an action 
that is interchangeable with neighboring actions so that the system can achieve 
optimal flexibility. 
 We can extend the codon energy analogy another level.  We talk about 
the energy of something absent, which is basically an energy hole.  Energy holes 
are precisely the kind of things that atoms and molecules look for when they try 
to arrange themselves into crystals.  But we know that the genetic code is a 
balance between energies that are absent and energies that are present.  Each 
codon as an energy hole has its own unique set of shapes.  It is this curiosity that 
is leveraged by the genetic code to take twenty out to sixty-four in terms of 
information content.  This view of the assignment process will show us old friends 
in a new light.  If we take a page from our old textbook we can see a pattern 
trying to develop here. 
 

 
 
 However, these colors are clumping due to some unknown force 
(previously attributed to wobble) but we quickly recognize a few important 
influences.  First, the nucleotides are not arranged according to our energy 
progression.  Let�s see what happens when we redo it that way. 
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Now we can see a clear rainbow in the assignments running from top left 
to bottom right.  Perhaps the forces behind the clumping have something to do 
with water affinity, or perhaps it�s not really clumping.  But the second thing we 
notice is that not all positions in the triplet are created equal.  The second 
position dominates the action, and the first position has a visible effect as well.  
Our energy strategy for each codon should reflect this.  The method behind the 
table is clearly acting as a pattern filter on the arrangement of assignments.  By 
arranging codons in a systematic way we have begun to filter the apparent 
randomness into a pattern. 
 

 
 
 By recognizing the relative importance of nucleotide identity versus 
nucleotide position, we can weight the codons appropriately.  Also, our perceived 
relative importance within identity and position scales will impact the data.  If we 
plug in numbers consistent with our observations, we get the following values: 
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This data hardly looks more interesting than the data we had before, but it 
is.  When we present it as a spectrum, according to energy values, we clearly 
see the pattern of a rainbow. 
 
 
 

 
  
  
 

I did not make this rainbow.  The genetic code assignment process made 
the color progressions and packaged them into the white light we normally see.  
The conventional textbook grid is a similar, but less effective mathematical 
presentation of assignments.  It is a partial filter that produces a stippled pattern 
of color.  I merely acted as a prism to spread out the white light into its full 
spectrum. 

 
 

It is true that humans will always see what they want to see, and I am 
human.  Actually, we see what we must see under any given set of 
circumstances.  Scientists are no different, and most models are constructed to 
show an anticipated result.  This rainbow was created by a mathematical 
formula, but let�s be clear about the origin of the pattern and the mathematics 
behind it.  Both the conventional table and the rainbow above were generated by 
the same, simple mathematical formula.  The differences are due to the values 
inserted into the formula, and the final presentation format.  Here are the values 
used in the formula to produce both the table and the rainbow. 
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Position Values 
Position Table Rafiki 

1 16 2 
2 1 3 
3 4 1 

 
Nucleotide Values 
Nucleotide Table Rafiki 
Uracil 4 16 
Cytosine 3 4 
Adenine 2 1 
Guanine 1 9 
 
 No systematic, two-dimensional presentation of the assignments can 
avoid a weighting, or bias such as this, but we can identify the bias in all cases.  
The conventional table places more emphasis on the position than the identity of 
a nucleotide.  It also has a different view of how each of these rankings should be 
made.  The Rafiki Model reverses the emphasis and makes the rankings purely 
on observations of water affinity.  In this way the weighted data can teach us 
something about the system.  There is more, but in order to see it we must start 
with un-weighted data.  The way to eliminate the weighting biases in a systematic 
presentation like this is to add another dimension to the presentation, as we�ve 
already seen. 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 This is a perfectly balanced, systematic presentation of the empiric data.  
It embodies any conceivable one or two-dimensional presentation.  It is the 
general case mathematical solution to presenting sixty-four permutations in an 
un-weighted, un-biased format.  Any pattern appearing on this ball was put there 
by God, not me.  Later we will combine the two, the weighted data and the un-
weighted data, and see what patterns might fall of that tree. 
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Evidence 
  

On his way to work a man stops for breakfast in a diner.  He meets a 
beautiful stranger who invites him back to her place for an entire day of passion.  
Before returning home, the man rubs grass on his pants. 

 
 �I called the office all day, where were you?� 
 
 �I can�t lie to you,� the man says.  �I met a young women and we spent the 
day in passion.� 
 
 �You lying son-of-a-bitch - I see those grass stains.  You�ve been playing 
golf.� 
 
 There are some funny numbers in the machinery of the genetic code.  We 
could ask an endless stream of numerical whys, whens and hows, only to 
endlessly speculate on clever explanations, but one particular question sticks 
with me.  Why are there three nucleotides in a codon?  This seems like a funny 
number, given the fact that the genetic code always uses twenty amino acids. 

There are three possible answers.  First, the code could have somehow 
started with three, and never saw the need to change.  Second, the code could 
have started with one or two and then grown to three.  Third, the code could have 
started with more than three and shrunk down.  The problem with three and 
twenty is that they don�t match, and in a linear code I don�t see how they ever 
could.  Furthermore, if three and twenty weren�t some kind of forced move in the 
evolutionary scheme, I would expect some funky fungi somewhere to perhaps 
take a run at a radically different combo. 
 Presumably there is a cost to benefit function for the numerical proportions 
of the component sets in the genetic code.  Three nucleotides per codon is a 
critical factor in those proportions.  Whatever the cost of adding or subtracting 
nucleotides from this pivotal component, it seems that there is an alarming lack 
of opportunism with respect to the addition of amino acids to the code.  Assuming 
that the current code was however briefly preceded by a version with a two-
nucleotide codon, there must have been a benefit to adding the third nucleotide.  
Whatever the benefit, it seems that the information space opened up all these 
fabulous niches, but they were barely filled.  The two-nucleotide codon could 
carry fifteen amino acids, and the three-nucleotide codon could carry sixty-three.  
Stopping at twenty is tough to explain, especially since the extra nucleotide was 
almost entirely wasted on redundancy at the third position.  The situation seems 
all the more strange when one considers that the only start codon, methionine, is 
carried by a necessarily three-nucleotide triplet.  Was there an equivalent start 
codon in the preceding version that was somehow transferred? 

The linear model is an extremely redundant model, and a pattern 
produced by it is expected to produce a clumping of assignments.  There are 
obviously good, efficient forms of redundancy, and there are frivolous, 
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inexplicable forms of redundancy.  The conventional view is that we are looking 
at a clumping pattern of efficient redundancy. 

The linear theory adopts a tacit approval of the idea that any one 
nucleotide has a specific translation value to one amino acid in all settings.  
Therefore, the linear system counts four equal choices (A-C-G-U) for every 
position in a codon.  This is analogous to believing that the letter �c� means the 
same thing and sounds the same way in all cases of its usage.  Simple, linear 
combination of a molecule with two other interchangeable molecules could 
generate sixty-four distinct molecules.  These are somehow then to be arbitrarily 
distributed across twenty and only twenty targets, which also happen to be 
discrete molecules.  This scenario is missing only pixie dust.  I am pretty creative, 
but I cannot even imagine a mechanism that would create this system in the first 
place, let alone arrive at it as the endpoint of a fierce competition for survival.  
We can illustrate the concept as follows. 
 
 

 
 
 
 There is a decided reversal of direction from expansion to contraction of 
possibilities.  From an information standpoint it is a system that has made an 
effort to expand its bandwidth, only to then severely limit it, a process that would 
require two difficult, yet surprisingly consistent subsystems.  The first subsystem 
would work toward expansion, and the second toward contraction, but the 
process must teeter on an arbitrary fulcrum, which is the confounding variable 
that makes consistency a virtual impossibility.  Yet, the process is consistent. 

In my book (and this still is my book) this is a classic error of scale.  The 
error is to assume that if one is one thing, then two things are one thing, only 
twice as big - and three things are half again bigger than two.  We are not adding 
nucleotides in codons; we are combining them.  Combinations do not understand 
number lines.  Expecting one nucleotide and three nucleotides to behave as 
different sizes of the same phenomenon, is the same as expecting H2O To 
behave as if it were a single atom with 18 protons, Argon, perhaps.  More 
nucleotides are not more; they are different.  We must view a codon as a 
separate genus of molecule, and recognize that it has three distinct species � 
primary, secondary and tertiary.  Each of these species is capable of different 
functions depending on the circumstances.  All combined, these individual codon 
molecules built from discrete blocks can perform twenty distinct crystal tricks.  
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When they are performing in a perfectly sequential manner, they can combine 
and their trick count rises.  The system will optimize, so the issue now becomes 
finding the optimal way to spread twenty across sixty-four and beyond.  The 
graph now looks like this. 
 

 
 
 
 Life is interplay between carbon and water, so the optimal spreading trick 
will rely on that interplay.  We can use the water affinity pattern in the 
assignments to decide if nature is clumping or spreading.  Ironically, some of the 
best evidence one way or the other comes from a hypothesis that was rejected 
almost fifty years ago.  Unfortunately, the theory was rejected before the 
experiment was complete, otherwise it would have been apparent that there was 
partial validity in the rejected model.  The model to which I refer is George 
Gamow�s combinatorial code that we met earlier. 
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 The official name of this model is the compact triangle code.  It is 
important to note that this model was proposed at a time when not a single codon 
assignment was known.  This model described a complicated process by which 
nucleotides from adjacent spirals on the double helix combined to render codons.  
The primary motivation for this proposal was the known fact that twenty amino 
acids must somehow be assigned to sixty-four possible nucleotide triplets.  It was 
quite ingenious.  Gamow recognized that there were three kinds of triplets, and 
stratifying them in this way would result in only twenty unique triplets.  It was a 
model put forth to deal with the known redundancy of the genetic code.  As 
actual assignments were uncovered one-by-one, it quickly became obvious that 
the theory was incorrect and there would never be a positive correlation between 
the model and the data.  This was most unfortunate, because if they had waited 
until the many years later when all of the data was produced, completion of the 
experiment would have shown an absolute correlation, a perfect negative 
correlation, but a perfect correlation none-the-less.  Let�s finish the experiment for 
them. 
 We will start by translating Gamow�s hypothesis into our wonderful world 
of color.  Gamow was in search of a clumping model to explain the obvious 
redundancy.  If we color his predicted diagram and arrange the corresponding 
energy levels we find the following. 
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Had the actual assignments been discovered to conform to this pattern 
then the code could be assumed to function on properties of the model, one built 
on a premise of redundancy.  Just by knowing the triplet one would know the 
assignment.  We therefore need a test for each of the known assignments to 
determine which pass and which fail, and determine overall how close Gamow�s 
model comes to reality.  For an assignment to pass it must place an amino acid 
into one and only one triplet as illustrated above.  In this way we could say that 
assignment redundancy is at its maximum for the known ratio of sixty-four to 
twenty.  Triangles can pass or fail the redundancy test as well, but a triangle can 
pass in one way and fail in two.  It fails when it contains more than one amino 
acid, or when it contains an amino acid also assigned to another triangle.  A 
triangle partially fails when one of these conditions is true, and it completely fails 
when both are true.  Failure of this test is a sign that something other than 
redundancy is driving assignments.  Here is how the actual assignments appear. 
 
 

 
 
 

With the actual data coming in slowly, over a decade, it was obvious very 
early that Gamow�s hypothesis would fail, and to my knowledge the experiment 
was never completed.  They undoubtedly thought they�d get results that looked 
something like this. 
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These results would confirm for Gamow what he acknowledged at the 
time: his theory was completely useless.  However, this is not what the data 
actually shows, and we have a case of losing the baby with the bathwater.  
Gamow�s theory was incorrect, but it was far from useless.  We will finish the 
experiment for him using the complete data available today. 
 
 

 
 
 
 Apparently, Gamow couldn�t have been more wrong.  You have to admire 
that - I say if you�re going to be wrong, be completely wrong.  Actually, he wasn�t 
completely wrong, because statistically speaking nobody can be this wrong 
(despite what Dee says).  He was obviously right about something, thus the 
absolute negative correlation, but what was it?  In a way he was successful in 
incorrectly predicting the results of eighty-four consecutive coin tosses.  This is a 
valuable talent, because people will pay you to guess an outcome so they can 
bet against you. 
 Gamow was right in the same way that Bose and Einstein were right:  
Quantity talks, order walks.  He was incorrect in his assumption that the entity 
being quantified was something that was present instead of something that was 
absent. He thought the driving force in the assignment process was the 
distribution of nucleotides, and the goal was redundancy.  Since the results of the 
Gamow experiment are the opposite of expected, the reason might be the 
opposite as well.  A driving force in the assignment process is the distribution of 
nucleotides �not there�, and spreading of assignments is the goal.  Absent 
nucleotides can be counted but not ordered, and being absent matters, 
especially in crystals.  We learned earlier that possibilities equal information.  An 
assignment process trying to maximize information will drive possibilities to a 
maximum, and this is what we see. 
 If we start from this new perspective we can restate the Gamow 
hypothesis in opposite terms and test it against the actual data.  A codon now 
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passes if it has no redundant triplet assignments (as opposed to only redundant 
assignments).  A triangle passes if it has no redundant assignments, and has an 
assignment from another triangle.  This model will drive the possibilities and 
therefore the information content to a maximum.  When we plot the actual data 
we get the shock of all shocks. 
 
 

 
 
 
 The hypothesis that assignments spread instead of clump is supported by 
this data � exceptionally old data I might add.  A parade of the usual suspects 
accounts for why it has been missed.  Our human biases blinded us to the real 
world thinking of a molecule.  We are able to arrange linear data, but a molecule 
is not.  We assumed that the constraint was sixty-four and the task was to 
compress it to twenty.  In fact, the constraint was twenty and the task was to 
expand it beyond sixty-four. 
 The score of this game is now spreading 1, clumping 0, but Gamow 
predicted clumping because he believed that it would be useful in some way.  Is 
there a similarly useful way to use spreading?  Let�s see if we can find one in the 
data.  We start with the numerical spreading of assignments that we created 
earlier. 
 
 

 
 
 
 We want to know if there is a systematic, useful way to spread the 
assignments across this rainbow.  If there is, we will have to find its pattern within 
the rainbow, much like dissecting color frequencies from white light.  We start by 
examining the distribution of individual colors. 
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 We can certainly see a pattern from the spread of each individual amino 
acid that looks remarkably like musical chords - harmonics.  Our next challenge 
is to fit the harmonics into the overall distribution of assignments. 
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The above three grids are isomorphic representations of the data.  They 
are all mathematical treatments of codons for the purpose of presenting 
assignment data.  Any such presentation will require a weighting of some type for 
each codon.  There must be a first and last codon in any two-dimensional 
representation.  This particular representation is designed to demonstrate the 
harmonics in each �wobble group� and the relationships of these harmonics 
across all assignments.  We can use the last grid above to illustrate the 
relationship between the assignments and the rainbow. 
 
 

 
 
 
 It�s all over, folks, except for the shouting - gonna be tough to ignore this 
pattern.  We have a single master rainbow of assignments that is a composite of 
four smaller rainbows of assignments, each spaced on a systematic progression 
of water affinities.  It is an interwoven network of harmonic networks.  Hard to 
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imagine anything this elegant arising coincidentally by an arbitrary process, isn�t 
it? 
 The score of this game is now spreading 2, clumping 0.  There are logical 
forces shaping the assignment of amino acids to codons.  These forces are 
driving the process toward a systematic spreading based in part on water 
affinities.  Any other conclusion is a purely dogmatic denial of the rainbow right in 
front of our eyes.  Somewhere over the rainbow there is a purpose behind this, 
so let�s see how this new information might change our view of Life, and the 
information content of the genetic code. 
 
 The genetic code functions to deliver information at the point of 
translation, resulting in a peptide bond.  We have seen that information about the 
identity and orientation of the molecules involved in a peptide bond would be 
useful.  If we return to our earlier example of tetra-leucine we can visualize the 
working end of this information mechanism.  In this model codons for leucine are 
not leucine are not leucine, they are tRNA leucine.  Therefore, the first of the two 
following sequences will produce one brand of tetra-leucine, and the second will 
produce another.  The difference between the two will be undetectable in their 
primary sequences, but will be revealed by their primary structures. 
 
 

 
 
 
 Every codon potentially specifies a group of tRNAs.  The tRNAs selected 
by the sequence will be determined by the interaction of tRNAs in the sequence.  
This selection process for tRNA neighbors is as important as the codon � anti-
codon interaction.  Silent mutations for synonymous condons can be seen in this 
light as neither silent nor synonymous.  A more robust relationship between 
nucleotides and peptide bonds can be carried in the genetic code in this way.  
The capacity for this information is there, and the forces responsible for the 
assignments appear to be interested in it, or at least making a pretty good show 
of it. 
 The evidence for stereochemistry in the genetic code is strong.  Other 
than knowing that codons are assigned to specific amino acids, there is very little 
evidence that the genetic code is not primarily about stereochemistry.  The 
system appears to care less about which amino acids participate in a peptide 
bond than the overall nature of the bond.  Let�s pretend that we know nothing of 
the correlation table, not a single assignment, only that codons exist, and 
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somehow they direct the creation of proteins.  Now let�s assume that we discover 
two pieces of information, and our job is to form a theory about the genetic code 
based only on those two pieces of information.  The first piece of information 
comes from a comparison of two highly similar enzymes from different 
organisms: lactate dehydrogenase and malate dehydrogenase. 
 
 

 
 
 These two proteins are virtually the same, yet their primary sequences 
share only 23% of their specific residues.  The actual function of each enzyme is 
the same, differing only in that they perform this function on slightly different 
molecules.  One of them removes a water molecule from lactate, and the other 
removes the same portion of malate.  Evolution conspired with the genetic code 
to make both of these molecules.  What was the most likely modus operandi in 
this conspiracy?  Presumably the enzymes are homologs, so at some point they 
have diverged.  Their function is relatively conserved, so it is no surprise to see 
that their shape is relatively conserved as well.  What seems to be of little 
importance is conservation of their primary sequence, so is this the likely driving 
force behind their construction? 
 The second piece of evidence we have is from the world of tRNA.  We 
know that the genetic code is about relationships between nucleic acids and 
amino acids, so we must find precisely what that relationship is.  We can start by 
asking a very simple question.  What is the exact contact of every amino acid 
with nucleic acids?  In other words, what does each amino acid see at its point of 
contact with the genetic code?  In fact, every amino acid sees the same three 
nucleotides in the same sequence � CCA.  This is a most curious piece of 
information.  All tRNA present the same three nucleotides in the same order to 
every amino acid.  As far as the current population of amino acids is concerned, 
there is only one codon.  How do amino acids know their role in this process?  
Something other than codons must be there to tell them. 
 We have now seen the two pieces of evidence available to us, and asked 
some open-ended questions about each, but our real task is to propose a theory 
about how the genetic code might perform its protein building magic based on 
only this information.  From this limited perspective it would be reasonable to 
guess that the genetic code will somehow guide the shape of a polypeptide.  It is 
not unreasonable to assume that the code in so doing has a limited ability, if any 
ability at all to dictate the sequence of amino acids in this process.  Perhaps 
there is some mystical epigenetic mechanism to determine amino acid identities.  
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The best answer is to say that we do not have enough information to make any 
bold conjectures at this time.  This is the opposite of how it really came down 
decades ago.  Our initial information pointed to identity assignments, so we drew 
the conclusion that primary sequence was everything and the only thing � period 
- end of discussion.  Yet the empiric information since then seems to have 
flooded in to contradict this view.  The majority of what we now see seems to 
argue that the forces of stereochemistry are important, more important perhaps 
than assignment.  A shape-based theory of the code should have a place in this 
debate - at least there should be a debate. 

If we go back to the beginning, back when there was no code, we can ask 
what, if anything, was available to the first molecules to take steps toward where 
we are today.  The answer is carbon, water, and shape.  These elements had no 
advantage on any other crystal at that time.  They were playing by the same 
rules as everyone else, which are the rules of shape.  The first steps had to be 
based on shape, and it is reasonable to conclude that the evidence of these 
steps is embedded in the code today.  One potential piece of evidence is the 
three-nucleotide codon, coupled with the consistent set of twenty amino acids.  
The mistake we make is in recognizing the sequential nature of the system.  We 
see it as a sequence of points, however, and it is not.  Molecules cannot be 
points, they can only be shapes, and we should therefore see it as a sequence of 
shapes.  We have seen that shapes can carry much more information than 
points, and therefore the code has more information capacity available to it than 
was previously suspected. 

Origins 
 

�Man has been called by the ancients a lesser world, and indeed the term 
is rightly applied, seeing that man is compounded of earth, water, air, and fire, 
this body of earth is the same.� 
 

Leonardo Da Vinci 
Leicester Codex 

 
 
 Now that we�ve done most of the hard work of understanding the code and 
some of its possibilities, it�s time to play with some of its implications.  One of the 
more interesting implications of the Rafiki model is how it will impact our thinking 
on the origin of the code.  It opens up whole new spaces for the mind to play.  
Origin and evolution are inextricably intertwined, so I will open this discussion 
with some of the problems the old model presents. 
 
 
Darwin�s Paradox 
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 In the beginning, the argument was a fair one, and it was simple: �we can�t 
even imagine; therefore not.�  The argument now is the same; it is only the sides 
that have changed. 
 Fifty years before the start of the last century, a small group of heretical 
scientific thinkers championed the unpopular notion that all life on this planet 
descended from a single origin and life therefore evolved.  The implication was 
that somehow this happened against the word of God, somehow the process 
could be driven without a design, that the mind of a creator was an unnecessary 
component.  They were understandably shouted down from all corners, primarily 
because their detractors were convinced that before all else there was �mind�.  
The argument against evolution was simple and logical; it was known as the 
argument by design.  The premise: �we cannot even imagine an alternative to 
design that is not at base entirely preposterous; therefore, there must be a 
design, and there must be a designer�. 
 In 1859 Charles Darwin released his masterwork, over twenty years in the 
making - The Origin of Species.  Much has been made of this work, but whatever 
else one makes of it; it is clearly a valid rebuttal to the argument by design.  We 
can now not only imagine an alternative to design, but that alternative is not 
preposterous.  It has become the single most powerful concept in science today.  
It serves as the organizing principle of modern biology, paleontology and 
molecular biology.  Some might go so far as to say the same about sociology, 
economics, astronomy � even physics - to name just a few.  But let�s not get 
ahead of ourselves; we must avoid over-reaching reductionism.  Suffice it to say, 
Darwin�s central concept of descent with modification via natural selection as an 
explanatory tool is so powerful that it is taken as a scientific fact, in as much as 
anything in science can or should be taken as fact. 
 Needless to say, I am a hardcore Darwinian.  I make this statement; 
however, because what I am about to say will be mistakenly interpreted as pure 
anti-Darwinism.  It will be used as a stick against Darwinians, to club them like 
their aquatic mammalian cousins, the defenseless baby seals.  Perhaps that is 
why the debate has yet to rage, because it would take a Darwinian to recognize 
the debate, and who would want to incite their own clubbing? 
 Darwinism as it is currently viewed is the source of the biggest paradox in 
science.  Darwinism is a theory to explain variation, yet at the heart of the 
mechanism that drives life and life�s variation sits an apparent absence of 
variation.  The universal genetic code is held as just that � universal.  There 
appears to be no variation in the genetic code from a linear perspective.   
With a few known minor exceptions, every living thing on this planet shares the 
same genetic code.  Absafrigalutely amazing!  You can�t be serious.  How?  
Darwinians are now in the understandably unsettling position of arguing variation 
via a mechanism that will dogmatically be held constant. �Non-scientists� are 
killing them on this front, but they can�t admit it. 
 This is where we came in.  Darwinians are restricted to a choice of two 
mechanisms, A and B.  Their official argument rings familiar: �we can�t even 
imagine B, so it must be A�.  When Darwinians are presented with apparent 
sameness they have two explanatory options: homolog and analog.  A homolog 
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is when two things share a common origin but now have different forms and 
functions.  A classic example of anatomic homology is the following series: 
human arm, seal flipper and bat wing.  The three structures share a common 
origin, mammalian forelimb, as evidenced by their identical structural 
components, but their morphologies and therefore their functions are now 
radically different.  Structural homologies form a pallet for the heavy lifting of 
virtually all arguments supporting Darwin.  They are the evidence for descent 
with modification.  Please note that homologies are invoked to explain variation 
in the context of sameness.  They are collections of structural and functional 
variety with shared ancestry.  In many cases the taxonomist earns his salary by 
making the tough decisions about ancestry in the face of homology.  The 
decision comes down to identifying the last common ancestor for a collection of 
forms showing variation. 
 A common example in modern culture frequently cited to illustrate a 
special case of homology is the computer keyboard.  It is so frequently cited that 
it has come to serve as the brand name for this particular phenomenon.  It is 
referred to as the QWERTY phenomenon, a pleasantly simple name to 
remember and type due to its origin.  �Q�-�W�-�E�-�R�-�T�-�Y� are the six letters 
across the top left row of the keyboard.  The computer keyboard is a descendant 
of the typewriter keyboard; therefore they are structural homologies.  Typewriters 
were mechanical devices prone to jamming when too many keys were hit too fast 
and too close to each other.  The engineers, being the clever minds and 
designers that they were, decided to put the most often used keys as far apart as 
they could.  This solved the immediate problem of jamming.   But jamming was 
later completely eliminated by computer keyboards.  Unfortunately, so much 
familiarity and skill has been built around QWERTY that the perceived cost of 
changing it outweighs the benefits.  Better key arrangements for speed have 
been developed, and in fact all speed records are set with those arrangements, 
but we rarely see them in our stores.  We seem to like using, saying and typing 
QWERTY.  So it stays! 

QWERTY is used as an example of solving a problem and being stuck 
with the solution.  But far too much is made of this phenomenon.  First of all, look 
at your keyboard.  Do you think you would ever see that keyboard on a typewriter 
100 years ago?  It has changed in many ways.  You could easily find rearranged 
keys on a keyboard in the marketplace for speed typing if you were so motivated, 
so it isn�t that it can�t change.  What about palm devices?  Look at their 
keyboards.  Telephones?  QWERTY is an interesting observation, and it has its 
uses, but it hardly serves as the basis of any law regarding the resistance to 
change.  Finally, QWERTY was a conscious design choice that is consciously 
maintained, regardless of the reasons.  I guarantee you that if some survival 
competition arose that depended on typing speed, you�d see a rapid evolution of 
keyboard design and keyboard commerce.  Key arrangements would change, if 
they really needed some benefit from change.  I seriously doubt that the 
phenomenon has as much actual weight in the balance of fitness as it is given 
credit. 
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Which painting is more likely to provide a basis for precise replication by multiple 
painters? 
 

 
 
 
 Analog is option B of our two choices in explaining variation in the face of 
similarity.  With respect to the genetic code, option B is a howler.  An analog is 
when two structures arrive at the same place from different ancestry.  A common 
example: human eye, lizard eye, insect eye.  They all function as light receptors, 
but they do so in vastly dissimilar ways because they took different paths to get 
there.  Analogs are examples of when things converge; they are adaptations or 
optimizations.  If you live and interact in an environment that has light, it would be 
good to adapt your body with some light receptors � i.e. eyes.  Many organisms, 
such as humans, do in fact adapt to their environment by developing light 
receptors.  How you actually went about this is your own damn business.  
Analogs are frequently called forced moves, because they usually are seen as 
selections from few if any alternatives.  If your gonna see, your gonna need to 
get an eye. 
 Adaptationism is a game evolutionists play in an attempt to explain how 
things work.  The game is played by looking at bizarre, baffling structures and 
trying to guess what function they must serve, what they are adapted to.  You 
can see how it would be easy to get carried away, especially when interpreting a 
deep-sea glob of goo from a gazillion eons ago: 

�I think it�s the genitalia.� 
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Digit Savants 
Michael Teague 

 
 

Some adaptationists have truly earned their scorn, but by and large I think 
it is a healthy and valid pursuit.  I can never resist a good adaptation binge, but 
much of the ridicule against adaptationists is gratuitous, and has been embodied 
in the character of Dr. Pangloss.  His origin lies with William Leibniz, a brilliant 
German philosopher and polymath, contemporary to Newton and legitimate 
claimant to co-development of the calculus.  He had the trivial misfortune of 
coining the idiom, �best of all possible worlds�.  This was bastardized by Voltaire 
in the form of a character named Dr. Pangloss, a man who could rationalize any 
pile of mung by noting that this is the best of all possible worlds.  The anti-
adaptation police have seized on this character to ridicule over-reaching 
adaptationist thinking, which they call panglossian. 
 Now that we have the basic idea of the two Darwinian options to explain 
sameness, analog and homolog, let�s return to the original question.  How are we 
going to explain the lack of variation � the apparent universality in the genetic 
code?  The dogma holds that it is a homolog.  It is crystallized QWERTY.  The 
genetic code doesn�t change because there is too much invested in it.  It would 
be far too expensive to change even the smallest aspect of the genetic code.  
This is called the functional imperative, and to this I can only reply: b******t.  
Furthermore, it is not OK to skirt the issue and then say, �the universality of the 
genetic code is evidence of a last common ancestor�.  You cannot have it both 
ways.  If common origin must lead by algorithmic process to variation, then we 
cannot invoke common origin to explain a total lack of variation.  Absent a 
proposed new law of the universe - the QWERTY law of �can�t change� perhaps 
� this avenue of argument is verboten to you, sirs. 
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 Where does that leave us?  Right back where we started: �we can�t 
imagine A so it must be B.�  Let the howling begin � please meet Dr. Pangloss.  
The genetic code is the best of all possible worlds.  It is entirely an adaptation.  It 
is optimized and continues to be optimized.  
 Apparently, the fact that the genetic code could be represented in a linear 
fashion was taken as proof that the genetic code was linear.  Following this same 
logic can we then conclude that since the genetic code can now be represented 
in a non-linear fashion that we must believe that the code itself is non-linear?  
Perhaps, because �we could not imagine� any alternative; nor could we imagine 
any reason why we would want to imagine an alternative.  At least we should 
start imagining something other than dogmatic doctrine.  It is as though, in some 
sense, that we �want� the genetic code actually to be linear, because that would 
somehow be a good thing.  The time has come to examine all of this reasoning 
and the cascade of implications taken from it. 
 One thing is certain: we now can imagine an alternative to the linear 
genetic code.  The first most obvious observation is that at a bare minimum the 
Rafiki model is capable of doing everything that the linear model was previously 
doing for us.  That�s always a pretty good start in a competition between models.  
The linear model is entirely derivative of the Rafiki model.  However, large 
amounts of information are removed in going from Rafiki to Linear.  From this 
perspective we can say that Rafiki is optimized from linear.  Linear systems 
cannot be optimized in this way; therefore, dogmatic logic holds that the genetic 
code cannot optimize in a linear model.  But the Rafiki model could allow for 
complete optimization.  Which view is superior?  From the perspective of the 
Rafiki model, similarity of codes appears to be a �forced move�, or an 
exceptionally good idea.  It is a completely symmetrical system, which means 
that all of the parts must be interchangeable.  If there is non-equivalence of 
properties within and between parts, the ability to rearrange them within the 
system is severely diminished.  Having more than one variety of stereoisomer in 
the set of standard amino acids would appear to be selectively disadvantageous.  
The Rafiki model intuits that this would not happen.  The fact that it did not 
happen only strengthens the claim. 
 The fact that the Rafiki system is capable of carrying more information 
than the linear model suggests that there is more information in the genetic code 
than was previously recognized.  If one accepts the linear model, there is no 
need to search for a function or meaning to any non-existent, extra information.  
No time is wasted on a futile search, but a risk of overlooking useful information 
is very real.  Since peptide bonds are of paramount importance in translation and 
protein folding, it is logical to suspect that the extra information in the code 
serves a function here.  The Rafiki model strongly suggests a meaning, use and 
method for information optimization.  The linear model does none of these. 
 Phylogeny debates appear confused by the linear model.   
Conventional wisdom has us searching for a phylogeny with something similar to 
the following pattern: 
 

Replicator → Cell → Code 
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 This has an inherent breach of logic, and it therefore creates problems in 
the search.  The job of a replicator is to reproduce.  Is it possible to reproduce 
before you produce?  What are you re-producing?  The non-linear model 
suggests a �code first� phylogeny: 
 

Code → Replicator → Cell 
 
 The code can optimize, and it has a function apart from the apparatus that 
carries it, and that function�s performance can be good or bad on some metric.   
Once begun, the code serves as the foundation of replicator systems capable of 
replicating even primitive life forms.  This �code first� view provides Darwinians 
an easy out from an otherwise sticky paradox.  The idea being: the code 
generates, supports, and refines replication apparatus; not the other way around.  
If the code is linear and non-optimized, Darwinians have no credible explanation 
for its genesis and apparent universality, absent an elaborate supporting 
apparatus.  But what could have created the apparatus� Clay? 
 
 
Crystals 
 
 The Rafiki model is first and foremost a theory about the aesthetic beauty 
of the universe.  It is a statement about the spatial arrangement of molecules, 
and about how those molecules can maintain and translate genetic information in 
that spatial arrangement.  The universe is a very beautiful place.  It produces 
spatial�temporal patterns on the scale of the very small and the very large that 
are sublime.  My intuition tells me that any theory about the fundamental 
workings of the universe must in some way reflect that sublime beauty. 
 The linear theory of the genetic code, from this layman�s perspective, is 
aesthetically grotesque.  Perhaps this is not so from a technician�s standpoint, 
from the perspective of an engineer, someone who can appreciate the beauty of 
�degeneracy� or the utility of �meaningless and arbitrary.�  I am not such a 
person.  Perhaps I truly don�t know or understand beauty, but I know it when I 
see it - and that is not it. 

Molecular genetic mechanisms have not always been perceived in this 
aesthetically offensive light.  Prior to discovery of DNA as the molecular storage 
of genetic information, in the 1940�s, it was believed that protein was king.  There 
was an appreciation of the diverse, sequential, polypeptide basis of proteins, and 
how this could play a role in the diversity of shapes across all complex organic 
molecules.  At that time, there was no known mechanism to �specify� the shape 
of these biological substances; so the term biological specificity came to 
represent the general concept of shape �meaning� something in biology.  It was 
intuited that shape somehow played a key role in heredity.  Going back even 
further, the Greeks were convinced that shape was everything � somehow.  
When the shape of the DNA double helix was elucidated in 1953 there was 
considerable agreement that the shape of DNA had been described and it was 
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decidedly monotonous and boring.  There was little disappointment, however, 
and focus quickly shifted from biological specificity toward pure information 
science.  Apparently, the shape of the information was no longer important. 

In chemistry there is such a thing as a supersaturated solution.  Take table 
salt for instance.  Salt is a simple, periodic crystal of sodium and chloride.  In a 
supersaturated solution of salt there is enough sodium and enough chloride that 
they should be forming crystals, but they aren�t.  In such circumstances it is 
helpful to have what is known as a seed crystal.  A seed crystal is exactly as it 
sounds, it is a small salt crystal that seeds the formation of more salt crystals.  
Just drop that sucker in there and before you can say shazam there is salt 
growing in the solution.  The atoms in the seed crystal teach the atoms in 
solution how to line up and become a crystal; they teach shape.  Are these atoms 
reproducing, replicating or translating? 
 

 
 

One might argue that the randomness of the solution is purged by a tiny 
amount of information.  The information content of the system grew rapidly on the 
leverage of a simple symmetry. 

Water is a similar but different story.  Crystallizing water comprises a 
variety of interesting phenomenon: a snowflake being one, Life being another.  In 
my book carbon is Adam and water is Eve.  Imagine if you went someplace cold, 
like Alaska, or Cleveland.  Suppose some wiseacre at the car rental place said, 
�are you just visiting?� 

�No, I live here, but I always wanted to rent one of your overpriced cars.  
Of course I�m visiting.� 

�Well then, you must stop by the fields and see the snowmen.� 
So, like a visiting idiot you go to the fields and find this snowfield full of 

sled-like objects.  When you approach one, it seems to somehow lurch with the 
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wind, almost like it�s aware of your approach.  After a few minutes of idiotic, 
unsuccessful approaches to the sled-like objects, an old man in a parka 
intervenes.  He is overly cheerful and helpful, so you suspect that he is on break 
from his Wal-mart greeter job.  He is obviously skilled in the fine art of sled 
capture, and he quickly subdues one of the beasts for you.  Wal-mart guy whips 
a pick and a lens from his parka. 

�Looky here.� 
Wal-mart guy picks a small fragment from the captured sled and holds it 

under his lens, gesturing for you to look.  Before peering through the lens you 
notice the guy has a name badge:  Donald Hatton � Geology, Indiana University. 

�Don�t you love this?� 
�Well, Don, what is it?� 
�It�s a snowman,� says Don, gesturing again his excitement for you to look 

into the lens. 
What the heck - you peer into the lens and see hundreds of tiny 

containers.  Inside each container appears to be a tiny thermos�. 
�It looks like a bunch of boxes with little thermoses inside,� you humbly 

and irritably aver. 
�Right!  Guess what�s in each thermos.� 
�Hell, Dr. Hatton, I don�t know.  Coffee?� 
�NO!� 
�I give up.  What is it?� 
�A snowflake.  And every snowflake in this pile is a replica of every other.  

And every sled is the same, except by a slightly different snowflake.�  Don waves 
his arms toward the field (Dr. Hatton is a famous arm-waver, perhaps the origin 
of the term). 

�I don�t understand.  How did all this come about � who made these?� 
�Well,� Don says with his famous, crooked grin, �we don�t know.  We 

weren�t here when it happened.�  Don laughs.  �We have seen a couple of them 
get together, mostly at night, and exchange containers, and a new one seems to 
sprout at that spot.  And we see them melt after a while, but other than that we 
are limited in what we can know.  We guess that somehow each snowflake 
replicates itself, makes its own thermos and its own container.  Somehow the 
group figures out how to be a sled and somehow the sled seems to be aware of 
its surroundings.  It�s the damnedest thing I�ve ever seen.�  Don laughs again, 
and you awake from the nightmare. 
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Sorry about that; I couldn�t resist.  The point being: why not?  Snowflakes 

are obviously very talented crystals.  How do they do what they do?  They are 
actually aggregations of tiny ice particles.  They are �agent based� in this sense, 
and their unexpected overall structure could be thought to emerge from a very 
large number of agents, each agent must follow the same set of simple rules.  
Why couldn�t they learn just a few new tricks and be able to do so much more?  
They could, but the big question is what type of tricks would they need to learn 
and how could they use them.  Let�s start with the tricks they apparently already 
know.  They know how to generate diversity.  This diversity is obviously all about 
shape, so they must have a shape-diversity generating trick.  They also have a 
striking symmetry.  Shape-diversity and symmetry are apparently not mutually 
exclusive, but they do seem to be strange bedfellows.  Symmetry is synonymous 
with sameness and monotony, not diversity.  Symmetry means that you can 
change something somehow and keep it the same.  Snowflakes have rotational 
symmetry, you can rotate them without changing them. 

The internal consistency of their symmetry is stunning, but other than 
some fundamental universal law of symmetry, their methods of consistency are a 
complete mystery.  The ten billionth H2O molecule decides, or is taught by the 
one before it, to line up on the left, instead of the right.  How is this action in arm 
number three of the snowflake coordinated with and communicated to arm 
number five?  Seems like a recipe for disaster to me. 
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 More bizarre, they seem to have some form of memory.  They can be 
partially melted and reform.  Could the water molecules possibly have a 
language?  Would they need one?  Unlikely on both counts.  All they really need 
is a simple shape based foundation that when compounded becomes very 
diverse.  The fact that both salt and water are periodic crystals gives rise to 
relative predictability.  One curious thing about Life-based crystals is their 
predilection for five-fold symmetry, which is virtually non-existent in periodic 
crystals.   
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However, we are all familiar with the fiveness of Life � fingers, toes, sand 
dollars � but could there be a polyhedrish referent behind this? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 I wouldn�t be greatly surprised if there were. 
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Snowmen 
 

Emergence is above all a product of coupled, context-dependent 
interactions.  Technically these interactions, and the resulting systems, are 
nonlinear: The behavior of the overall system cannot be obtained by summing 
the behaviors of its constituent parts.  We can no more truly understand 
strategies in a board game by compiling statistics of the movements of its pieces 
than we can understand the behavior of an ant colony in terms of averages.  
Under these conditions, the whole is indeed more than the sum of its parts.  
However, we can reduce the behavior of the whole to the lawful behavior of its 
parts, if we take the nonlinear interactions into account. 
 

John H. Holland 
Emergence, From chaos to Order 

 
 Men and snowmen have so little in common that it is ludicrous to compare 
them, but at the deepest sub-molecular levels there are interesting parallels.  
There is pedagogic value to building a snowman at this time (and you thought 
this was all work and no play).  
 

       
 
 For all intents and purposes a snowman is 100% water � H2O.  At most, a 
man is 70% water, but much of the rest of him is carbon.  We will generalize from 
this that both are heeps of jumbled tetrahedrons.  The two biggest differences 
between the heep on the left and the heep on the right are metabolism and self-
replication; man has both and snowman has neither.  There is no universally 
accepted definition of Life, but virtually any contender will include both 
metabolism and replication.  The snowman is obviously not a living thing, but 
man meets anyone�s definition of living. 
 Metabolism is a tricky, squishy subject, and I don�t pretend to understand 
it in any profound sense.  For me it boils down to energy capture, storage and 
usage.  It is peripherally of interest to this discussion, but the primary nut here is 
replication.  Replication is a much cleaner subject.  Although there can be 
disagreement about referents and complexity of results, replication can ultimately 
be reduced to a numeric function, which is nice.  At the end of the day we can all 
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settle on whether two things are the same or different, and then put a number on 
their sameness or difference, such as 100% the same, or 20% different, etcetera.  
This leads to graphs, which we have learned leads to patterns, and patterns lead 
to insight.  See how easy it is to be really smart? 
 The take home message is that snowmen have no metabolism, all they do 
is melt, and they generally can�t even do that without help from the sun.  Men are 
metabolically linked to the sun as well, but in a far more complex way.  Our good 
buddies, the plants, play the role of sun worshippers.  They store the experience 
for us in molecular batteries, and we ultimately obtain the batteries for our 
cordless energy needs.  This is an elegant and useful trick, and suffice it to say 
that we kick a snowman�s ass on this front.  Further comparison would be a 
gratuitous gilding of the lily. 
 It is the replication front that holds our interest in this discussion.  
Replication can be viewed from a molecular level as the lining up of atoms.  
Atoms line up with other atoms to form molecules, and molecules line up with 
other molecules to form macromolecules.  From the viewpoint of the atom or the 
molecule, the process must look the same whether it is in the snowman or the 
man, so we need to pull back the lens and see the situation from a broader 
perspective.  At what level of activity does it become apparent that the two 
situations are completely different?  The most obvious departure is the difference 
in composition.  The snowman contains only Hydrogen and Oxygen atoms as 
H2O molecules.  This does not necessarily have to be the case, however, 
because we can imagine dumping chemicals into water, running it through a 
snow machine, and clumping it into a snowman.  We can pretend that this was 
how our snowman was made.  He is now a dirty snowman (DSM) but a snowman 
none-the-less.  Atom for atom he is identical in composition to man.  I am not a 
chemist, but I suspect that DSM is really closer to Jello than snow.  We could call 
him Jello-man, but this gets us away from the crisp visualization of water freezing 
into snowflakes.  I will call him DSM and you can visualize this crystalline 
monster however you like. 
 Nobody is going to argue against the idea that Life transcends atoms and 
molecules.  I am here arguing that there are natural laws that subtend that 
transcendence.  The universe has fundamental properties in its operation upon 
which we can make a distinction between Life and not Life.  Science and 
mythology are riddled with schema to explain the �vital force� within the universe.  
I do not think it is a single entity.  I think it is a combination of properties, 
circumstances and time. 
 Our lens must pull back from the molecules so much more in a search for 
the differentiation of man from DSM.  It will not be on the basis of composition, 
because they are identical, it will be pattern; the patterns will start to diverge.  
Therefore, the first distinction seen in the lens between life and non-life is a 
distinction of pattern.  It is the pattern of how atoms and molecules chose to line 
up, or how they chose to fill space.  But this distinction is not inherent in the 
atoms, nor can it be located in the molecules, so where does the distinction 
arise?  It must be inherent in some component of the environment of the atoms 
and molecules.  It must be a property of some environmental force, but what? 
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Change 
 
 The biggest difference between the living crystal and the non-living crystal 
is that the living crystal must deal constantly with change, and the non-living 
crystal does not.  A salt crystal or a snowflake can exist indefinitely without 
change, but an organic molecule has a shelf life with a short expiration date.  If 
we examine the process at the level of the atom, we don�t see the overall 
strategic difference between the two, all we see are two crystals growing.  But 
DSM hopes to peacefully exist in an unchanging environment in an unchanging 
way.  Man on the other hand must anticipate a changing existence in a changing 
environment.  The blueprint for the pattern must somehow reflect this process. 
 Crystallization is a process of transition from the chaos of a liquid to the 
order of a solid.  The most intriguing portion of the process is the interface 
between liquid and solid.  It is this interface between order and chaos that 
defines living things and makes man more interesting than Jello (most men).  It is 
therefore prudent to recognize the hallmarks of regularity, and irregularity, and 
somehow find a way to combine the two.  A system marked by total regularity is 
called salt, and one marked by total irregularity is called water.  A system that 
embraces and combines the two is called Life.  Life thrives at the interface 
between regularity and irregularity, this is the living crystal�s growth strategy.  It is 
a process marked by change, and therefore it must simultaneously embrace 
change and impose order. 

This takes us to the level of the cell.  Look at it.  Do you see it?  It is a 
squishy bag of liquid jello, but what�s in the middle of it?  It�s another squishy bag 
of jello, but what�s in that?  It�s a crystal. 
 

No way. 
 

Yes� way. 
 
 What kind of crystal? 
 
 It is a carbon-nitrogen-hydrogen-oxygen crystal; we call it DNA.  In the 
middle of the chaos of liquid jello we find a rock.  Better still, the rock is a 
touchstone for the organization of the chaos, it directs the ordering of the Jello 
molecules, and the Jello reciprocates by making more rock.  The jello makes the 
rock and the rock makes the jello.  Chaos from order, order from chaos.  But 
where could this mutual reliance, this self-propagating cycle get any toe-hold in 
the chaotic storm?  We must start by imagining the crystallization of carbon in 
water � dirty salt water.  This scenario has been played out in many beakers 
across the world since Miller started the game in the 1950�s.  Everybody has their 
own spin on the situation, but there are several major patterns that emerge. 
 The process is literally like watching paint dry, if not less interesting, so it 
makes sense to inject some energy of one sort or another.  Miller used electricity, 
but others have tried thermal, radiant, and mechanical forms.  The bottom line is 
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that without some energy source, nothing of much interest forms in our lifetime.  I 
would put a different spin on the role of energy in the system; I see it as a form of 
change.  The energy applied to the system produces a variable of change that 
would not otherwise be a factor to the crystallizing sludge.  If we imagine the 
abiotic earth, which these beakers are meant to model, whatever the role of the 
energy source, it is playing a part in a changing environment, whether it is 
delivered in the form of waves, tides, sun, chemical gradients, temperature 
fluctuation, or even electricity.  The only thing the molecules can count on from 
any one energy source, or all of them combined, is change. 
 
Great Drama 
 
 In our staged drama there are two major parts.  The role of chaos will be 
played by water, and the role of order will be played by carbon.  Carbon and 
water are forced into an uneasy relationship against the evil forces of change, a 
role we have already cast as energy.  Carbon and water would like nothing more 
than to settle down to an eternal, fixed co-existence, but the ravages of change 
continually spoil their plans.  Our heroes eventually catch on to the methods of 
change and begin to construct a framework for dealing with it.  Soon it becomes 
an integral part of their plan.  But change is not an end unto itself, it implies the 
existence of its opposite, which is constancy.  The role of constancy is played by 
repetition.  Life is a song with a beat, a repetition of cycles or events.  Things 
happen over and over and over with monotonous regularity.  Events accumulate 
and cycles develop.  Numbers become very large, and without very large 
numbers there can be no Life.  Small numbers cannot cope with order and 
chaos; they cannot generate a meaningful interface between the two.  Repetition 
and change are the necessary two heads of the same snake, the raw fuel of 
evolution.  Life is the molecular snake charmer. 
 The stage is being set for our molecular drama, but we have no scenery.  
This is one of the most embattled decisions of this human production.  There are 
scenery suggestions from all involved, which range from preposterous to 
useless.  One suggestion is that the drama begins in outer space, an idea 
labeled pan-spermia, a setting of the play starting on Mars, or Jupiter, or you 
name it; life begins, advances, and travels via rock to Earth.  This is not a 
suggestion that I would label as preposterous, it is quite viable, but it is useless 
for our purposes.  Panspermia has not set the stage, it merely displaces the 
stage to another planet.  That would be useful if this planet were not old enough 
to contain the entire drama, or lacked some essential character, but I have not 
seen anything to suggest that this is the case, so why not stay here for the show? 
 The biggest clues today toward deciding the �best� setting of the opening 
act are water and salt.  We in the audience have a particular preference for 
water, owing 70% of our existence to it, and our salt content, or salinity, is 
precisely that of an ocean.  Mighty convenient don�t you think?  This is my drama 
and I chose to set it in an ocean.  Another advantage to using oceans for scenery 
is that they are so damn big, so there is ample opportunity to generate repetition.  
The coolest thing about oceans is that they have shorelines, lots of them, and 
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shorelines are good places for our cast to assemble with great plausibility.  So 
the curtain will open on our drama with a beautiful vista of coastal bliss.  We 
hone in on the shallows and find lots and lots of dirty salt water.  This scene is 
anything but serene.  There are countless episodes of sludge globules churning, 
tossing, heating, cooling, drying, wetting - what�s a carbon atom got to do to get a 
little peace around here?  Our cast is caught in the whippersnitch between water 
and land, an environment of constant change.  Bazillions upon bazillions of 
strategies are tried by sludge to separate itself from water, searching for order 
from the chaos.  It is a state of flux within flux.  This is no time to talk metabolism 
or even replication, this is a time to talk order and disorder. 
 
 

 
 

Spooks of the Eyestalk 
Michael Teague 

 
 
 Carbon tires of the commotion, and seeks alliances with other carbon.  
Miller et al teach us that carbon finds easy alliances with other carbon in the form 
of amino acids.  The trick of making amino acids is a relatively easy one, and it 
takes little time or elaborate stage setting for it to happen.  The trick of 
tetrahedrons cooperating to form larger tetrahedrons is unremarkable.  Our 
global coastline can easily support this plot twist.  But the trick of forming nucleic 
acids is far less probable and far less secure.  Nucleic acids are not born of the 
tetrahedron, they are worshippers of a more complex shape, the dodecahedron.  
They crystallize in the awkward symmetry of the dodecahedron and therefore 
require more complex support.  There are fanciful accounts of cyanide �ponds� 
that freeze, spontaneously creating nucleic acids.  Perhaps this is a common 
setting in an abiotic, volcanic earth, but I�ve never visited these places either in 
body or spirit.  Furthermore, whatever body of water that is �freezing� we must 
imagine it happening billions of times, not just once as is currently in vogue.  That 
is why I prefer to micromanage these scenes by segregating the action in our 
little sludge globules.  If the freezing or crystallization occurs within pockets of 
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pockets of sludge.  The dehydration process can partition itself in sections of 
sludge, and gradients are formed.  The grand orchestration can split between the 
easy access of tetrahedrons and the more complex circumstances of 
dodecahedrons.  With separation and gradients come interfaces and transitions.  
This is where the real drama rages, at the interfaces, the interface of chemicals, 
shapes and order. 

This drama is a process not an event.  The process involves large 
amounts of repetition sprinkled with the essential spice of constant change.  We 
mark the milestones in the process historically with the crowning of champions, 
symbolic kings of survival.  But these inaugurations are chimera existing only in 
our mental models of complex, repetitious events, historical events with no 
special features during the times of their own existence.  They carry the titles of 
�last common ancestor� and �origin of this� or �origin of that�.  They are the pyric 
victories of posthumous coronations for detached, historical champions.  The 
drama emerges not from imagining something improbable and isolated, but in 
imagining a process ubiquitous and inevitable. 

Enough goth, let�s splash some color into our scene.  Here�s a sludge 
globule. 
 

 
 
 
 Pretty unimpressive, but we can imagine some simple sludge properties 
for this globule to set it up for some sludge tricks.  If we consider that there are 
natural properties of sludge, such as its ability to get along with water, then 
sludge placed in a dynamic setting might entertain us.  If sludge is not perfectly 
copasetic among water, then it will segregate itself into globules.  If these 
globules are not homogenous sludge, then they will create gradients according to 
water affinity.  The water-loving sludge will hang around the perimeter, and the 
water hating sludge will squirrel itself as far from water as it can. 
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Of course no sludge is an island, so water will continue to be a part of 
sludge�s life to some degree or another.  It is only through dehydration, or the 
exclusion of water, that sludge can crystallize into a solid of its own.  This 
process will follow a path as diverse as the number of sludge globules one can 
imagine.  In general, the crystallization process will make sludge smaller, so we 
can imagine sludge columns forming within the water matrix.  This is simpler to 
visualize if we start with a sludge layer on top of water. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 Now we have a new sludge-water interface as the stratified sludge begins 
to crystallize, which is a happy circumstance because new gradients can form, 
and we love gradients. 
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 The most concentrated water-hating sludge should be found at the core of 
the sludge crystals.  This process is just as true with sludge globules as sludge 
layers.  Perhaps it is a combination of the two, where sludge spicules form and 
aggregate into sludge clusters, much like lipid layers are known to do. 
 
 

 
 
 

 It is the core of these crystals and aggregations of crystals that I imagine 
environments for carbon crystallization much like a freezing pond.  The specifics 
are beyond me by many orders of magnitude, but I generally sense that the 
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process of carbon jostling for crystalline position will be multileveled, complex, 
and interesting.  Sludge at the core will be presented with different environments 
than sludge at the watered periphery, it will chose different strategies, and there 
will be an interface between strategies.  We now have imagined a carbon sludge 
crystal that is stratified with a strategy predicated on water affinity.  We can 
imagine this beast in bazillions of instances with bazillions of different strategies. 
 It is at this rudimentary level that the true dynamics of the drama can kick 
in.  They invite new players called combination and aggregation.  Complexity, 
network science, universality, chaos, emergence are all playgrounds for these 
new players.  Simple things combine to form complex things.  Things aggregate 
and accumulate, but these combinations do not become big versions of little 
things, they become different versions of new things.  More is not more, more is 
different.  In this new world of social mingling and sludge spicule accumulation it 
would be a useful trick for sludge to learn a measure of independence.  If 
talented spicules figured out how to ball-up, they could travel from aggregate to 
aggregate and form new connections, a crystal network can evolve and 
complexity will emerge. 
 Buckminster Fuller teaches us the simplest way to ball up a spicule or rod; 
it�s called a tetrahedron.  This is the lowest energy folding strategy for a column, 
practically just two folds and a splice. 
 
 

 
 
 
In the real world of sludge spicules the splice is a bitch, and the folds are 

no cake either.  If these sludge regions actually wanted to get together they 
would have gotten together in the first place.  They are apart because they prefer 
to be that way, so they will need special sludge chaperones, or glue to keep them 
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together.  The region of most desperate conflict is the space between water 
loving and water hating, blue and red, so we will put a firewall in as a splice. 
 

 
 
 The other regions between the hydrophobic and hydrophilic poles of the 
folded structure will require creative arrangements to maintain a happy structure.  
We can represent the finessing of the balance at these junctions with some 
special sludge icons. 
 

 
 
 This is a quite fanciful representation of a mythical sludge spicule 
strategically built to form and travel in water.  Such a beast could probably never 
exist on this planet, but it is starting to look like a pattern we�ve seen before. 
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 The spicule is mythical, but the map, or globe of the genetic code is not.  
The pattern demonstrated by that structure is self-generated.  Even if you reject 
the notion that there is meaning embedded in the genetic code, you cannot deny 
the pedagogic value of studying this object.  It is exponentially more powerful to 
comprehend codons on this globe compared to anything approaching linear.  
Assignments, properties, such as water affinities, similarities and differences of 
all parameters in the system can be illustrated relative to one another.  It is the 
natural habitat of nature�s data.  These study tricks are founded on many of the 
principles we used to imagine the folded spicule.  It is possibly a coincidence that 
these parallels are even possible, but the intellectual utility of this genetic globe is 
striking. 
 Just as our fanciful crystal spicules can aggregate, so too can crystal 
particles.  These rough, imprecise seedlings will be polar, and they will cluster in 
water.  This form of spontaneous aggregation or assembly is particularly 
interesting in light of the many modern homologs in biochemistry, viruses being a 
major example.  In cases where aggregation of subunits is a major growth 
strategy dodecahedral and icosahedral symmetries are common. 
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As seed crystals, these large mythical beasts are now in a position to fold 

a diverse collection of smaller beasts - proteins - based on any and all platonic 
forms.  Empiric evidence suggests that this is exactly how proteins fold.  Is this 
the clue to a fundamental law of folding? 

But are crystal spicules common, and what relationship would they have 
to dodecahedrons?  Crystal spicules are fairly common phenomena, but 
dodecahedrons are not.  Dodecahedrons are very rare in natural crystal systems 
because the symmetry is an awkward way to make an interconnected lattice.  
Consequently, inorganic crystals demonstrating the five-fold symmetries of 
dodecahedrons are unusual, but five-fold symmetry is the rule rather than the 
exception in living systems.  What would a dodecahedral spicule look like? 
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 Again, merely a fanciful illustration of a dodecahedral crystal spicule, 
intentionally designed for a demonstrative reason.  I am not aware of any natural 
crystals that spontaneously form in this type of dodecahedral structure.  I aligned 
dodecahedrons sequentially and proportioned them so that their complimentary 
faces can be colored and the cores removed: 
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 I am not aware of any structure in nature like this, except�well�DNA, but 
that�s not really a crystal, is it?  This is the exact proportion of the double helix in 
DNA, which also demonstrates dodecahedral symmetry.  It has a major and 
minor grove, complimentarity, the same pitch, the same number of faces per 
rotation.  It is not meaningful in any sense other than as a fanciful parallel 
between DNA and a sequence of dodecahedrons.  This is not a typically useful 
crystallization strategy for carbon, which will generally take one of two pure forms 
in nature: graphite and diamond.  The precise form taken, and therefore the 
symmetry employed is a function of the environment in which it crystallizes. 
 

 
 
 In low pressure environments, such as at earth�s surface, carbon will 
crystallize into the six-fold symmetry of graphite.  At higher pressures carbon 
crystallizes into the four-fold symmetry of diamond. 
 

       
                            Graphite                                                     Diamond 
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 The differences in physical properties between these two structures are 
dramatic.  Color, luster, cleavage and hardness are quite disparate, and they 
form the basis of widely differing commercial value.  The environment produced 
the structure, and the structure produces the utility.  An environment where 
regular crystallization is not an option will favor strategies that embrace 
irregularity.  These are the type of strategies that demonstrate emergence.  They 
are agent-based strategies, where simple agents are acting on simple laws in 
huge numbers.  It is only through context and combination that more complex 
behavior begins to emerge from the system. 
 
 
Grandma 
 
 The theory of Babbage accounts with great probability for the rise of 
ground in the vicinity of volcanos, and Herschel�s theory accounts, perhaps, for 
the subsidence of deltas and other places where great accumulation of sediment 
occurs; and this latter theory has the additional advantage of accounting for 
metamorphism, and perhaps, also, for volcanic phenomena.  But it is evident that 
some other and more general theory is necessary to account for those great 
inequalities of the earth�s crust which form land and sea-bottom. 
 

Joseph Le Conte 
Elements of Geology � 1898 

 
 
 Life is a cascade of networked precursors.  Flesh, bone, talent, ideas, 
culture, it all moves along with time, propagating from one network to the next.  
We like to see linear relationships in the process, but I doubt that the linearity is 
more than an illusion. 
 My last living Grandparent just died, Grandma Naomi.  I learned a lot of 
things about her only after she died.  She was a special lady on many counts, but 
she had horrendous handwriting; of course I knew that before she died.  What I 
didn�t know was how beautiful her husband�s handwriting was, Grandpa�s.  She 
always wrote everything for the pair, but you could never read a damn word she 
wrote.  Grandpa could write like nobody�s business, but I never saw a thing he 
wrote until after they both died.  My Dad got his mother�s handwriting, which he 
didn�t give to me, because I have no handwriting at all, so I print, or I use my 
computer.  I can�t really decide which of my four grandparents is to blame. 
 Naomi attended the university of Chicago before girls generally went off to 
college, and she took geology classes.  My brother was a geology student as 
well, neither of us knew that she had preceded us in the study of geology.  After 
she died, he found some of her projects and textbooks.  Based on that material, 
she was clearly a better student and geologist than I ever was or ever will be.  
The above quote was from one of her books.  It is remarkable for two reasons.  
First, they had no clue whatsoever in 1898 about geology in the context of plate 
techtonics.  We now know that the crust of the earth is wandering around the 
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surface, but without that little tidbit of information there are a lot of facts that are 
absolute head-scratchers.  For instance, an ancient shoreline can somehow be 
located at the peak of a contemporary mountain.  They struggled valiantly to 
make sense of the data, but in the end they were debating the dance patterns of 
fairies on the head of a pin.  Second, the statement is remarkable for the line: 
 

But it is evident that some other and more general theory is necessary to 
account for those great inequalities of the earth�s crust which form land and sea-
bottom. 
 
 They knew what they didn�t know, and they were willing to withhold final 
judgment on the theory in lieu of better ideas to come.  They did not vex their 
cultural descendants with dogmatic insistence on one theory or another.  
Apparently the excitement of bigger ideas outweighed the fear of no ideas at all.  
To them, the interpretation of the earth�s crust without plate techtonics was like 
the interpretation of the genetic code without a dodecahedron.  It shouldn�t be 
done. 
 Differential settling was eventually replaced with a model of techtonics, but 
it was not an unreasonable guess, because heavy things sink.  The really heavy 
stuff in the earth is toward the center, and it gets hotter from pressure as we 
descend to the core.  Toward the periphery are left the lighter elements, the most 
interesting of which are carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and of course hydrogen.  The 
most interesting interaction of these elements at the surface of the earth - in the 
universe - is the interaction of hydrogen and oxygen to form water.  The 
properties of water are oddball in innumerable ways, but without them Life is 
improbable.  Seventy percent of the surface of the earth is water.  The 
atmosphere is full of it.  H2O exists on the periphery of earth in many forms, gas, 
liquid, ice, and in that most interesting of all forms, the semi-solid carbon slushy 
form of Life.  About seventy percent of Life is water.  Life is like a continuous 
crystalline outer crust on the surface of the earth.  What possible mechanism 
could get this crystal started all those billions of years ago?
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Mechanism of Assignment 
 
The linear genetic code is a system in which twenty amino acids are 

arbitrarily assigned to sixty-four codons - and that is all.  This is the only 
dimension in a one-dimensional mechanism, accidentally matching one codon 
with one amino acid.  The code arose by some unimaginably mystical 
mechanism about which we have little or no understanding.  Regardless of the 
actual steps taken, they were taken only once.  All traces of the mechanism must 
now be gone, because the process happened a long, long time ago, and couldn�t 
continue acting on the genetic code in the same way today.  It must have been 
an accident that got frozen, a frozen accident of monumental QWERTY 
proportions with which we are completely stuck.  Unfortunately, we cannot 
precisely model and rerun the process to see what types of assignments are 
possible and perhaps even probable.  Vast time and large numbers are required.  
Therefore, the genetic code is seen as the winner of some ancient, unknowable 
assignment lottery.  In addition to linear, and arbitrary, the code is also 
degenerate. 
 Call me sensitive, but it�s offensive to think of something beautiful, 
dynamic, efficient and powerful as frozen, one-dimensional, arbitrary and 
degenerate.  It seems that if we could somehow unlock the mystery of the lottery 
process, or assignment algorithm, we might gain insight into just what skill the 
components of the code possess, making them winners in what must be the 
contest of all contests.  We will create theoretical assignment algorithms, looking 
for a possible optimization. 

Despite its label, the linear genetic code is usually displayed in a two-
dimensional grid.  There is no stated interaction between the grid cells, or 
between the symbols of each grid identifier.  In other words, one cell could be 
placed next to any other without affecting the actual code.  If we use digits, 2 is 2, 
regardless of its position relative to other symbols, such as 421, versus 233.  It is 
therefore easy to imagine a way to assign identities to a variety of things.  Simply 
create a grid with every possible assignment, and begin filling the grid with 
objects to be assigned.  It doesn�t really matter what grid shape or symbol 
configuration we chose; at least we have no way at this time to evaluate how well 
one grid would serve us as opposed to any other. 
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I call this an identity grid with a maximum carrying capacity of sixty-
four.  Any grid such as this might actually identify some number of objects 
less than it�s maximum, which I call the optimized carrying capacity.  For 
instance, the above grid will identify only twenty different amino acids, so 
we say that the optimized carrying capacity of this grid is twenty.  The ratio 
of maximum to optimum carrying capacity is the degeneracy of the grid, 
which in this case is 3.2. 
Starting from this simplified model, let�s run a thought experiment and hold 

an assignment lottery.  To play the part of assignment objects lets imagine 
twenty types of ping-pong balls. 
 
 

 
 
 

On average, each type will appear 3.2 times.  Now imagine that the 
identity grid has walls around every cell, and each cell perfectly holds one 
ball.  Put all of the balls in a box and randomize them by shaking the box.  
Fun, fun, fun - drop all of the balls onto the grid so that each cell captures 
one ball.  We might see a pattern as follows. 
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The result of this random lottery is highly similar to the genetic code.  But 
there is also no reason to believe that any running of the experiment will produce 
a result any �better� than any other.  This is why the genetic code is considered 
arbitrary; it doesn�t necessarily mean anything that a ball occupies a cell.  Any 
ball would do just as well in any cell.  Our thought experiment by all appearances 
is a fair game of chance.  No component need demonstrate any skill over any 
other component to �win� their cell.  We could expect to hold a lottery tournament 
of these experiments over an eternity and never find a way to demonstrate 
accumulation of any meaningful properties.  This is the one dimension of the 
linear code: assignment. 

Of course this is the most simplified of all possible assignment algorithms.  
It is specifically designed to produce an identity grid with extraordinary similarities 
to the genetic code.  But it is very easy to identify the source of these similarities 
� they are designed into the algorithm.  Starting from these premises, we expect 
arbitrary results with no trace of optimization.  To move away from this triviality, 
we will need to examine and revise our premises. 

We have assumed in our running of the initial experiment that we already 
know some things about the final grid.  Of course all of these assumptions came 
from our knowledge of the actual outcome of the lottery that we are theoretically 
modeling.  We need to challenge some of the foundational assumptions, such as 
why our system is based on assigning words composed of 4 types of symbols in 
groups of three.  This assumption is at the heart of the grid we have built.  How 
do we know that there should be only 4 symbols?  Why not 3, or why not 8?  It is 
because the system is built on a 43 architecture that assures us that every result 
will have the same form.  Also it appears we have assumed which 4 symbols will 
be used and in what proportions.  Isn�t this a part of the optimization process?  
Shouldn�t the symbols and their arrangement also be drawn in a lottery just like 
the objects and the assignments?  But wouldn�t the symbol lottery and the word 
lottery and the object lottery somehow all depend on one another.  There is a 
huge, ugly recursion in this process somewhere.  Even if we were able to model 
these interdependencies, we still would have to build the model on some 
foundation of assumptions. 

One assumption that is less easy to justify is that the optimized carrying 
capacity must equal 20.  After all, it is hard to argue that anything predetermined, 
such as this, could somehow be the result of an optimization process.  In fact, it 
is quite baffling why the optimized carrying capacity should turn out to be 20 at 
all.  Why not 17, or 27, or 64, and why just those 20?  We know with certainty 
that there were many other assignment objects available for the genetic code 
besides those 20.  Even those had identical mirror twins, but for some reason 
only those 20 were drawn.  Why not let the twins play the lottery too? 

Perhaps there is some unanticipated affinity between the icons on the 
balls and the icons in the cells.  Perhaps this mystical affinity is so small that we 
could never detect it in a hundred or a thousand or a million runs of the 
experiment, but over the course of a billion runs, and with the help of sensitive 
statistical tools, we might detect it.  This imagined affinity is an assignment bias 
of some kind.  During the course of a billion years we could run the experiment 
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billions of billions of times and average the results.  Real or imagined, at the end 
of that prolonged experiment, the winners among objects for filling particular cells 
might begin to be seen as optimized for those cells if such a bias existed. 

We have, at this time, no reason to expect a resulting pattern that appears 
anything other than random.  However, if any such assignment bias does exist, 
we would expect a pattern reflecting that bias to emerge, and the average of all 
possible cell results could in some sense be seen as optimized for that bias.  The 
key here is that, bias or not, in the linear code there is no reason to expect a 
priori any one pattern or pattern type over any other.  The accident could have 
occurred in any ol� way, and then it was inevitably frozen, by the law of QWERTY 
I suppose.  Important to note however, with the addition of a bias in the system 
we are evolving from a fair game of chance to a fair game of skill. 

Still, there is no reason, other than hope, to expect the results of this 
experiment to resemble the genetic code any more closely than would be caused 
by all similarities built into the algorithm.  Furthermore, if we stopped any of our 
artificial practices of dropping balls we would expect the results to drift even 
further from the �ideal�.  If we are completely honest, there are a few more 
confessions we must make about this rigged game.  A fair lottery would require a 
whole box of symbols dropped into many grids before the ping-pong balls are 
dropped, and hundreds of different ping-pong balls instead of just twenty.  
Finally, where did we get the apparatus to run this lottery in the first place � 
doesn�t that have to develop before anything else?  When all of these pre-
ordained fixes get removed, all vestiges of the genetic code can be expected to 
disappear completely.  There is no hope of even holding a lottery, and nothing in 
this thought experiment useful toward modeling the ancient mystical genetic 
assignment algorithm.  That�s because we are operating on little to no theory, or 
construct.  We have an ad-hoc argument into which we are willing to place any 
and all empiric data.  Regardless of our experimental findings, we have decided 
that they will support our theory, or lack thereof.  To paraphrase Wolfgang Pauli, 
this theory has become so bad that it�s not even wrong.  This is truly a 
philosophical doctrine, not a scientific theory. 

 
Rafiki has an actual theory that the universe will work toward balance, 

begging the questions that must be begged.  What are we balancing, and what 
do we have to balance with � what is the apparatus?  Rafiki knows that the 
universe has precious few choices, and molecules always chose shape, so we 
should too.  We have been trying to model a multidimensional, interrelated 
network of components by sequestering them into arbitrary, unrelated grids.  We 
might chose to perceive the genetic code as linear, arbitrary and degenerate, but 
I suspect reality at the molecular level is nothing of the kind.  The first choice we 
must make is a choice of shape.  Our apparatus must be three-dimensional, so 
we will chose a shape that matches our empiric numbers from the genetic data 
table.  We have 3, 4, 5, 6, 20, and 64, so a dodecahedron might be an inspired 
choice.  This is the exact type of reasoning, based on Chagraffs rule, that lead in 
1953 to the assumption of base pairing and a double helix (not triple) in the 
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structure of DNA.  If it�s good enough for the double helix, it should be good 
enough for the genetic code. 

 

 
 

This is our identity network, and from this we can imagine a mechanism 
that will produce a network of identities.  We can substitute all of the fabulous 
symbols and colors developed earlier.  The dodecahedron as comprised of 
twelve interchangeable panels representing assignment symbols on the 
nucleotide side of the mechanism.  At the junction of any three panels is a 
suction cup. 

 
 

 
 

 
Instead of dropping balls onto a grid, we can envision a lottery process 

where a dodecahedron is tossed into a mass of ping-pong balls, a mélange we 
will call the sludge.  After being tossed, the dodecahedron is shaken, not stirred, 
and then retrieved.  Presumably, but not necessarily, upon retrieval the 
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dodecahedron will have a ball representing an assignment object stuck at each 
vertex.  Right off the bat we can see how this lottery is different, and we can 
begin to guess at the implications.  First of all, there is no absolute way to select 
nucleotide panels in building the dodecahedron, because we have assumed that 
it is substrate neutral.  In fact, there is no implied optimum number or 
configuration of different symbols, only that no configuration can have more than 
twelve symbols.  This is one conceivable way to include the symbol lottery in the 
process with the word lottery.  We are similarly not constrained on the list of 
potential candidates for object assignments.  Our sludge can include any and 
every possible option. 

The big downside is that this model does not seem to hold out hope that 
we can run a single assignment event; instead it will require a lengthy, expanded, 
iterative lottery process, perhaps going on forever.  Rather than speculate on 
what all of the parameters might need to be for a �successful� result, let�s just 
start with a first iteration.  We begin by selecting 12 panels; any twelve will do.  
Our box of ping-pong balls includes the standard 20, their mirror twins, and a 
gigantic host of other candidates.  Since we have at hand a color system of icons 
capable of identifying hundreds of objects, let�s imagine that each of the balls has 
one of these icons on it.  The ball types can be equally distributed, and we can 
imagine an infinite supply of every type. 

 
 

 
 
 

We must note that every ball is associated with three panels, but each 
panel is associated with five balls, and there doesn�t appear to be a clear word to 
object relationship.  In order to track the results of this and all future assignment 
events, we need to imagine a bookkeeping mechanism.  We will use assignment 
cards.  On each card we will record the results of each word-object assignment.  
Since this is not a one-to-one relationship, and since there is no way to dissect 
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out the potential bias of any one symbol from its five neighbors, or all 11 symbol 
companions for that matter, we will also record the sequence of all twelve 
symbols on the card.  Each object can be identified by 6 permutations of its 3 
associated symbols, so we need to make 6 cards for each ping-pong ball.  The 
complete results of our first iteration will be reflected in a set of 120 cards (20 X 6 
= 120).  There is no reason to believe that this iteration is representative of an 
optimization except in a very restricted, local sense.  First of all, the results were 
heavily dependant on our selection of the 12 symbols and their sequence.  We 
arbitrarily chose this configuration out of a virtually infinite number of possible 
choices. 

At this stage the process has decided nothing except the one thing we 
decided for it, which is shape.  Therefore the shape of the results, at the end of 
the day, will necessarily in some way involve a dodecahedron.  At step-one there 
are no nucleic acids, no amino acids, no codons, and no assignments, but the 
process can move onward from here. 

Before we can start thinking about calling this an optimization, we are 
going to have to at least check all possible configurations.  But since it is unlikely 
that a process existed to predict, force or duplicate any one configuration 
preferentially over any other at the time of the original assignment lottery, we 
must see the process as a configuration lottery as well.  No single iteration can 
be taken as �optimized�.  The �winner� will have to be some form of statistical 
winner.  Each card is taken as a �vote� for some particular symbol, word, 
configuration, object and assignment.  We will therefore have to run billions of 
iterations for each configuration.  This has turned into a huge undertaking, 
reminiscent of the Florida recount. 

Let�s imagine how this lottery might evolve.  Pick a day to start � let�s say 
next Tuesday.  Mark the day on your calendar with a big red X, and block out 
enough time to complete the process � say� a billion years should do it.  Show 
up bright and early on start day and we�ll jump right in.  We already have one 
toss down, one set of cards made, only a bazillion bazillion bazillion to go.  Each 
toss starts with a different configuration and ends with a new set of cards.  After 
we feel that we have created a sufficient sample, we take our total collection of 
cards over to our new, gleaming, ultra-efficient computer (donated by the good 
folks at Apple).  The computer has a high-speed (very high speed) card reader 
with a hopper the size of Texas.  The computer hums comfortingly, relentlessly 
gobbling cards, putting out little heat, requiring no maintenance.  In a short period 
of time the vote counter outputs the results. 

God only knows the format these results take.  The important thing is that 
these results are used to guide continued iterations.  (You didn�t think we were 
done, did you?)  Results can accumulate and the system can begin to move 
away from its starting point of complete disorder.  The system is being biased.  
Perhaps the vote counter tells us to abandon certain configurations because 
nothing sticks to them, or they don�t pick up a full load of objects.  Perhaps the 
universal counter suggests that we need to change the recipe of the sludge, add 
a little aspartate, for instance, or lysine.  Perhaps the computer tells us to start 
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trolling for objects with more than one network at a time.  It is not as important to 
speculate on what the exact results are as what type of results we might look for. 

The first conclusion we are likely to draw is that each assignment word will 
include 3 symbols.  This is not the same as concluding that each word only 
needs 3 symbols.  The two do not necessarily follow.  Any and every assignment 
might be contingent on a part of, or the entire configuration in which it appears.  
The only way to know is to run the experiment and tabulate the results.  Another 
conclusion that we can expect is that the number of symbols that �win� will 
somehow involve divisors of 12.  Since 3-symbol words have already been 
decided upon, it is pretty simple to expect that sets of 4 symbols are going to be 
hot in the running, but we can�t rule out the 2 and 6 families.  (DNA is actually a 
2nd order 2-symbol set.) 

The most interesting results we can expect involve the maximum and 
optimum carrying capacity of the network, and the degeneracy ratio.  Now, new 
questions need to be asked about what constitutes a separate word and a unique 
object.  Perhaps there are several varieties of previously perceived distinct 
objects.  It would no longer seem foolish and trivial to consider 6 unique 
permutations of the same symbol.  (This is where you, the reader, should be 
screaming and jumping up and down on the table, �you fool, you fool, you bloody 
fool!  You act like these damn ping-pong balls are amino acids.  Where are your 
tRNA?�) 

 
Oh yeah, thanks, I forgot�  Calm down. 
 
The selection process must somehow include tRNA and a second 

dimension.  We know that in the first dimension codons match tRNA, and in the 
second dimension tRNA match amino acids.  We know that one codon can 
match multiple tRNA, and one tRNA can match multiple codons.  There are two 
obvious dimensions to this mechanism, and there are no linear relationships 
between the components.  This is not news to anybody.  Somebody please tell 
me why we continue to insist that this process is linear and one-dimensional, 
when no aspect of it matches that definition.  This is mass hypnosis.  It is blind 
faith in a philosophical doctrine.  Hello, anybody awake yet?  I�m going to count 
down from three and everybody will awaken from the spell: three, two, one.  
Good morning. 
 

We must finally see that this mechanism includes tRNA on some level.  It 
cannot be only about codons and amino acids.  The selections come as sets, or 
kits for building.  It is a symmetry kit of shapes and other properties.  We might 
expect that amino acids and nucleic acids get selected simultaneously, not 
individually.  We might also expect the ratio and balance of sets, four nucleic 
acids and twenty amino acids, must also be simultaneously selected.  In this way 
these sets can be seen as optimized, perhaps so much so that they are relatively 
forced moves.  This does not mean, however, that the interactions of these sets 
are forced, they are irregular enough that they cannot be forced.  They remain 
dynamic and changeable; they are free to adapt.  Storage and translation of 
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information must be addressed simultaneously.  The interface, or genetic code 
can continue to evolve despite being forced - or allowed - to work within the 
constraints of these strongly forced moves. 

If we accept this model, we might also want to alter some of our other 
dogmatic thinking about the genetic code.  Perhaps it�s not a single, linear code, 
but a network of interrelated codes.  We can then call into question the view that 
the code is meaningless and arbitrary; each word means something different in 
its own context, and it was optimized for that meaning within all contexts.  It is a 
genome of massive numbers of overlapping sequences and the ability to 
translate them into proteins.  Just by changing the ratio of nucleic acids in the 
genome, the code in that organism changes, which has in fact been observed in 
the data.  Finally, there is a very good reason to suspect that it is not degenerate, 
at least not in the way currently proposed. 

 
Good morning, Dr. Pangloss, how do you do? 
 

 We can now combine all of these seemingly disparate approaches to the 
distribution of assignments, beginning with the un-weighted table that we 
developed earlier.  We know that the table creates three kinds of triplets and six 
kinds of codons 
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I II1 II2 II3 III1 III2 

      
 
 
 

 
 
 

Class Type Number
Primary (I) 1 4 
Secondary (II) 1 12 
Secondary (II) 2 12 
Secondary (II) 3 12 
Tertiary (III) 1 12 
Tertiary (III) 2 12 

 
 
 
 We are interested in biasing the unbiased data to see if we can 
demonstrate a correlation with the possible assignment bias inherent in the 
actual assignment mechanism.  To do this we borrowed the formula from the 
textbook grid to create our own weighting of the assignment data, and we found 
a rainbow.  The rainbow began with a systematic biasing of codons - one to sixty-
four - and combined this bias with amino acid water affinity.  We also used a 
similar formula to bias triplets with respect to nucleic acids �not chosen� in the 
codon, which seems kind of funny, but we are searching for a balance of forces.   
The Gamow test demonstrates that there is a correlation between the triplet 
energy and the codon energy.  Now we can finally apply the weighting of codons 
and triplets to the un-weighted grid.  We will do this by subtracting the triplet 
energy (energy hole) from the codon energy (energy present).  This can rightly 
be viewed as creation of �wobble� groups, because mathematically it has the 
effect of dropping the last nucleic acid in the triplet and only weighting the other 
two. 
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This data table is essentially the subtraction of the triplet table from the 
rainbow codon table, and it seems to have the least of all possible patterns.  
However, it creates sixteen distinct four-codon energy categories that can be 
ordered as follows: 
 
#  E C1 C2 C3 C4 
1  48  
2  41  
3  36  
4  34  
5  33  
6  27  
7  24  
8  22  
9  19  

10  18  
11  17  
12  12  
13  11  
14  9  
15  6  
16  3  
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 Each category is a collection of four codons that share nucleic acid 
identities, but interestingly they are created by different nucleic acids in position 
#1 and #2 of four different triplets.  This is a distinction that only comes to light 
from the un-weighted twelve-symbol grid.  All groups can be ordered based on 
the common energy of the group.  When we plug the assignment data that nature 
has given us into this presentation format, we see a 100% correlation between 
assignments and these categories.  No amino acid is assigned outside its 
category unless it has more than four codons. 
 
 
Highly    Isoleucine 

 
 

   
 

Hydrophobic   Phenylalanine   
  

  

   Valine   
    

   Leucine 
      

   Methionine      
 

   Tryptophan      
 

   Alanine   
    

   Glycine   
    

   Cysteine   
  

STOP  

   Tyrosine   
  

STOP STOP 

   Proline   
    

   Threonine   
    

   Serine 
      

   Histidine   
  

  

   Glutamate     
  

   Asparagine   
  

  

   Glutamine     
  

   Aspartate   
  

  

Highly    Lysine     
  

Hydrophilic   Arginine 
      

   STOP     
 

 
 
 Most people will be tempted to attribute this perfect correlation to wobble, 
but this is a mistake.  For wobble to be the force behind this perfect assignment 
pattern, it would have to be important enough to actually work.  Remember, 
wobble was a factor proposed to explain and mitigate redundancy.  It was a way 
to reduce tRNA populations below sixty-four, but there are more than sixty-four 
tRNAs in an organism.  Either wobble doesn�t work, or it can�t work for this tRNA 
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reducing trick; either way it cannot be the force driving this pattern.  It is likely that 
wobble does work as a serendipitous advantage of something else.  Without 
wobble, an organism requires even more tRNA.  The pattern here is related to 
the symmetry of a dodecahedron, and a weighting of nucleic acids on some 
metric within the dodecahedron.  I suspect that water affinity is playing a role. 
 
 

 
 
 
 Many times energy, or force will obey an inverse square law.  The energy 
of light and the force of gravity are two prime examples.  In this case we were 
obligated to square our values of nucleic acids so that they would create distinct 
�energy� values.  We can now demonstrate that the assignment of amino acids 
follows some rule that not only respects these values, but depends on the 
symmetry of a dodecahedron.  It now seems implausible that the mystical, 
ancient assignment process was not following a scheme that turned on the 
symmetry of a dodecahedron, and somehow obeyed an inverse square law of 
molecular forces. 
 We can speculate on what these forces might be.  If we orient the sixteen 
discrete energy categories within their natural habitat of a dodecahedron, we see 
their unmistakable pattern, and can begin to guess what they might be balancing. 
 
 

 
 
 
 There are at least two apparent forces balancing in the assignment data.  
The most obvious is water affinity, as there is a strong suggestion of a rainbow 
running from Methionine at the start to STOP at the end.  This presentation of the 
data recalls a fanciful crystal that we created earlier. 
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 The second force being balanced is perhaps less obvious.  There is also a 
clear consistency to the overall pattern of assignment, but it is only apparent 
when viewed from the context of shape.  Note the middle of the progression.  
The two middle clusters comprising the 32 codons in the center of the code 
demonstrate the strongest symmetry with respect to assignment consistency.  
They seem to support two amino acids, Glycine, the universal swivel, and 
proline, the universal latch.  A code that placed importance on these properties of 
amino acids can be expected to build around them. 
 We can suspect that the code is a recursive process, which begs the 
question of what is being recursed.  The linear model is based on the concept of 
recursion of points, generating a line � a number line.  Rafiki sees the process as 
a recursion of shapes, generating a sequence of shapes.  This recursion is of 
course itself recursive, and complex shapes will rapidly accumulate.
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Constrain, Leverage, Build � Languages Revisted 
 

If we view a living system as a crystallization process, as crass as that 
sounds, the interface of crystal symmetries highlights a point of interest.  Every 
living thing on this planet (that we all agree on as living) is based on carbon.  
Organic carbon organizes primarily around two key symmetries.  The nucleotides 
take care of information storage and transfer, and the amino acids are primarily 
responsible for building stuff.  Nucleotides favor the dodecahedron due to the 
five-ness of their ribose rings, and amino acids are tetrahedrons due to the four-
ness of the α-carbon. 
 

 
 
 The dodecahedron plays the role of a seed crystal to the tetrahedron, 
despite the symmetry incongruities.  Unlike ordinary seed crystals, however, 
tetrahedrons do not stay with dodecahedrons; they dock only temporarily.  It is 
just long enough to link up with other tetrahedrons, and they�re off again to frolic 
in the ocean of chaos.  In this way the dodecahedrons teach the tetrahedrons a 
sequential alignment.  The interaction of these two symmetries is not permanent, 
but it is repetitive.  The exact same molecule can play the role of seed crystal 
countless times; it is a re-usable template, a teacher to millions.  The system has 
the ability to learn, and Life here is at least a four-plus-billion year accumulation 
of learned crystal growth tricks.  Life has the capacity to save a trick once learned 
and build upon it.  Tricks can then be modified and combined.  No single trick can 
amount to a hill of beans, but when taken in context, repeated bazillions of times, 
and timed just right, the whole network of tricks is truly magical.  The resulting 
complexity of the system is staggering, but the fundamental rules at its base are 
not. 
 All of the clever tricks life has learned are the result of the interface 
between one set of molecules and another, which amounts to an interface of 
shapes, the forces they represent, and the information they possess. 
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M.C. Escher 
Reptiles 

 
Of all the interfaces in the natural world - gas-liquid, hot-cold, order-chaos 

- the fundamental interface enabling Life is the interface between shapes.  It is a 
basic set of shape-based relationships, logically and consistently producing 
irregularity and diversity.  The shapes themselves are completely regular, but the 
interface between them produces output that appears irregular.  If the system is 
to be dynamic and interesting, and indeed this is exactly what it is, it must escape 
simple regularity.  It functions as if it were aperiodic.  This should be 
unmanageable from a builder�s perspective, especially for a builder so simple as 
a molecule.  Fortunately, there is logic in the madness.  The shapes themselves 
serve as holding platforms for the information about this aperiodicity, creating a 
form of language between them.  This brings us back to polyhedrish � the 
language of shapes. 
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We return to our four-color dodecahedron, and the same dodecahedron 
with the dual tetrahedrons embedded inside.  We now have enough background 
to ask how these structures might store information, perform self-replication, and 
direct the assembly of proteins.  More interesting, we can ask what kind of 
language might get these jobs done, and what system could bootstrap itself into 
a position to do them.  We know from our previous work that we can find 120 
unique tetrahedrons inside this object, but keeping all of them straight is a real� 
mental chore.  We will help ourselves in this task by imagining a place-keeper, or 
reader tetrahedron.  We can surround our amalgamated shape with this reader, 
and label the vertices to track its position. 
 

 
 

The tetrahedral reader, which we will call the glider, serves as a marker for 
the shared points of a given tetrahedron within the dodecahedron, which we will 
call the globe.  For instance, the glider above is aligned with the solid purple 
tetrahedron within the globe as follows. 
 

 
 
 There are many possible languages that can direct the glider � and our 
thinking � to the exact tetrahedron within the dodecahedron.  We have a huge 
number of possibilities for the structure of this language.  We humans will 
understand any language differently than a molecule would understand that 
same language.  Humans � surprisingly - require more information than 
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molecules to get a clear picture in this domain.  Molecules require very little 
information to get the picture when it comes to shapes.  However, Life is a very 
complex set of hierarchical information processes, and we would expect the 
language employed by Life to be at least as powerful and complex as the English 
language, if not many orders of magnitude more so.  After all, molecular 
languages subtend spoken languages, and the sum of all living processes owes 
its existence to a long development of the �codes� of Life. 
We will take advantage of the relationships of tetrahedrons within a 
dodecahedron to create clear symbols for humans to talk shape with each other 
� I call these symbols glyphs.  Start by recognizing that the above tetrahedron 
only requires two points of specification, allowing conventions for our glider.  The 
first point specified on the dodecahedron will be the green point on the glider, 
and the second point specified on the dodecahedron will be the red point on the 
glider.  Since a tetrahedron and a colored ball identify every point on the 
dodecahedron, we can specify any dodecahedral point with a triangle and a 
circle.  If on our glyph we put the first point in front of the second we can always 
identify first and second no matter what our orientation to the glyph.  With this 
system we can identify tetrahedrons as follows. 
 

 
 
 With this glyph we can easily identify the tetrahedral �meaning� by 
the visual information carried in the glyph.  Another example of a glyph 
and its tetrahedron follows. 
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Not only are these two tetrahedrons identified by these glyphs, but the exact 
glider rotation out of the twelve possible rotations is identified as well.  Following 
is an example of both tetrahedrons with two of their twelve rotations. 
 
 

 
 
 

There are 120 tetrahedrons, so we need 120 glyphs to implement this 
language.  This is almost seven bits of information.  But we saw earlier when we 
tessellated the dodecahedron that we can leverage the symmetry relationships to 
reduce the information requirement considerably.  Every tetrahedron shares each 
of its four points with four other tetrahedrons.  To reference one of these linked 
tetrahedrons we merely specify the color of the glider aligned with the shared 
point, and rotate the other three in the only way they can be rotated without 
disrespecting the dodecahedron.  Each tetrahedron can therefore support four 
different rotations to another linked tetrahedron as follows. 
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 This provides us with a simple system or language for recording a �walk� 
through the linked tetrahedrons within a dodecahedron.  Here is an example of a 
six-step walk. 
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 Interestingly, here is another six-step walk that is completely different, but 
it starts and ends in the exact same place. 
 

 
 
There are in fact 16 unique six-step walks that start and end in this place.  
Amazing!  There are no �target� tetrahedrons that require more than six steps to 
reach, but any of them could have valid walks that require more than six steps 
without duplicating a position on the path.  This means that these maps or paths 
or sequences are nonlinear; they are aperiodic. 
Two periodic shapes that want to team up to form aperiodic crystals would 
benefit from an aperiodic language and maps such as this.  If the interface 
between them, and therefore the maps, were regular or periodic, then the 
resulting behavior would be regular crystal growth.  Life would be frozen.  
Regular shapes interfacing in a regular way have no advantage in dealing with 
chaos, and certainly they have no way of embracing it.  For life to thrive it needs 
a logic structure and a strategy that is not regular or FROZEN.  It must embrace 
change and benefit from it. 
Above is a subtle but exceptionally powerful demonstration of the missing 
element in the linear model.  We can get a better feel for this with a side-by-side 
comparison.  Let�s say that we somehow stumble upon a mechanism that joins 
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the above tetrahedrons consistently first point to second.  What do we get?  In 
the case of the Rafiki model we get the following. 
 

 
 
 Here we have started and ended with the same two tetrahedrons, used 
the same amount of information, but created two entirely different chains of 
seven tetrahedrons.  We know the exact pattern and rotation of each tetrahedron 
in both chains because of its relationship to the first.  In the case of the linear 
model, we do not have the advantage of describing actual tetrahedrons, so we 
could never be this specific.  In the case of the linear model we get something 
like the following. 
 

 
 
 This isn�t too awful, except for one thing:  It took a helluva lot more 
information to produce the sequence in the linear model!  Each strand in the first 
illustration required twelve bits of information to generate.  The linear model 
requires 36 bits of information to do its �magic�.  Not very impressive is it?  From 
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the linear model we are told nothing of the really important stuff, like which 
tetrahedron in which orientation.  Linearity seems content to hemorrhage 
valuable opportunities to say something important.  It requires three times more 
information input for less than one-sixth the information output.  How could this 
system win any competition, let alone the most important, ceaseless, brutal 
competition in the history of this planet? 
 
 It couldn�t. 
 
 The advantage enjoyed by the first system is unexpected � it is called 
constraint.  Sometimes a constraint can be an advantage when it comes to 
information.  This was the brilliant insight by Wolfgang Pauli when he posited his 
electron exclusion principle.  Let me say that again.  Sometimes a constraint can 
be an advantage.   When one develops an information system, one should 
leverage constraints.  If you begin programming computers using a PC Junior 
running DOS, you will learn this or you will die.  If you know your constraints, you 
can use them and get more from less. 
 
 There are two questions that must be asked of an information system: 
 
What are the constraints? 
How can we use them? 
 
 If we begin a study of an information system, like Life, we must ask the 
exact same questions.  Life is constrained to a molecular system, and molecules 
are constrained to shapes.  How can we use this?  The above example illustrates 
this perfectly.  Because we are constrained to tetrahedrons, a language that 
leverages tetrahedrons will win the day. 
 So, is this the language of the genetic code? 
 
 No. 
 
 What� wait, I � what? 
 
 The above illustration is for humans; we are not molecules.  We could 
never appreciate this point on a molecular level, but we can get close.  We are 
required to visualize the information in order to understand it, and our visual 
information processing is more cumbersome.  However, we can begin to guess 
at the constraints, and begin to guess at the best system to take advantage of 
these constraints.  We must start with the difference between the dodecahedron 
and the tetrahedron, recognize their relationships, and imagine systems that 
would allow them to talk.  The above illustration demonstrates that it is useful to 
first identify a point on the dodecahedron.  From this initial point we are left with 
six options of vertices to assign as the second point. 
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 We can easily see that there are two basic choices of tetrahedrons � 
purple major and green minor � and that each of these has three rotational 
choices as well.  These are constraints of the system, and it would be nice if we 
could find a place to use them.  We know that the peptide bond contains similar 
constraints in that it can take one of two major bond configurations � cis and 
trans � and each bond has three major stable rotational energies as 
demonstrated by the Ramachandran plot.  Let�s look at our dodecahedral 
information and see if it can easily assimilate these constraints. 
 We know that three faces can specify a point on a dodecahedron.  If each 
face carries one of four colors then each point can be specified by six bits of 
information.  We also know that there are six permutations of three faces, and 
each face will initiate exactly two permutations.  We could easily match all of 
these constraints in a table. 
 

 
 
 Things get even more complex when you consider that molecules can 
cheat.  We humans can observe the rule that four colors means two bits, but a 
molecule might not be this formal.  Every molecule feels the influence of every 
molecule around it.  When we take this into account, we must consider the 
context of every nucleotide as well as its identity.  This might be the real value of 
the McNeil subscripts; they can turn two bits into four.  Now there is at least a 
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reason to suspect that the system is capable of making distinctions between 
permutations of the same three nucleotides based on their context. 
  

 
 
 This requires that each codon must have a context.  It must take into 
account the surrounding nucleotides in order to determine its own identity.  With 
these new constraints molecules are capable of identifying any tetrahedron in a 
dodecahedron from a single point.  They can leverage every drop of information 
and then some out of the system because of, not despite its constraints.  There is 
plenty of evidence available today that demonstrates that this system is 
interested in leverage, not waste, and why shouldn�t it be? 
Polyhedrish appears to have a perfect set of constraints to serve as a platform 
for packing in the shape based information in the genetic code.  When the 
system got started there was no possible mechanism to do anything else.  
Identity of a molecule would take a backseat to shape.  The string of beads 
produced by the information in the linear model would require quite a bit of 
infrastructure to get going, whereas shapes are plug and play.  It seems logical 
that identities of molecules would be far less important from the word go, and 
shapes would dominate the action.  The information system capable of storing 
and repeatedly utilizing any crystal trick must be all about shape.  With time, lots 
of time, and errors, lots of errors, the system would learn how to leverage its own 
constraints.  My guess is that it is still learning.  Some tricks will inevitably work in 
some environments better than others, and environments are constantly 
changing, so it is a good idea to keep options open, rather than frozen, to the 
extent possible.  The functional imperative is change, not freeze. 
Symbiosis is a powerful pattern in the history of Life.  We could never have 
gotten this far without it, and it�s natural to draw a parallel to these shapes.  It�s 
as if two shapes act symbiotically to get a job done that one could never do 
alone.  There clearly is a non-linear logic at work beneath the genetic code, but 
we have somehow been blind to it.  It is as if the symbols we see, and the 
meaning we infer are completely different from the universe in which the 
molecules operate.  To go beyond our natural limitations, we must imagine 
creative ways to shed our anthropomorphic biases, and we must imagine bizarre 
new tools to help us do this.
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Quantum Geometry 
(Super-Symmetry for Dummies) 
 
 

That�s why they call it golf � all the good words were taken. 
 

Anonymous 
 
 
 It seems as though our natural languages are cluttered by misapplications 
of good words to important basics.  For instance, it would be fabulous if the word 
�atom� had never been applied to the basic structure we now know as an atom.  
Democritus originally coined the term to apply to that which could not be divided.  
Of course atoms can be divided in countless ways, we now know, starting with 
sub-atomic particles and drilling many orders of magnitude down from there.  
Similarly, geometry is riddled with misnomers. 
 Traditional geometry is the basis of all mathematics.  It is an axiomatic 
system of logic using the concept of point space.  Recursion of points produces 
more points, lines, planes and solids.  If we conceptualize this system as the 
nesting of a single function, we can describe it as follows: 
 
x = point 
f(x) = line 
f(f(x)) = plane 
f(f(f(x))) = solid 
 
 However a point is seen as a dimensionless entity, and this is an 
exceptionally hard concept to illustrate.  How does one graphically demonstrate a 
non-dimension?  Of course years of casual usage makes us entirely comfortable 
with the concept, and we�ve become accustomed to seeing �points� on a printed 
page. 
 
x = point 

 
 
f(x) = line 

 
 
f(f(x)) = plane 
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f(f(f(x))) = solid 

 
 
 

This system quantizes distance, but does not quantize angle.  
Consequently, a continuum of angle is required, which produces a 
complimentary continuum of distance.  The only angle intrinsic to the system is a 
right angle, so it is natural that the cube is the fundamental solid in traditional 
geometry. 

 

 
 
 Points generate planes, so planes cannot have thickness.  The quantum 
dimension of distance is derived from the difference between locations of two 
points, or two planes. 
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If we adopt a protocol that only allows discrete points in three-dimensional 
space, then only discrete angles between lines can be generated.  We know that 
certain angles can never be generated because certain solids cannot be 
generated in this space.  For instance, a dodecahedron cannot be generated, 
because discrete points can never perfectly align; therefore, the angles in a 
dodecahedron will not be discretely quantized in this space.  However, a cube is 
dual to an octahedron and contains two tetrahedrons, so they all can comfortably 
exist within the system. 
 

 
 
 If points in such a way fill space, then these shapes should also fill it, and 
the duality of the tetrahedrons in the cube should be apparent. 
 

 
 
 In fact, it is quite common for periodic crystals to use this type of symmetry 
as a blueprint for growth. 
 

 
 

However, it is not even possible to construct a dodecahedron in such a 
system.  We could continue to add points to the lattice, and get closer and closer 
to a fair approximation of a dodecahedron, but this would hardly qualify as a 
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�perfect� solid.  This begs the question of how a logical system of cubic points 
could even deal with a dodecahedron, since it is now an imaginary object.  How 
does an information system make imaginary choices based on imaginary logic?  
This suggests we try a slightly different approach. 

  
 Quantum geometry, like traditional geometry, is an axiomatic system of 
logic that is based on recursion.  The fundamental element is a plane, and a 
recursion of this element produces a dodecahedron as the fundamental solid.  
Conceptualization of this system by nesting functions can be described as 
follows: 
 
x = plane 
f(x) = angle 
f(f(x)) = point 
f(f(f(x))) = shape 
f(f(f(f(x)))) = solid 
f(f(f(f(f(x))))) = all solids 
 
 In this system, all regular and semi-regular solids are generated; 
therefore, all angles within them are quantized.  A non-imaginary logic can now 
be constructed around any solid.  The first iteration quantizes distance, and the 
second iteration quantizes angle.  Operations and notations that embody one will 
embody the other.  No continuums are required, so only quantum operations are 
permitted.  A complete re-examination of the geometric elements allows old 
terms to acquire new meanings. 
 
x = plane    f(x) = angle 

                
 
f(f(x)) = point     f(f(f(x))) = shape 
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f(f(f(f(x)))) = solid     f(f(f(f(f(x))))) = all solids 

                   
 
 

The most notable difference between the two systems of geometry is the 
inversion of points and planes in the hierarchy.  In point space three points are 
required to form a plane, but in plane space three planes are required to form a 
point.  Points continue to be dimensionless objects, but they no longer underpin 
the dimensions of length and angle.  The next most notable difference is in the 
concept of angle.  In point space, angle is not iterated; it is derived from lines.  
Specifically, the relationship between two lines in a plane generates an angle.  In 
plane space the intersection of two planes generates an angle, and the 
intersection of two angles generates a relative angle in a plane. 

Despite the length dimension of a plane, we can still conceive of a point as 
a dimensionless entity, and in the case of six intersecting planes there are 20 
points.  To help visualize the concept of a point in this system we will imagine the 
solid made by the intersection of the six iterated planes. 
 
 

 
 
 
 Let�s call this the quantum dodecahedron; it is the atomic level of the 
system, and is itself not dimensionless.  The distance between parallel faces is 
one plane thickness.  These illustrations have reduced the thickness of planes 
relative to the quantum dodecahedron to merely demonstrate relative 
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orientations not relative thickness.  If we remove all but one plane from the 
intersection we can see the contribution of a single plane to the intersection. 
 

 
   
 Adding a second plane back into the intersection produces the following 
relationship of two planes. 
 

 
 
 The third plane in the intersection produces a point. 
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 There are two discrete segments to this intersection: an upper and a 
lower.  In isolation there is no real need to differentiate between the two 
segments.  However, if we imagine the system as comprised of not just single 
planes but infinite layers of planes, then there is a need to differentiate between 
the upper and lower portions of the intersection.  For instance, lets imagine the 
purple planes that lie above and below this intersection. 
 

 
 

The purple plane above the intersection will see the point defined as Red 
� Yellow � Purple, and the plane below the intersection will see it as Red � 
Purple � Yellow.  Therefore, the system presents a logical way to determine 
position of a plane relative to a point.  The other issue that is less intuitive is the 
status of the remaining three planes in the intersection relative to the point. 
 

 
 
 It is as if these three planes are not present at this particular point; 
however, they are present in the quantum dodecahedron. 
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 Similarly, these �missing planes� at a point maintain a logical relationship 
to the planes participating in the defining intersection of three planes. 
 

 
 
 Therefore we have identified three logical qualities of every plane at a 
point.  There is an upper quality, a lower quality and an absent quality.  We can 
assign the following symbols to these qualities. 
 
�+� = upper 
�-�  = lower 
�0� = absent 
 
 
 Using these trinary symbols we can now construct a concise description of 
the twenty discrete points in a quantum dodecahedron.  We can provide all of the 
relevant information in a table with 120 cells � a truth table if you will. 
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1 + + + 0 0 0 
2 + 0 + + 0 0 
3 + + 0 0 + 0 
4 0 + + 0 0 + 
5 + 0 0 + 0 - 
6 + 0 0 0 + - 
7 0 + 0 - + 0 
8 0 + 0 - 0 + 
9 0 0 + 0 - + 

10 0 0 + + - 0 
11 0 0 - - + 0 
12 0 0 - 0 + - 
13 0 - 0 + 0 - 
14 0 - 0 + - 0 
15 - 0 0 0 - + 
16 - 0 0 - 0 + 
17 0 - - 0 0 - 
18 - - 0 0 - 0 
19 - 0 - - 0 0 
20 - - - 0 0 0 

 
  
 We can now use this information as a basis for building virtually any 
quantum shape by infinitely layering all of the planes. 
 

 
  
 It is curious that dodecahedrons cannot fill space, but dodecahedral 
planes can.  All the Platonic and Archimedean solids can be easily defined within 
this system.  For instance, we know that eliminating points from the above truth 
table can create five cubes and ten tetrahedrons.  We also can organize symbols 
to create an icosahedron and octahedrons.  Scaling is also a simple matter of 
adding a global quantifier to the table, opening the door for combinations of 
solids of varying sizes. 

There are many disorienting consequences of these changes in geometry, 
but all operations of point space can be performed in plane space.  The opposite 
is not true.  The operations of plane space are all performed with real numbers.  
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In point space the construction of simple elements, such as circles and 
dodecahedrons cannot be achieved with real numbers alone.  point space 
requires a continuum of numbers brought about by the absence of quantized 
angles.  Numbers not included in the set of real numbers do not exist in quantum 
geometry.  They are achieved through relative properties of the system.  Even Pi 
becomes a real number, one that is relative to scale. 
 Because point space is an axiomatic system of logic, it has been used to 
produce matrices of logic.  Quantum geometry can likewise be used to generate 
logic matrices different from traditional geometry.  The matrices of plane space 
embody the matrices of point space; but again, the opposite does not hold.  This 
becomes apparent when we translate the trinary information in the above table 
into binary information.  To do this, we will map the above six-color quantum 
dodecahedron onto the four-color �genetic� dodecahedron that we developed 
earlier. 
 
 
Binary to Trinary Translation Table 
   

 + 0 0 0 0 0 

 0 + 0 0 0 0 

 0 0 + 0 0 0 

 0 0 0 + 0 0 

 0 0 0 0 + 0 

 0 0 0 0 0 + 

 - 0 0 0 0 0 

 0 - 0 0 0 0 

 0 0 - 0 0 0 

 0 0 0 - 0 0 

 0 0 0 0 - 0 

 0 0 0 0 0 - 
 
 
 It is readily apparent that the translation involves the addition of six new 
color combinations to the six that we have been using.  Therefore, a translation 
of the above dodecahedron truth table will require an addition of 120 cells, 
bringing the total to 240. 
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1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
6 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
7 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
8 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
9 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
10 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
11 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
13 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
14 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
15 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 
16 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 

 
 
One might conclude that a binary view of trinary information would neglect 

exactly half of the information.  A view of the genetic code as built around 
quantum logic would build shapes in plane space, as opposed to point space.  
Quantum logic can be viewed as a twelve-symbol binary system.  This logic 
simultaneously delivers information about position and angle, because the two 
forms of information are inseparable in quantum geometry.  Our application of 
the logic of point space has effectively hidden from us half of the information in 
the genetic code � the stereochemistry half.  Here�s what the assignments look 
like when they are translated into a quantum geometry twelve-symbol format. 
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Isoleucine   

AUU AUC AUA 
 

Phenylalanine   
UUU UUC 

  

Valine   
GUU GUC GUA GUG 

Leucine 
UUA UUG CUU CUC CUA CUG 

Methionine      
AUG 

Tryptophan      
UGG 

Alanine   
GCU GCC GCA GCG 

Glycine   
GGU GGC GGA GGG 

  

  

Cysteine   
UGU UGC 

Tyrosine   
UAU UAC 

Proline   
CCU CCC CCA CCG 

Threonine   
ACU ACC ACA ACG 

Serine 
AGU AGC UCU UCC UCA UCG 

Histidine   
CAU CAC 

  

Glutamate     
GAA GAG 

Asparagine   
AAU AAC 

  

Glutamine     
CAA CAG 

Aspartate   
GAU GAC 

  

Lysine     
AAA AAG 

Arginine 
AGA AGG CGU CGC CGA CGG 

STOP 
UGA 

   
UAA UAG 

 
 The linear model views this table as a 4-64 relationship.  From the context 
of a dodecahedron the code becomes a 12-120 relationship.  If each of the four 
nucleotides is taken within context and its positional value is considered, then the 
code can distinguish between twelve distinct nucleotide symbols.  From this 
perspective codons become syllables in words that mean peptide bonds, and 
there are potentially more than 64 syllables.  This kind of thinking is not without 
precedent.  Harold Morowitz, a master bio-physicist and expert in emergence, 
suggested to me a parallel to the Pauli exclusion principle in quantum physics.  I 
had to go back to freshman chemistry to see what he meant.  Pauli postulated 
that no two electrons could share the same quantum numbers.  This means that 
each electron carries a unique quantum value, and in this way each electron is 
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informative.  In fact, according to Dr. Morowitz, matter itself is informative due to 
the pruning nature of Pauli�s exclusion principle.  I can�t argue with that. 
 Rafiki is proposing a Pauli-like exclusion principle of its own.  In the Rafiki 
code no two nucleotides can share the same value; therefore, twelve are 
required.  Since only four brands of nucleotide are used in the actual code, the 
context of each nucleotide becomes essential, and the only context available is 
the nearby body of nucleotides.  This is a model of overlapping contexts � it is a 
network model.  The full set of codon permutations takes on a new hue, as 
illustrated in the following table: 
 
 

 
Phe Phe Phe Phe Phe UUU Phe 

 
Leu Leu Cys Cys Val UUG Val 

 
Phe Phe Ser Ser Leu UUC Leu 

.. 
UUA Leu Leu Tyr Tyr Iso Iso 

 
Ala Arg Asp Gln Ser GCA Thr 

 
Gly Gly Gly Gly Gly GGG Gly 

 
Gly Gly Glu Glu Arg GGA Arg 

 
Gly Gly Ala Ala Arg GGC Arg 

 
Gly Gly Val Val Trp GGU Trp 

. 
Thr His Leu Tyr ACU Iso Ser 

 
Pro Pro Pro Pro Pro CCC Pro 

 
Pro Pro Leu Leu Ser CCU Ser 

 
Pro Pro His His Thr CCA Thr 

 
Pro Pro Arg Arg Ala CCG Ala 

 
STOP Val STOP Asp Met UGA Ser 

 
Lys Lys Lys Lys Lys AAA Lys 

.. 
Asn Asn STOP AAU Iso Iso STOP 

 
Asn Asn Thr Thr Gln AAC Gln 

 
Lys Lys Arg Arg Glu AAG Glu 

 
Leu Ser Arg Cys Ala CUG Val 
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 I have barely started playing with the logic of quantum geometry, but I am 
optimistic that further investigation will yield a more accurate logical mechanism 
of the genetic code, and therefore allow us to translate all of the information 
therein.  It seems as though certain relationships are a natural fit, and a simple 
language is behind it.  This language gives a better distribution of relationships 
than the second order binary approach currently in vogue.  For instance, the data 
shows that only 5% of peptide bonds are in the cis configuration.  A quantum 
code would better support that language, as there is a one in twenty chance of 
two codons being total opposites in their planar configurations.  Could this be the 
signal for a cis bond, and all the rest are trans by default? 
 Other patterns are intriguing, such as the relationship between the start 
signal Methionine, , and the three signals for STOP , , .  
This cluster is directly opposite the �middle� of the code in the area of proline 

, which is the king of cis bonds.  Could there be a correlation between 
mutations attempting cis bonds and translation termination?  It is also interesting 
to note the non-Gamow-like distribution of the planes within each assignment 
cluster.  This is another striking illustration of the spreading of assignments.  Is 
there a primitive arithmetic utilized by this spreading? 
 I do not have definitive answers to these, or the more specific question, 
�what precisely is the language of the genetic code?�  More data is needed.  
However, I feel that this symbol translation will be helpful in finding those 
answers.  More importantly, we should begin to recognize the abilities inherent in 
a dodecahedral system.  Not only does a dodecahedron tessellate in a 
sequential pattern, thus supporting the storage mechanism of a double helix, it 
also perfectly carries the leverage mechanisms for information translation.  
Therefore, the dodecahedron is a great choice for both genetic information 
storage and translation. 
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of Last Common Ancestor is subject to change at a moments notice.  It has the 

LCA 
 
 It is easy to ring a bell, but it is impossible to un-ring a bell.  A bell once 
rung cannot be un-rung; it can keep ringing or it can stop ringing.  The same is 
true for two bells, three bells, a million bells.  If a million bells ring at the same 
time they make a ringing sound unlike any single bell, but the collective 
phenomenon will be like a single bell in that it cannot be reversed or undone. 

A scientist might hear a ringing sound, analyze it, speculate about various 
properties, and trace the sound to its origin.  He can then request that a bell 
ringer stop ringing his damn bell.  This would be a linear process from sound to 
silence, cause and effect, but what if the ringing was complex?  If the ringing had 
multiple tones, volumes, pulsations, and came from all directions, what linear 
process could the scientist use to trace the origin of the ringing?  In this case the 
origin of the ringing is probably multiple bells and multiple ringers in multiple 
places acting throughout time at different intervals.  None of the individual bell 
ringers could draw a comprehensive map of the complex ringing sources, their 
methods, or their meaning.  Perhaps the scientist succeeds in silencing a single 
ringer, but more will fill his spot once he�s gone.  The scientist has failed to 
achieve even the partial goal of his linear process.  Each bell ringer can interact 
with his fellow ringers by hearing and ringing.  No additional contact or special 
instructions are required in order for this system to produce exceptionally 
complex behavior, music if you will.  Because all of the ringers are connected, 
the system has all sorts of complex properties and abilities that transcend the 
abilities of a single bell and a single ringer.  Trying to understand the entire 
system in a linear fashion will obscure the total properties of this non-linear 
system.  Cause and effect of the system transcend cause and effect of any single 
agent.  It is a fallacy to equate the single bell phenomenon to the complexity of 
the multi-bell system. 
 The concept of a last common ancestor is somewhat like the bell-ringer�s 
fallacy in that it belies the notion that ancestry is somehow a linear process.  It is 
true that we can draw ancestral lines between virtually any organic beings, but 
doing so is less enlightening, and potentially more blinding than it might first 
appear.  Very few people fail to recognize that humans share ancestry or blood 
lines, because it is logical to believe that everybody alive today had parents, and 
their parents had parents and so on.  Each person�s ancestry spreads out 
generally by orders of two with each generation, and ancestries overlap.  Groups 
of roughly one to ten people living today share one or both parents, but groups of 
hundreds share great-great grand parents.  Therefore the people living today 
share ancestors, and the number of shared ancestors must get smaller as we go 
backward in the ancestry.  You cannot share an ancestor at one level and un-
share them at the next, so the process will converge moving backward.  Call it 
what you want, Adam, Eve, Last Common Ancestor(s), the ancestry process will 
converge on two individuals.  All of us humans living today has a common 
ancestor back there somewhere, but so what - how important is that person? 
 Humans comprise a tiny portion of the biomass on the earth, and the title 
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unlikely, and it would have to be repeated for every living thing on the planet 

potential to change by many orders of magnitude, depending on the reference 
frame.  Consider the possibility that there are only three members of a particular 
species on earth.  Let�s say we discover that there is a super-human sub-specie 
of humans, but there are only three members: you, me and another guy 
(hopefully you are a woman).  Suppose that you and I find out we are actually 
siblings, we have the same dad, and dad had a half-sister that is the mother of 
the other guy.  Our whole family tree is dead except for us three.  The Last 
Common Ancestor (LCA) of the super-human specie is our grandpa, Grandpa 
LCA, call him Adam, is the champion and titleholder for super-humans.  There 
are only two generations between all living members of the super-human specie 
and LCA.  Suppose the third guy dies, so now the title of LCA passes to our dad, 
Adam Jr., and the distance between all living members and their LCA has been 
cut in half.  We have a new champion for no particular reason other than some 
guy we don�t even know just died for some possibly random reason (the world is 
a dangerous place). 
 Somebody in the human species could die tomorrow and shift the title of 
human LCA to somebody else way back in time.  So what?  There were 
hundreds of millions of �humans� alive at the time of LCA, but there was no way 
to identify that individual as anything other than a descendant of the previous 
LCA.  Finding the LCA of all human�s alive today is interesting and it has its uses, 
but we must keep it in perspective relative to Life on this planet.  Because we 
logically conclude that a small, highly specialized portion of the biomass today 
shares a common ancestry, can we also conclude that all biomass can be traced 
backward to a single cell?  Why would we want to? 

Let�s get even funkier.  If LCA�s exist for humans then they probably also 
exist for elephants.  All living elephants have a last common ancestor.  Suppose 
your worldview allows you to believe that all mammals alive today have an LCA, 
the elephant LCA and the human LCA would then also have an LCA, an 
elephant-human LCA.  That individual is probably more interesting than any LCA 
we�ve yet imagined here, but consider a single elephant today and call her Fee-
Fee.  You and Fee-Fee have an LCA, but it is not necessarily the same as the 
LCA that Fee-Fee and I share, and it almost certainly is not the same as the 
elephant-human LCA, which is subject to change at a moment�s notice.  Even 
our �lines� of descent aren�t really lines - they are bushes.  Therefore, LCA�s are 
subject to whimsical definitions based on relatively arbitrary criteria.  We can 
ballpark a line, but we can never really draw one, and why would we want to?  
This is a subtle bias that naturally skews the emphasis to individuals, and we can 
draw a line between any two individuals so we somehow think that we must.  
What about plants, insects, bacteria, fungi or viruses? 
 Another way to attack the problem is to turn it upside-down.  If we start 
with a single organism, you for instance, and begin graphing ancestry, two-by-
two, it is easy to see that this graph will undoubtedly expand back into history 
(some graphs will expand faster than others, i.e. readers in Indiana vs. 
Kentucky).  At some point this graph will reach a maximum expansion, but could 
it ever expand to include all of the existing biomass on the planet?  This is highly 
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this can be the focus of a meaningful search. 

today, and the configuration of biomass on this planet has changed through time.  
It then logically follows that not every living thing descends from the exact same 
ancestry.  We cannot pick a time in history, or a collection of carbon and crown it 
with the ultimate title of �origin of life�.  Life is an assembly of precursors.  Our 
parents were our precursors, and their parents were their precursors.  This 
process will expand, not contract back through time.  At any moment in Earth�s 
history we might view the total collection of carbon as �biomass� and recognize 
some interesting patterns or properties, but whatever that is, it had atomic and 
molecular precursors.  To somehow imagine that at some level and some time 
this process were different would be to imagine two different processes, and this 
would then require a splice between the two processes that does not exist.  We 
can pick milestones or interesting stages, but the origin of life on earth was the 
origin of the earth.  The bell ringer�s fallacy is to try to trace this complex process 
back to any other single source and draw a line. 
 Ancestry is not a linear process despite our misguided desire to view it as 
such.  It is a multi-input, multi-output process.  Ancestry is a combinatorial 
network of non-random nodes through time.  Some nodes are huge and others 
are small, but they all must overlap due to the combinatorial nature of the 
process.  Sexual reproduction is now the dominant perpetuating strategy of the 
combinatorial network, and this exacerbates the illusion of linearity.  We have 
blood �lines� on two sides.  None of the nodes are neutral; they all have an 
impact on their own fate as well as the fate of other nodes.  The view that this 
process is somehow a linear chain of events is the bell ringer�s fallacy that sends 
us on a fool�s errand of searching for �missing links� in the chain.  Rather, we 
would be better served to hunt for hidden tiles in a continuous mosaic. 

Historically all of the nodes are fixed, but as a practical matter they are all 
transient.  All of the nodes are bells that have rung once and can never be un-
rung or rung again.  At any given time there is a vastly larger collection of 
organisms that will not produce descendants than those that will.  This was the 
basis of Darwin�s fabulous insight.  It follows that any later stage organism in the 
process will have a vastly larger collection of past relatives than future relatives.  
Organisms are related to organisms that don�t reproduce as well as those that 
do.  At what time and what level moving backward would this ratio reverse?  My 
answer is that it would not.  It is a fundamental property of the process. 

Life is a dynamic, ever shifting pattern.  The existence of an overall pattern 
remains relatively constant, but the actual pattern is never the same from one 
moment to the next.  Consider a stationary stick in a moving stream.  The surface 
of the stream may be flat, but the shape of the water around the stick will be 
something other than flat.  This shape will remain constant despite the fact that 
none of the water making it is constant.  The water is perpetually replaced by 
new water, but the shape of the water around the stick remains.  Life is constant, 
but the pattern of Life is ever changing.  We would no more think to trace the 
origin of the water pattern around the stick to a single water molecule than we 
would trace the pattern of Life to a single amino acid.  There is a constant 
process and a force behind the water pattern, and so too there is with Life, and 



 
 Diamond burns to CO2 � no ash.  Graphite can be burned, and as we 
know, organic hydrocarbons burn fabulously.  What is the meaning of all this 
burning?  Carbon, regardless of its present form, is carbon.  The only special 
property of organic carbon is the pattern it forms across the current and past 
biomass.  It is a fascinating pattern on any scale of size or time, but it is a pattern 
none-the-less.  The carbons that are you have a fabulous story to tell, I�m sure, 
but it is not the same collection of carbon you were born with.  Your carbon is 
flowing around the pattern that is you as water flows around a stick.  Compared 
to water molecules it seems that carbon flows slowly around us, but compared to 
the flow of electrons in molecules water flows glacially, and compared to 
diamond our carbon flows like photons around a Christmas ornament.  Think 
about the pattern that is you and how much it has changed in such a short time.  
Carbon is entering and leaving the pattern as we speak.  Think of how the 
pattern of carbon changes in your head as you read this sentence, the force of 
change being the symbols on this page.  Think about how much carbon has been 
added to the pattern.  You started as a single cell and now look at you.  It is a 
sure bet that the pattern that is you has never been the same from one 
nanosecond to the next, and no two patterns will ever repeat. 

At the correct level of reference, the same can be said of diamond, but it is 
far less dramatic.  Think about the magnitude of change occurring right now in 
your body compared to an equivalent mass of diamond.  You must maintain two 
phase transitions at all times: gas to liquid and liquid to solid.  If you stop 
breathing, or stop circulating blood, your carbon pattern will take a drastic turn 
toward entropy.  It is not despite these phase transitions that you exist, it is 
because of them.  They are the fuel behind the engine of change.  They are the 
chaos that feeds the interface with order.  Change is the hallmark of Life and 
carbon patterns are the canvas for change. 
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imagine how it arises once, and to imagine it arising repeatedly is mathematically 

 It is within this framework that any �last common ancestor� explanation of 
features in the genetic code fails to pass the giggle test.  This answer belies a 
failure to understand the question.  We can identify many features of Life that will 
be common to all forms of life on this planet, but their genetic code is unlikely to 
be one of them.  It is too complex, and simplifying it to a linear, unchanging 
relationship is not instructive.  We could go one level lower and identify DNA and 
proteins as a common theme to all life, but this is not the same as saying that all 
life has the exact same relationship between DNA and protein.  There are three 
things here that need to be addressed:  DNA, protein, and the relationship 
between the two.  The genetic code is the latter.  Starting at the base we could 
say that all Life is made of matter or atoms.  We could say that all Life includes 
carbon and water and some other contaminants.  We can say that nucleotides 
and amino acids play a role in all Life, but now we are skipping a level.  There 
are patterns of atoms that lead to nucleotides and amino acids, and shapes 
characterize these patterns.  If the relationship between these molecules is to 
play a central role then the relationship between their shapes must also be 
addressed.  It is precisely this relationship between shapes that allows the 
progression of molecular complexity to continue.  Without that relationship, 
endless regularity is all that is possible.  Without that relationship, addition of 
atoms will proceed on a relatively ordered basis, and change becomes a 
monumental problem, not a necessity. 
 
 One wonders why LCA is important at all.  Debates rage, and thinly veiled 
name calling is ritualistically indulged.  The reason is that LCA is linear God.  It is 
the creator of the universal code and father to all living things.  LCA is an axiom 
of biological evolution, a dogmatic philosophical doctrine.  Should it be?  Debate 
about LCA is good, but unfortunately the sides are loaded.  The debate is 
emotionally charged, raging over which God is more palatable � creationist God 
or linear God.  Everyone must have his God, even the atheist, but some are 
more specific about articulating their God than others.  I will not articulate mine 
here, and I will not discourage another from chasing his own, but I will offer 
words of caution.  Never say or do anything you don�t want repeated back to you 
on the stand (best advice given in med school). 
 A single cell, or a single molecule, or a single atom as the origin of Life is 
a complete non-sequitor, a fairy tale without empiric teeth.  I ask you, how many 
condors would it take to perpetuate the species?  A condor is a big, durable 
thing.  What chance does a primitive crystal or cell have?  What are the chances 
that anything alive today might be the father of all living things in the future? 
 

Precursors, precursors, precursors, bazillions and bazillions of precursors.  
The smaller you go, the more there must be. 
 

Why the insistence on only one?  The answer is simple:  the genetic code 
is the lynchpin of an unfathomably complex system.  It is highly improbable as a 
random occurrence, yet random processes are clearly involved.  We struggle to 



unappealing.  The LCA theory holds that the genetic code ONLY HAD TO ARISE 
ONCE.  After the arrival of this single cell God, the rest of the universe must have 
formed a protective, all respectful cocoon to preserve the gifted one.  Life was 
finally able to flourish in all its glory.  The vengeful procreative prowess of the 
single one was then able to rid the planet of descendants of all fellow molecules, 
creating a functional imperative that reigns today throughout all cells and all time.  
This is one talented cell, but after all, it is God - for some. 

 
If the biomass today represents a Circle of Life, then the shape moving 

backwards in time is a cylinder.  Worshippers of an LCA God insist on a cone 
contracting backwards to a point that represents single-cell LCA.  I have 
problems with this fable on mathematical grounds, and ironically it runs against 
grain with Darwin�s mechanism of natural selection.  Darwin�s brilliant insight was 
that Life could not support an expanding cone forward, so a constant force must 
refine the circle, and the result will be descent with modification.  It is the circle 
that ultimately gets modified, and it is the circle that is subjected to the force.  If it 
is historically a cone, Darwin should predict a backwards expansion, not 
contraction.  I am proposing that we consider reversing fields entirely.  Instead of 
searching for a point in time and space, something that is rare and fragile, let�s 
look for something that is ubiquitous and durable.  Through massive numbers 
and endless time, something interesting can emerge, but it won�t be traceable to 
a single point in space or time. 
 
 It is fun and enlightening to extend this exercise of searching for 
commonalities of Life beyond the confines of our planet.  Mike McNeil is 
enamored with this game.  He is intrigued by the idea that we might identify some 
icon of Life in the universe so that we can create a greeting card.  Contact with 
extraterrestrials will likely start with some form of pattern recognition.  We will 
notice a pattern in electromagnetic radiation that might indicate unmistakable 
hallmarks of Life, just as we are now broadcasting them.  What is the most 
insightful pattern we could send or receive?  There are many good candidates.  
We could send this: 
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and the recipient might turn from his receiver and comment to his spouse, 
�our neighbor carbons on earth just figured out their hard drive.�  Mike 
suggests that we send the following image with the caption, �We get it�. 

 

 
 
Crystal code 
 
 DNA is a crystal.  It is unusual in that it is a crystal based on 
dodecahdedral symmetry.  Dodecahedrons, unlike other symmetries, will only 
tessellate in one dimension.  This oddity allows a dodecahedron to crystallize in a 
logically sequential fashion; therefore, DNA can act as a seed for the sequential 
formation of other crystals. 
 Typically a seed crystal exhibits two properties in the process of seeding 
growth of a crystal.  First, seed crystals usually become embedded within the 
crystalline structure whose growth they seed.  Second, the crystal growth that is 
stimulated by the seed is of a uniform type.  DNA is an aberration on both of 
these counts.  It neither becomes embedded, nor does it seed a single symmetry 
of crystal growth.  By not becoming embedded in the crystal growth DNA is able 
to repeatedly seed numerous crystals.  By having seed properties of multiple 
symmetries DNA is able to direct its own replication, as well as the growth of 
alternate symmetry forms, such as proteins.  The relationship between the 
symmetry of DNA and its alternate seeded crystal forms is the foundation of the 
logic in the genetic code. 

It is hubris to expect our neighbors to share our love of carbon, but it is not 
a bad guess.  It is statistically feasible that Life exists everywhere in the universe, 
and at some level there are likely similarities between Life here and anywhere.  
Shape is the most likely jumping off point.  Carbon is the most likely next level up 
in complexity, but silicon has got to be attractive to somebody somewhere.  We 
must first ask about the constraints, and our imaginations currently constrain us 
to molecules, which are themselves constrained by shapes.  If anything becomes 
constrained to lines, it will not be a line of points, it will be a line of shapes.  The 
�line� in the process is better viewed in this light as a sequence.  Both the 
constraint of shape and the constraint of sequence have something to offer to the 
process.  Something more robust can emerge from them. 
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 It is ironic that we began to explore the potential for silicon Life on this 
planet in the 50�s and 60�s, about the same time that we �broke� the genetic 
code.  Each influenced the other, and not necessarily in a productive way.  We 
became resigned to the idea that computers would lead to an �electronic brain� in 
no time flat.  It was seemingly just a matter of brute force, but it didn�t work out 
that way.  It appears that the linearity of binary logic was a serious impediment to 
simulating Life-like behavior in silicon, and the ability to hard wire pathways of 
logic is not all that and a bag of chips.  We now have more sophisticated tools 
that turn on concepts of �fuzzy logic�.  Agent-based systems of dynamic logic 
networks have proven that machine learning is a viable destination.  Complexity 
can in fact emerge from simplicity in silicon, and progress is relatively rapid, but 
the transcendence of matter into mind has proven more complicated than 
imagined.  Odds are good that the ultimate path will in no way appear linear. 
 Progress made in artificial life should be applied to our study of traditional 
biology.  In the realm of a-life there is no room for meaningless codes, frozen 
accidents and single-agent systems - the three horsemen of the �one-
dimensional� paradigm of the genetic code.  Dr. Morowitz described to me the 
term �frozen accident� as a dirty word.  He says that it is an intellectual copout, 
and I couldn�t agree more � it is the f-word.  It displaces necessary intellectual 
work in favor of a comfortable fairy tale.  The result has been a preference for 
theories of pan-spermia, because they focus questions of earth�s origin of Life to 
pinpoint locations in time and space; whereas all such questions are better 
considered in the context of networks. 
 To illustrate this I will share an experience I had in programming a 
machine learning game of tic-tac-toe with my young son.  The first step was to 
break the game board into addressable cells. 
 

 
 
 The next step was to define all possible ways to win a game. 
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 We then defined all of the cells in terms of their winning possibilities. 
 

 
 
 This provides a graph of the network of all winning games of tic-tac-toe 
games.  No single cell has a corner on the market for winning, and no possible 
winning play can involve only one cell.  This first struck me as a map of winning 
strategies in business.  My friend, John Bender, is a master entrepreneur, and he 
preaches this doctrine about business.  He describes it in terms of self-interest.  
If the goal is winning, then your self-interest lies in helping other people win.  If 
cell �5� is the leader of a business, the only way he can win is by participating in a 
winning effort that involves other cells, such as employees, suppliers, and 
customers.  Then it struck me that it might be a universal pattern of competition.  
It is hard to imagine any competitive endeavor that involves a single-cell winner.  
This is nowhere truer than in the competitive pattern of Life.  Winners are actually 
vast networks of winners, not individual winners.  The fierce competition for 
survival is marked by a pattern of networks. 
 
Symmetry → networked 
Carbon → networked 
Nucleotides → networked 
Codons → networked 
tRNA → networked 
Amino acids → networked 
Peptide bonds → networked 
Proteins → networked 
Cells → networked 
Organisms → networked 
Species → networked 
Life → networked 
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 In this light the genetic code within organic evolution becomes a network 
of networks.  Winners are not chosen on an individual basis, rather they are 
chosen on their properties within the total network.  There is no way to carve a 
component from the network and study it in a vacuum. 
 The problem now is in defining �self� so that self-interest can be evaluated.  
Richard Dawkins brought the problem to a head in his book �The Selfish Gene.�  
He suggests that the appropriate scale for the question of self-interest lies at the 
gene level.  I would go one further and suggest that it lies at the code level.  
Regardless, the question pre-supposes that the universe has the ability to 
operate on a �self�.  Of course we know that it does, but an undifferentiated 
universe would not have this ability, so differentiation must be the first step in this 
process.  In the tic-tac-toe universe, each cell can be identified as self in terms of 
a meta-level called �player�.  Each cell can be defined as either player or not-
player.  If it is not-player then it is either �competitor� or it is nothing.  It is a simple 
trinary system of valuation to hold a simple competition.  We humans have the 
curious ability to identify ourselves as self, and this identity persists through time.  
The universe therefore has a property that allows a persistence of self.  We go 
on to identify with family, community, nation, species, etc.  This is interesting on a 
human level, but it is more so on the level of a hydrogen atom, or on a 
macromolecular level, or on the level of a body of collective mass such as the 
earth, sun or solar system.  Without this persistent differentiation in the universe 
nothing of interest would emerge. 
 Emergence is a phenomenon of networks, not individuals.  Individuals are 
required to form the networks, but individuals are not competitive entities without 
the networks.  When one network emerges, it serves as the basis of the 
emergence of more networks.  We then find an accumulation of emergences.  
Human thought then is predicated on the emergence of biological neural 
networks, a point beautifully demonstrated by Morowitz in The Emergence of 
Everything.  Just as organic evolution is marked by networks, so too is the 
physical universe.  It was this type of discovery by Neils Bohr in the periodic table 
of elements that marked the spectacular advances in quantum chemistry. 
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 Bohr typed out a fractal nesting of individual elements into a periodic 
network of elements.  The lynchpin of the network is the set of quantum numbers 
and Pauli�s observation that no two components (electrons) within an individual 
(atom) could share the same identity, in this way giving matter its informative 
value.  An electron is an electron, but within an atom they are all distinguishable 
by some metric.  Each electron attains a unique value of self. 
 
 These then are the two principle ingredients (in my book) for the existence 
of Life in the universe � self and emergence.  The universe provides these 
ingredients from the get go, and the rest is history.  Without this perspective we 
seem content to search for historic winners of single-cell games of chance.  I see 
the pattern differently.  Just as winners of tic-tac-toe emerge from networks of 
winning components, Life emerges from huge networks of winning networks.  A 
one-dimensional paradigm that views the process as fundamentally without logic 
will never properly illuminate this process.  We then are left resorting to 
creationist stories of space rocks kick-starting a �frozen accident� here on earth.  
This only displaces the intellectual work of understanding to another time and 
another planet.
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9. One tRNA can recognize more than one codon. 

Concluding 
 
 This has been fun, but all good things must end.  I have taken a decidedly 
non-linear path to the end, and I�m sure this has lead to some confusion.  It 
always does.  Allow me to wrap up some of this mess. 
 

�Science is really the search for simplicity.� 
 

Claude A. Villee 
 
 Science operates by adopting paradigms.  These paradigms lead 
scientists in specific directions in their searches for empirical evidence of 
phenomena within their fields of expertise.  Most often evidence accumulates in a 
pattern at odds in some way with the accepted paradigm.  Eventually this creates 
a crisis of explanatory power for the paradigm.  When this happens, a revolution 
must occur, and a new paradigm is adopted.  It is always a messy, unpleasant 
business. 
 The eagerness to adopt a �one-dimensional� paradigm of the genetic code 
should have created an immediate crisis, but it did not.  It was, in the parlance of 
OJ, a rush to judgement, and scientists have happily accumulated a mountain of 
contradictions over the past several decades.  In this day and age, when we are 
so open to the importance of emergence in nature, it is time that we explicitly 
address the lack of explanatory power offered by the one-dimensional paradigm. 

The first red flag should have been wobble - and when wobble proved 
incapable of effectively limiting a tRNA population below sixty-four, the crisis 
should have become acute.  From there, we can easily find a drawer full of 
anomalies that cannot be adequately handled by the linear model.  Why only 
twenty amino acids?  Why all L-amino acids?  Why is there so little variation in a 
process that is clearly capable of change?  What is the inherent logic that allows 
such precision, diversity and consistency in translating a double helix into a 
protein? 
 Moving from the general anomalies of the non-specialist to the specific 
anomalies in cutting edge molecular biology, today we find the crisis growing 
ever bigger.  The linear model is worse than useless in explaining the following. 
 
Empiric Observations 
 

1. Synonymous codons are not always functionally synonymous. 
2. Codons require context. 
3. Some codon combinations cannot be translated within a genome. 
4. GC content drives codon usage. 
5. Codons can disappear entirely from genomes. 
6. tRNA populations vary between genomes. 
7. Codon usage and tRNA expression is correlated. 
8. Codons can specify more than one tRNA within a genome. 
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impact on the results.  This is why it is not possible, for me at least, to make 

10. tRNA molecules are not homogenous within or between genomes. 
11. Xenogenetic sequences produce translation difficulties. 
12. Synonymous mutations can alleviate xenogenetic translation difficulties. 
13. Primary structure determines tertiary structure in proteins. 
14. Primary sequence analysis has failed to accurately predict secondary 

structure. 
 

It usually takes a child to note the emperor�s lack of apparel, and a 
reckless heretic to insight a revolution.  The failure of the linear model can be 
attributed to a fundamental flaw: it denies the need for context.  It is not just blind 
to the context of codons, it is blind to the context of everything.  The fundamental 
tenet of Rafiki is a need for context, and the fundamental context of the genetic 
code is the dodecahedron - all other features must be evaluated within it.  
Similarly, all features of the universe manifest as patterns, and all patterns are 
products of their context, which is itself a pattern.  Of course this viewpoint 
makes some simple things much less intuitive, but that is the nature of nature.  
What could be simpler for our terrestrial purposes than a stationary earth?  But 
this turns out to not be the case.  What could be simpler than a one-dimensional 
code?  Not just a clever comparison of two historical paradigms; this is a 
demonstration of the same historical mistake.  The one-dimensional paradigm 
causes faulty data collection and interpretation of the genetic code exactly like a 
stationary earth paradigm forces our view of the heavens.  Prior to Copernicus, it 
wasn�t so much a question of whether or not the earth was actually moving; it 
was more a question of whether the earth could be used as a fixed reference.  
The answer is no.  Heavens and earth are mutual contexts, just as every 
component of the genetic code is a context for every other component within the 
logic of the code. 
There is undoubtedly a loss of simplicity.  As an illustration we can see that 
ordinary arithmetic becomes ponderous within the context of a dodecahedron.  
The simple case of calculating �potential� codons in a linear model (4 x 4 x 4 = 
64) becomes an exercise in metaphysics within the dodecahedron.  Harking back 
to the thought experiment involving the drawing of three colored chips from a bag 
containing three sets of four colors, we can attempt to calculate codons.  We get 
a perplexing result.  The first chip drawn could be any of the twelve in the bag.  
However, even after it is drawn we cannot know its exact identity, other than its 
color.  The second chip could be any chip that contacts any of the faces that 
�might� represent the first chip.  This excludes three of the remaining eleven 
chips.  The third chip could be any of the four colors.  This means that within the 
context of the dodecahedron there are 12 x 8 x 4 = 384 number of ways to draw 
three chips from the bag.  Coincidentally, this is exactly twice the number of 
nucleic acids required to fully illustrate the linear model.  As if this is not bizarre 
enough, even after the drawing we still do not necessarily know the exact identity 
of the three chips, unless they are all different colors.  The drawing itself requires 
the context of prior and subsequent drawings to precisely determine its outcome. 

Subtle changes in the premises of the thought experiment have a chaotic 



definitive pronouncements about the exact structure and mechanisms of the 
language.  I am confident, however, when I proclaim that there is more than one 
dimension of information contained in the code.  This should have been obvious 
just by looking at data that has been around a long time.  However, a paradigm 
can be a powerful lens, or it can be a powerful fog when looking at data. 

Every component of the genetic code requires context from, and provides 
context to every other component.  Just as in drawing chips, no single 
component, such as a single nucleotide, or a single codon, or a single amino 
acid, can be removed from its context and accurately interpreted.  There are no 
absolutely stationary bodies in the solar system of genetic information.  The 
system must be viewed as a whole to appreciate the patterns it makes and the 
logic behind it.  There must be some sort of logic behind it; otherwise, it could 
never arise in the first place, let alone perform its magic so consistently. 
The Rafiki Model easily handles the simple anomalies in the linear model.  More 
exciting, it generates so many new questions that science can keep busy for a 
while in vetting it.  Some of the more difficult questions, if they are to be 
answered to anyone�s satisfaction, will require more powerful, certainly more 
bizarre tools, such as quantum geometry.  On this score particle physicists have 
spent the last decade using super-symmetry to peel a layer of �meaningless� 
from the one-dimensional onion.  They have successfully caught a glimpse of the 
underlying logic and gone so far as to call for a periodic table of assignments.  
Rafiki goes farther.  Rafiki demands a search for relevant context, whereas the 
one-dimensional paradigm demands that context cannot exist - it effectively halts 
all relevant searches.  We can never be clear on exactly what the context is for 
all things, but within Rafiki the fundamental context for the genetic code is a 
dodecahedron.  On this we can be clear. 
 

�Although I am fully convinced of the truth of the views given in this 
volume�, I by no means expect to convince experienced naturalists whose 
minds are stocked with a multitude of facts all viewed during a long course of 
years, from a point of view directly opposite mine. �(B)ut I look with confidence 
to the future � to young and rising naturalists, who will be able to view both sides 
of the question with impartiality.� 
 

Charles Darwin 
Origin of Species 

 
 To paraphrase Norbert Weiner, I am not a mathematician.  I am also not a 
scientist.  I am a heretic and a troublemaker.  It is my job to make trouble, my 
stock and trade.  There are millions of working scientists who have been given 
splitting headaches by my musings; otherwise I have failed to do my job.  My 
intent is to give normal people permission to be creative in their approach to 
critical thinking about the things around us.  I ask them to ask questions, and 
create their own poetry about the universe.  I am an artist working in the medium 
of the mind.  I have set out to sculpt this malleable metal in a new, hopefully 
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repeatable symmetry to enable consistent construction of molecular 

interesting shape.  The tools of my trade are questions, not answers, and on that 
score I will ask the following: 
 

• Can the genetic code carry stereochemistry? 
• How might the genetic code carry stereochemistry? 
• Does the genetic code carry stereochemistry? 
• What ramifications do the answers to the above questions pose? 

 
 As far as I can tell, the first question rarely if ever gets asked; therefore the 
rest are moot.  The answer to question number one is always a dogmatic, �no� - 
end of debate.  Sorry, but my view says that it not only could, but it should have a 
say in the stereochemistry of Life. 

A reasonable answer to the second question can be partially given by the 
observation that the �best� way to view the genetic code - in a numerically 
unbiased way - is on the surface of a regular solid, or better yet, a sphere. 

The third question requires beakers, and messes, and work, but the fourth 
question is where we can have some fun. 
 

Talk amongst yourselves. 
 
 I summarize my answers as follows: 
 
 The genetic code is part of a complex crystallization process that we call 
Life.  The currently accepted linear model holds that the genetic code is a one-
dimensional, sequential, non-overlapping relationship between nucleic acids and 
amino acids.  This model has proven insufficient in explaining the multi-
dimensional process of translation between nucleic acids and amino acids.  An 
alternative to the linear model proposed here, the Rafiki Model of the genetic 
code, differs from the currently accepted one in three important ways. 
 
1.      The genetic code embodies two fundamental forms of information 

regarding translation.  First, it carries information about the stereochemistry of 
peptide bonds.  Second, it carries amino acid sequence information.   

 
The primary structure of a polypeptide results from the information 

contained in the genetic code.  The amino acid sequence of a polypeptide is 
merely a sub-set of the total information translated from the nucleic acid 
sequence. 

 
2.      The genetic code has a geometric foundation of coincident symmetry from 

all five regular solids.  Information in this system is based primarily on the 
symmetry relationships between the tetrahedron and the dodecahedron. 

 
Erwin Schrödinger proposed that Life is an aperiodic crystal.  He was 

essentially correct, but every repeatable crystal structure requires a simple, 



morphology.  Aperiodic crystals are by definition not constructed on repeating 
symmetry, and therefore a simple map directing consistent morphology is 
difficult to imagine.  However, a map of the symmetry relationship between 
solids can generate tremendous complexity, and for all practical purposes this 
relationship functions in a simple, aperiodic way. 

  
The genetic code is based on the interaction of symmetries, essentially 

mapping the relationships between them.  The genetic language is a 
language of shapes, primarily translating dodecahedrons into tetrahedrons. 

 
3.      The genetic code is a hierarchical system of combinatorial, molecular 

elements.  Nucleic acids are the base element in the system.  These combine 
in triplets (codons) to specify a tRNA molecule.  The tRNA molecules 
combine, presumably in quartets (peptons), to define a peptide bond.  Peptide 
bonds combine to define the primary structure of proteins.   

 
The primary sequence of proteins can be determined by examining either 

the primary structure of polypeptides or the sequence of nucleic acids, but the 
peptide bonds cannot be determined by examining nucleic acid sequence 
alone.  Only by examining the combination of tRNA molecules in a pepton 
can the precise peptide bond be determined from the code.   

 
Therefore, the complete genetic code in an organism is a system that 

must conceptually include mRNA and tRNA.  Ribosomal RNA participates by 
providing a structural base for mRNA during translation, as well as providing 
the enzymatic activity of peptide bond formation.  In this way rRNA might be 
viewed as an active voice in the genetic code as well.  A protein�s primary 
structure is the fundamental output of the genetic code, and amino acids are 
the monomeric units of that output. 

 
Rafiki assimilates these new conceptual elements into a model of the 

genetic code.  This model provides a more robust and accurate understanding of 
the complex crystallization process we know as Life.  From this perspective, we 
can recognize that variation in the nature of tRNA populations from one organism 
to another naturally occurs, and therefore the system is no longer constrained to 
universality.  The relationships between regular solids, however, are universal. 
 The Rafiki Model helps explain many of the perplexing phenomena being 
discovered today at an ever-accelerating pace, phenomena that cannot be 
explained adequately by the linear model. 
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primary culprit is our language, or our system of numbers and how they are used.  

After word 
 

�Modern physics will prove that an elephant can hang from a cliff with his 
tail tied to a daisy.� 
 

Oliver Stone 
JFK 

 
Michael Crichton is an excellent author who writes fictional stories about 

real science.  Jurassic Park is about chaos, and Prey is about emergence.  
These are both important scientific tools for building models about the natural 
world.  The villain in both of Crichton�s stories is the same as the villain in Mary 
Shelly�s Frankenstein.  It is not a person, and it is not even the monster; the 
villain is scientific hubris.  The real hubris is not about our ability to apply 
technology, it is about universal truths and our ability to discover them.  The 
universe is constructed in a way that shuns simple systems, but we are limited to 
understanding the universe by first constructing simple models.  Our models will 
always take us only so far toward understanding, and our ability to predict and 
control systems will always be limited.  Crichton�s process for building a monster 
in Prey is a dead-nuts ringer for the process that is building the genetic code. 
 
Question #71  How do you determine the height of a building using a barometer? 
 

A) Take barometric pressure readings at base and top, and do complicated 
math. 

B) Drop the barometer from the top of the building, time its fall, and do 
complicated math. 

C) Remove the recording tape from the barometer and use it as a tape 
measure. 

D) Offer the architect of the building a nice barometer if he will tell you the 
height of the building. 

 
 The �correct� answer is completely dependant on the context of the 
question.  Is this a test in meteorology or business?  What are the accuracy 
requirements and time constraints?  How nearby is the architect, and what is the 
e-bay value of the barometer?  We must model the system of the questioner and 
the system being questioned.  (How would you like to have me in one of your 
classes?) 
 I am told that we are �reasonably certain� about the sequence of events 
after the first 10-35 of a second following the big bang.  I�m reasonably sure that 
we are - but hell - I�m not reasonably certain about what I had for lunch 
yesterday.  The folks expressing their certainty about this alchemy look 
remarkably like the people who were reasonably certain that the earth is 
stationary.  Most models are dubious representations of reality, and when they 
propose linear events across vast time and space they become more so.  The 
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What does the pattern of Life have to say about all this? 

While our mathematics is far advanced from the ancient Greeks, our appreciation 
of the nature of numbers is still primitive.  We can learn something from 
everyone, and we might glean a thing or two from the ancient Greeks as well.  
Our best models are dependent on numbers, and they will always be overly 
simplistic. 
 
 �In 1931 the mathematician Kurt Godel proved his famous incompleteness 
theorem about the nature of mathematics.  The theorem states that within any 
formal system of axioms, such as present-day mathematics, questions always 
persist that can neither be proved nor disproved on the basis of the axioms that 
define the system.  In other words, Godel showed that there are problems that 
cannot be solved by any set of rules or procedures. 
 Godels theorem set fundamental limits on mathematics.  It came as a 
great shock to the scientific community, since it overthrew the widespread belief 
that mathematics was a coherent and complete system based on a single logical 
foundation.  Godel�s theorem, Heisenberg�s uncertainty principle, and the 
practical impossibility of following the evolution of even a deterministic system 
that becomes chaotic, form a core set of limitations to scientific knowledge that 
only came to be appreciated during the twentieth century.� 
 

Steven Hawking 
The Universe in a Nutshell 

 
 
 Blaise Pascal was a brilliant mathematician that intuited what Godel 
proved.  Pascal recognized that his most cherished skills and models were 
incapable of giving him the answers to his most important questions.  When his 
questions turned to God, he avoided the trap of hubris.  He knew that God, if he 
exists, is a force of nature incapable of yielding to any model Pascal could 
contrive.  So Pascal found an elegant solution in which he posed for himself a 
wager.  Smart money bets on God, according to Pascal.  For him the wager paid 
off, because he was then able to appreciate his life all the more.  Not everyone 
can do this.  I suffer from a lack of Pascal�s intelligence, but I always like to bet 
with smart money. 
 This is not an anti-science diatribe; it is science revelry.  Science is a 
systematic investigation, and it has the inherent capacity to change its models.  It 
is based on the premise that models are never �right� they are just good or bad 
depending on the context.  They can be useful or not.  The worst models are not 
the ones that are wrong, they are the ones that cannot be wrong.  As Pauli noted 
about a model proposed by Heisenburg, �that�s so bad it�s not even wrong.�  
Hawking takes a positivist approach on this that I find most enlightening.  We do 
not have to abandon science because of its limitations; we can embrace it.  
Crichton correctly warns us, however, to carefully examine the questions, 
methods, interpretations and applications of the fruits of science.  By now we 
should realize that each new step leads to a new direction. 
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sure, if we had the right light and knew where to look.  Perhaps the universe 
hardens instead of expands.  This, at least, I will leave to the experts. 

 
 

Universe 
String 
Quark 

Sub-Atomic Particle 
Atom 

Molecule 
Macromolecule 

Life 
Thought 
Universe 

 
 
I can�t really say, but it should be a powerful voice in the debate.  In the 

universal progression of complexity, Life is not an isolated exception.  If it is 
indeed a specific case of a general rule, then it should not be specially exempted 
from the processes of the rest of the universe.  Life is not a single, fragile entity 
focused to a point in time and space, it is a ubiquitous, durable, agent-based 
system spread across vast areas of time and space.  Our view of the universe 
must decide if Life is the exception or the rule.  If there is indeed a line in the 
universe across which Life can be compartmentalized, then we must identify that 
line.  If not, then perhaps the process of Life can be used as the model of the 
universe, and vice-versa.  Perhaps the universe is an agent-based system, and 
the agents of the universe are the same or similar to the agents of Life.  Perhaps 
the SORT function we visited earlier is acting as some universal force that 
organizes and complexifies the universe. 
 

SORT( FILL(universe) ) = UNIVERSE 
 
 Agent-based systems are necessarily complex.  The king of complexity is 
Stuart Kaufman.  He has proposed a fourth law of thermodynamics that would 
provide a metric for time and complexity in the universe (atta boy).  He does a 
nice job of differentiating this new law from the second law of thermodynamics, 
which essentially says that the universe is steadily going to disorganized crap.  
The process of Life appears to be at odds with the second law, so Dr. Kaufman is 
respectful of this.  I am not very respectful of anything, so I say trash the second 
law � that�s my job.  I never liked that law anyway.  If the agents of life are a clue 
to the agents of the universe, then perhaps we can imagine a model where the 
two act in the same fashion.  In this model a self-organized, complex universe 
would emerge, and the second law would look different.  Instead of velocity of 
entropy, it would reflect a force producing acceleration of self-organizing 
complexity.  What name could we give this force?  We could find evidence, I�m 



Finally 
 

�The human mind is not capable of grasping the Universe.  We are like a 
little child entering a huge library. �The child knows that someone must have 
written those books.  It does not know who or how.� 
 

Albert Einstein 
 
  

History is riddled with entertaining pronouncements of scientific finality.  
We are constantly told that all answers are within our grasp, or close at hand.  
The data suggest otherwise.  In fact, the more we learn, the more there is to 
learn, which is nice in my opinion.  The process keeps us very busy, as well it 
should.  Rafiki does not hold the ultimate answer.  It cannot because of the 
nature of the questions, nothing can.  Rafiki is an interesting, shiny seashell.  It 
might attract our attention, briefly, but we must not loose sight of the beaches 
and oceans they meet.  The universe is big, beautiful, and remarkably complex; 
in it we are bounded only by our imagination. 
 
 

Imagination is more important than knowledge 
 

Albert Einstein
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